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TNF superfamily 

The discovery of tumor necrosis factor (TNF) superfamily dates back to the middle of the 

nineteenth century when O‘Malley found a tumor-necrotizing factor in the serum that could 

mediate tumor regression effects [1]. Carswell‘s group renamed this factor as tumor necrosis 

factor and reported that macrophages were the source of this factor [2]. In 1968, Granger and 

colleagues described another factor called lymphotoxin (LT) produced by lymphocytes, which 

could also kill tumor cells [3]. Until 1984, Aggarwal‘s group determined and compared the 

amino acid sequence of TNF and LT, indicating that the two proteins were homologous [4]. 

Therefore, they were renamed to TNF-α and TNF-β, respectively. These two factors laid the 

foundation for the identification of the TNF superfamily.  

At present, in total 19 TNF superfamily ligands and 29 receptors have been identified (shown 

in Table. 1). The TNF superfamily ligands are type II trimeric transmembrane proteins with a 

C-terminal TNF homology domain (THD). THD is a sequence of around 150 amino acids, 

which contains a conserved framework of aromatic and hydrophobic residues to fold and form 

trimeric proteins [5]. The individual monomers are β-sandwich structures containing β strands 

and loops that form a ―jelly-roll‖ structure: the inner sheets are responsible for trimerization 

and the outer sheets are for receptor binding [5,6]. The TNF superfamily receptors are type I 

or type III membrane or soluble proteins containing cysteine-rich domains (CRD) for ligand 

binding [7].  

Among the large family of TNF ligands and receptors, there are 19 ligands and 29 different 

receptors, indicating the diversity of ligand-receptor interactions. As shown in Table. 1, TNF 

ligands can bind to one specific or multiple receptors, and different ligands can bind to the 

same receptor. The TNF receptors can be divided into 3 groups according to their cytoplasmic 

sequences and their cellular signal pathways [8]. The first group receptors, including Fas, 

TNFR1, DR3, DR4, DR5, and DR6, contain a death domain (DD) in the cytoplasmic tail. 

Activation of these DD-containing receptors can lead to the recruitment of adaptor proteins 

such as TNFR associated death domain (TRADD) or Fas-associated death domain (FADD), 

which on their turn can activate the caspase cascade and finally induce apoptosis [9]. The 

second group, including TNFR2, CD40, CD30, CD27, LTβR, OX40, 4-1BB, BAFFR, BCMA, 

TACI, RANK, NGFR, HVEM, GITR, TROY, EDAR, XEDAR, RELT, and Fn14, contains 

TNFR associated factor (TRAF)-interacting motifs (TIM). Activation of these TIM-

containing receptors can lead to the activation of downstream signaling pathways, including 
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nuclear factor-κB (NF-κB), mitogen-associated protein kinases (MAPK) such as p38, c-JNK, 

and the extracellular signal-regulated kinases (ERK) as well as phosphoinositide 3-kinase 

(PI3K) and Akt [8,10], which finally induce cell survival and inflammation. The third group 

of TNF receptors includes Decoy receptor 1 (DcR1), DcR2, DcR3, and osteoprotegerin 

(OPG), which do not contain functional intracellular signaling domains or motifs. They act as 

decoy receptors to compete and block the binding between the ligand and other functional 

receptors [8,11,12].  

Almost all of the TNF superfamily ligands are expressed by immune cells, while the receptors 

are expressed by a wide variety of cells [13]. The binding between the TNF superfamily 

ligands and receptor will cause biological effects such as tumor regression, immune system 

regulation and hematopoiesis. However, dysregulation of the binding between the ligand and 

receptor also leads to various diseases [13]. In this thesis, we mainly focus on two TNF 

superfamily members, RANKL and TRAIL.  

Table 1: Ligands and receptors of TNF superfamily [7] 

Ligands  Receptors 

Symbol Common name (alias)  Common name 

TNFSF1 TNF-α  TNFR1/TNFR2 

TNFSF2 TNF-β (LT-α)  TNFR1/TNFR2/HVEM/ LTβR 

TNFSF3 LT-β  LTβR 

TNFSF4 OX40L (CD252)  OX40 

TNFSF5 CD40L (CD154)  CD40 

TNFSF6 FasL (CD95L/Apo1L)  Fas/DcR3 

TNFSF7 CD27L (CD70)  CD27 

TNFSF8 CD30L (CD153)  CD30 

TNFSF9 4-1BBL  4-1BB 

TNFSF10 TRAIL (Apo2L)  DR4/DR5/DcR1/DcR2/OPG 

TNFSF11 RANKL (OPGL/ODF/TRANCE)  RANK/OPG 

TNFSF12 TWEAK (Apo3L)  Fn14 

TNFSF13 APRIL (TALL-2/TRDL-1)  TACI/BCMA 

TNFSF13B BAFF (BLYS/THANK)  BAFF-R/TACI/BCMA 

TNFSF14 LIGHT (HVEML/LT-γ)  LTβR/DcR3/HVEM 

TNFSF15 VEGI (TL1A)  DcR3/DR3 

TNFSF18 GITRL  GITR 

 EDA-A1  EDAR 

 EDA-A2  XEDAR 

 N.D.  DR6 

 N.D.  RELT 

 N.D.  TROY 

                   N. D., not determined.  
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RANKL/RANK/OPG system 

In 1981, Rodan and Martin formulated a detailed hypothesis that osteoblasts influence the 

formation of osteoclasts [14]. In the late 1990s, OPG was discovered and patented as an 

important regulator of bone density [15]. Subsequent research was undertaken to identify the 

ligand of OPG, and contemporaneously an alternative strategy was used to identify TNFR 

superfamily homologous. As a result, the ligand of receptor activator of nuclear factor κB 

(RANKL), also known as OPGL, ODF and TRANCE, and its receptor RANK were 

discovered by different independent groups [16–18].  

The RANKL/RANK/OPG system was first found to play an important role in bone 

remodeling system [19]. In normal conditions, bone homeostasis is maintained by a balance 

between old bone resorption by osteoclasts and new bone formation by osteoblasts [20]. 

RANKL is expressed on osteoblasts and RANK is expressed on osteoclast precursor cells 

[21]. The interaction between RANKL and RANK can induce the differentiation of 

osteoclasts from osteoclast precursors, and promote osteoclasts activation and survival [20]. 

The essential signaling pathway after RANKL stimulation includes the adaptor protein 

TNFR-associated factors (TRAFs) recruitment, NF-κB activation and translocation, and 

osteoclastogenic genes transcription [22]. OPG, which is also produced by osteoblasts, is a 

soluble decoy receptor and competes with RANK for RANKL binding [23]. Imbalances in the 

RANK/RANKL/OPG pathway can dysregulate the bone remodeling to either bone formation 

or resorption, therefore leading to diseases such as osteoporosis or osteopetrosis. 

Apart from the role in bone remodeling, RANKL/RANK signaling also plays important roles 

in other tissues, since they are produced by a variety of cell types and tissues [22]. Recent 

studies indicate a number of other physiological and pathophysiological processes involving 

RANKL/RANK pathways like glandular development and lactation, cancer cell proliferation 

and metastasis and adaptive immunity [24]. More interestingly, this system may also play a 

role in fibrosis, which is characterized by excessive accumulation of extracellular matrix 

(ECM) [25]. In bone tissue, RANKL can bind to RANK on osteoclasts and induce bone ECM 

degradation. However, whether and how this signaling pathway regulates fibrotic tissue ECM 

degradation is unclear up to now. 

Due to the important roles of the RANK-RANKL pathway in bone and other tissues, targeting 

RANKL or RANK with either agonistic or antagonistic compounds is a promising strategy 

for therapeutic intervention. Initially, OPG-Fc/variants or RANKL-targeted peptides were 
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developed as RANKL scavengers to prevent bone loss and inflammation [21,26,27]. 

Furthermore, denosumab, an FDA-approved RANKL-specific antibody, was developed and 

used in the treatment of osteoporosis and bone metastases [28]. However, through titrating 

away RANKL but not the receptor, they all carry the risk of immune reactions. Therefore, 

strategies with less immune response are still needed. One other approach was to focus on 

novel structure-based RANKL variants, which might be of interest to target the receptor 

directly and trigger the autoimmune system with less impact compared to antibody. 

 

TRAIL and its receptors 

TNF-related apoptosis inducing ligand (TRAIL), also known as Apo2 ligand (Apo2L), was 

discovered in 1995 [29,30]. It is an important ligand protein of TNF superfamily that 

selectively induces apoptosis in a variety of tumor cells [31]. TRAIL interacts with five 

cognate receptors, namely death receptor 4 (DR4/TRAIL-R1), death receptor 5 (DR5/TRAIL-

R2), decoy receptor 1 (DcR1/TRAIL-R3), decoy receptor 2 (DcR2/TRAIL-R4), and the 

soluble receptor osteoprotegerin (OPG) [32]. Both DR4 and DR5 contain the death domain 

(DD) in the intracellular part. Therefore, upon binding to DR4 and DR5, TRAIL can activate 

the extrinsic pathway through the recruitment of the Fas-associated death domain and the 

activation of caspase-8 [9,33]. The other receptors act as decoys receptors since DcR1 lacks a 

cytosolic region and DcR2 only contains a truncated, non-functional death domain [34]. OPG 

is a soluble protein showing weaker affinity to TRAIL compared to other membrane-bound 

receptors. However, it can still block the induction of apoptosis through sequestering the 

available TRAIL [35]. 

TRAIL can initiate the extrinsic apoptosis pathway through binding to DR4 or DR5, which 

results in the recruitment of caspase-8 and FADD to form the death-inducing signaling 

complex (DISC) [9]. This can further activate the downstream effector caspase-3, caspase-6, 

and caspase-7 and result in apoptosis [36]. In some cases, DISC activation is not sufficient to 

trigger the caspase cascade and the activation of the intrinsic pathway gets involved. Caspase-

8 activation cleaves Bid to truncated Bid (tBid), which further interacts with Bax and Bak on 

the mitochondrial membrane to promote the release of apoptotic factors like cytochrome c. 

These factors will form the apoptosome through binding to apoptotic peptidase activating 

factor 1 (Apaf-1) and the initiator caspase-9, which in turn activates caspase-3, caspase-6, and 

caspase-7 to induce apoptosis [37]. 
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Although TRAIL has been recognized as a representative anti-cancer agent, TRAIL resistance 

in tumor cells has been considered as a problem for a long time. This resistance may occur at 

different levels in the signaling pathways, including decoy receptors competition and 

dysregulation, DISC inhibition, reduced caspase function, imbalance of anti-and pro- proteins 

expression [35,38]. Therefore, the understanding of the mechanisms of TRAIL resistance and 

ways to improve TRAIL sensitivity of tumor cells is important for the development of 

therapeutic approaches with TRAIL. 

Recombinant human TRAIL (rhTRAIL, aa 114-281) has been mostly used and developed as a 

clinical anti-cancer drug [39,40]. Clinical phase I studies showed this rhTRAIL was safe in 

patients with advanced cancer. However, there was no clinical benefit of rhTRAIL due to its 

fast kinetics and short half-life. On the other hand, rhTRAIL binds to all five TRAIL receptors, 

including three decoy receptors, which interfere with TRAIL-induced apoptosis. To overcome 

TRAIL resistance caused by decoy receptors competition, DR-specific TRAIL variants or 

antibodies are becoming promising therapeutic approaches in cancer treatment. 

 

Scope of the thesis 

The work described in this thesis is aimed to probe the ligand-receptor interface of TNF 

superfamily members RANKL and TRAIL, and the design and characterization of novel 

recombinant RANKL and TRAIL variants for their use as potential therapeutics. 

Bone, as a dynamic tissue, is maintained by continuous renewal. An imbalance in bone 

resorption and formation can lead to a range of disorders, such as osteoporosis or 

osteopetrosis. The RANK/RANKL pathway plays an important role in bone remodeling. In 

Chapter 2, we review the prospective of interfering with the RANK/RANKL pathway as a 

therapeutic target for bone diseases and discuss the role of the soluble receptor OPG as a 

therapeutic in bone diseases. Then we focus on the possibility to develop antagonistic and 

agonistic variants of RANKL based on computational protein design. Finally, we discuss the 

development of antagonistic RANKL variants by changing the stoichiometry of the RANKL 

molecule. 

In Chapter 3, we investigate the effect of mutations at position I248 in the DE-loop of 

RANKL on the interaction of RANKL with RANK and subsequent osteoclastogenesis 

activation. Two single mutants, RANKL I248Y and I248K, were found to maintain binding 
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and have the ability to reduce wild type RANKL-induced osteoclastogenesis. The generation 

of RANK-antagonists based on RANKL structure is a promising strategy for the exploration 

of new therapeutic approaches against osteoporosis. 

RANKL/RANK/OPG signaling system was found to play an important role in the regulation 

of ECM formation and degradation in bone tissue. However, whether and how this signaling 

pathway plays a role in fibrotic tissue ECM degradation is unclear up to now. Interestingly, 

increased decoy receptor OPG levels are found in fibrotic tissues. In Chapter 4, we 

investigate the role of RANKL/RANK/OPG pathway in fibrosis. We hypothesize that 

RANKL can stimulate RANK on macrophages and induce the process of ECM degradation. 

This process may be inhibited by highly expressed OPG in fibrotic conditions. In this case, 

RANKL mutants that can bind to RANK without binding to OPG might become promising 

therapeutic candidates. We built a structure-based library containing 44 RANKL mutants and 

found that RANKL_Q236D can activate RAW cells to initiate the process of ECM 

degradation and is able to escape from the obstruction by exogenous OPG.  

In Chapter 5, to achieve a delivery system for targeting RANKL_Q236D to the fibrotic 

tissues, without influencing the bone remodeling, we constructed replication-deficient 

adenoviruses Ad-RANKL WT and Ad-RANKL Q236D. The functionality of virally produced 

RANKL_WT and RANKL_Q236D was confirmed, and it turned out that virally produced 

RANKL_Q236D can activate RAW 264.7 cells and make them escape from the inhibition by 

exogenous OPG. The generation of Ad-RANKL Q236D is a powerful tool that might lead to 

new therapies against fibrosis. 

Since OPG also acts as the decoy receptor of TRAIL, we are also interested in the ligand-

receptor interface of TRAIL and its receptors, and TRAIL resistance caused by its decoy 

receptors. In Chapter 6, we compare the sensitivity of TRAIL in senescent and proliferating 

cancer cells. We found that therapy-induced senescence resulted in an increased expression of 

the pro-apoptotic TRAIL receptor death receptor 5 (DR5), as well as an increase in TRAIL 

decoy receptors DcR1, DcR2, and soluble decoy receptor OPG. A DR5 selective TRAIL 

variant (DHER), which is unable of binding to OPG, DcR1 or DR4, is more effective in 

inducing apoptosis of senescent breast cancer cells compared to wild-type TRAIL. 

High expression of OPG is also found in breast tumor cells, which inhibits TRAIL-induced 

apoptosis. Chapter 7 reports on a structure-based design strategy to obtain TRAIL variants 

with decreased affinity to OPG. We found the double mutant TRAIL_D269H/Y209M and the 
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triple mutant TRAIL_D269H/Y209M/K179P showed lowered binding to OPG compared to 

TRAIL_DHER, and these variants can induce apoptosis in breast cancer cells MDA-MB-231 

and MDA-MB-436 in the presence of OPG.   

In Chapter 8, we summarize the work presented in this thesis and describe some suggestions 

for future perspectives. 
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Abstract  

Receptor Activator of NF-κB (RANK) and RANK-Ligand (RANKL) are members of the 

Tumor Necrosis Factor (TNF)-superfamily involved in bone homeostasis. In a tightly 

controlled interplay of this receptor and ligand, bone is continuously being remodeled. 

Several pathological conditions resulting from a misbalance between bone resorption and 

bone formation have been documented. Most frequently resorption gets the overhand 

resulting in a lower Bone Mineral Density (BMD), increased fracture risk and reduced 

mobility of patients. RANKL is expressed on bone producing osteoblasts whereas RANK is 

expressed on pre-osteoclasts, which can develop in bone resorbing osteoclasts. The binding of 

RANKL to RANK functions as a trigger for the formation of these bone resorbing osteoclasts. 

With the development of a monoclonal antibody directed against RANKL a new therapeutic 

strategy to interfere with bone remodeling has become available some years ago. In this 

manuscript, we discuss the prospective of interfering with the RANK/RANKL pathway as a 

therapeutic target for bone diseases. We discuss the role of the soluble receptor 

osteoprotegerin (OPG) as a therapeutic in bone diseases. Then we focus on the possibility to 

develop antagonistic and agonistic variants of RANKL based on computational protein design 

and we discuss the development of antagonistic RANKL variants by changing the 

stoichiometry of the RANKL molecule.  

 

Keywords: osteoclasts, osteoblasts, TRAIL, OPG, RANKL 
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Introduction  

The Tumor Necrosis Factor (TNF) - superfamily is a group of cytokines consisting of ligands 

and receptors whose interactions regulate cell differentiation and controlled cell death 

(apoptosis) [1]. Thanks to their essential role in cell survival, many TNF-superfamily 

members are being investigated as potential therapeutic targets for diseases as diverse as 

cancer [2] and rheumatoid arthritis [3]. TNF-superfamily members Receptor Activator of NF-

κB (RANK), RANK Ligand (RANKL) and osteoprotegerin (OPG) have a role in the 

proliferation of bone cells as they control the balance between bone producing osteoblasts and 

bone resorbing osteoclasts, thereby forming the human skeleton [4].  

From its appearance, the skeleton seems to be a static structure, but bone tissue is 

continuously being remodeled. The complete human skeleton is renewed in approximately 10 

years [5]. Remodeling is necessary to adapt to changes due to mechanical loads [6]. These 

lead to micro damage, which needs to be repaired to maintain the strength of the skeleton [7]. 

Differences in inter-individual pressure on the skeleton lead to differences in bone remodeling. 

Individuals who exercise more and have more physical activity have a lower risk of fractures. 

Age related thinning of the bone is associated with an increase in fragility of bone, which may 

result in fractures upon falling. By aging of our population bone diseases become more 

frequent [8].  

Bone diseases can be classified as syndromes with a lowered bone mass, with an increased 

bone mass and as bone tumors. In osteoporosis, there is an imbalance between osteoblastic 

and osteoclastic activity in favor of osteoclastic activity, leading to bone fragility and an 

increased risk of fractures [9]. Paget‘s disease is the most common bone disease in which 

there is an increased bone mass. It is characterized by the deformation of the bone.  Usually, 

there are one or more focal areas of disorganized bone remodeling. Following osteoporosis, it 

is the most frequent bone disease [10]. Multiple myeloma is the most common primary 

malignancy of bone with marrow infiltration of the skeleton, which produces widespread 

osteolytic bone damage. In multiple myeloma, the balance between osteoblastic and 

osteoclastic activity is disturbed in favor of osteoclastic activity [11].  

Recently, the first biological -denosumab, an antibody directed against RANKL- was 

introduced and accepted by legal authorities for treating osteoporosis. The monoclonal 

antibody (mAB) interferes with the RANK/RANKL signaling and thereby inhibits not only 

osteoclast activity [12] but also bone tumors [13]. Recent discoveries such as the structure of 
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RANKL bound to RANK and OPG have given further insight into the molecular mechanisms 

of RANK/RANKL and OPG in bone remodeling, elucidating key residues interaction of the 

ligand and the receptors [14–17].  

This review will focus on strategies to combat bone diseases making use of the 

RANK/RANKL pathway. We will discuss the process of RANK/RANKL controlled bone 

remodeling in the next paragraph and will thereafter discuss mechanisms of action of (new) 

therapeutic options to treat bone diseases interfering with this pathway. 

 

RANK/RANKL/OPG controlled bone remodeling 

Osteoblasts originate from pluripotent mesenchymal cells. Osteoblast cells are responsible for 

the formation, deposition and mineralization of bone tissue [18]. Bone is an important source 

for calcium and phosphate and as such important for mineral homeostasis [19]. Parathyroid 

Hormone (PTH) is a key regulator of calcium metabolism. When blood calcium levels are 

reduced, PTH is produced and secreted thereby increasing osteoclast mediated bone 

resorption which increases calcium levels [20].  

RANK and its corresponding ligand RANKL play a role in bone homeostasis by tightly 

controlling the balance between bone resorbing osteoclasts and bone producing osteoblasts. 

Upon activation by PTH, RANKL is presented on the surface of osteoblasts [5]. RANK is 

presented on the surface of pre-osteoclasts upon binding of a paracrine factor, Macrophage 

Colony Stimulating Factor (M-CSF) [21]. Osteoblasts secrete M-CSF, which in turn binds to 

its corresponding receptor M-CSFR on pre-osteoclasts activating the RANK/RANKL 

pathway [22]. 

Interaction between RANKL and RANK leads to the fusion of the osteoclast precursors 

resulting in multinucleated mature osteoclasts having the capability to resorb bone. Upon 

RANKL binding to RANK, TNF receptor associated factor-1 (TRAF1), -2, -3, -5, and -6 are 

recruited to the intracellular domain of RANK [23]. TRAF6 seems to be the most important 

of these as recruitment leads to the activation of nuclear factor κ (NF-κB) [24]. NF-κB, in 

turn, regulates the transcriptional activity of osteoclast-specific proteins [25]. OPG acts as a 

decoy receptor for RANKL thus preventing interaction between RANK and RANKL resulting 

in less fusion of the OPCs [26]. The RANK-RANKL pathway is important in bone 
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development in both physiological and pathological situations. Therefore, this signal pathway 

can be considered as a promising target for bone-related diseases [27].  

 

Interfering with the RANK/RANKL pathway in combatting bone diseases 

 

1. Antagonizing RANKL 

The natural antagonist for suppressing RANKL titers is OPG. This soluble receptor of the 

TNF family is present at high concentrations in bone and it plays a natural role in protecting 

bone mass, hence, its name osteoprotegerin. OPG and RANK bind to slightly different 

regions of RANKL. RANK distributes its contacts evenly around the DE-loop and A‘A‘‘-

loop of RANKL. In contrast, the contacts made by OPG are limited to the E-strand and DE-

loop region of RANKL, almost completely avoiding the A‘A‘‘-loop region [14]. OPG exerts 

its function as a decoy receptor by blocking residues essential for RANKL to bind RANK 

[28]. Initial trials to use OPG as a therapeutic have failed due to the poor pharmacokinetic and 

pharmacodynamic properties and due to interference with the heparin binding domain in mice 

[29]. As a result, numerous fusion proteins containing a variety of residues of human OPG 

fused to human Fc fragments were tested and some were found to be 200 times more active 

than full-length OPG in vivo. A recombinant Fc-OPG, AMGN-0007, was in phase I clinical 

study for osteolytic bone metastasis and was discontinued due to the potential safety risk due 

to immune response [30]. The human RANKL binding domain of RANK fused Fc fragment 

(RANK-Fc) was also found to be more effective than native OPG. However, in primates, 

following repeated dosing of human RANKFc, inactivating autoantibody titers against 

RANK were detected and the development was discontinued. Subsequently, monoclonal 

antibodies were selected and one monoclonal antibody obtained from immunization of the 

IgG2 XenoMouse emerged as a potent inhibitor of RANKL induced osteoclast formation. The 

resulting monoclonal antibody (an IgG2κ antibody) was originally designated AMG 162 and 

is now known as denosumab. Alternatively, peptide mimics of OPG (OP3-4 peptide) [31], 

RANK [32] and the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) receptor (WP9QY peptide) [33] were also 

developed. Although they showed inhibitory activity against the RANKL-induced 

osteoclastogenesis, further research of them is needed before these can be applied for 

therapeutic treatment. 
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The use of OPG in bone malignancies is limited as OPG also functions as a decoy receptor for 

Tumor Necrosis Factor Related Apoptosis Inducing Ligand (TRAIL) as well, preventing the 

apoptosis of tumor cells. Therefore, structure-based OPG mutants have been designed that 

still do antagonize RANKL inhibiting osteoclastogenesis, but which do not bind TRAIL and 

therefore do not interfere with tumor apoptosis [34]. TRAIL cancer therapy has been shown to 

be effective. Recombinant human TRAIL variants with a decreased affinity for OPG have 

been investigated and this research was done to overcome TRAIL resistance when applied in 

the bone environment [35].  

 

2. Antagonizing RANK 

One other approach to target bone diseases is to target and antagonize RANK directly. The 

advantage of targeting the receptor over targeting the ligand RANKL can be found in the 

direct inactivation of the receptor. Although denosumab titrates away RANKL, it does not 

block the receptor.  Furthermore, the administration of antibodies such as denosumab carries 

the risk of immune reactions [36]. Compared with antibody, the administration of structure-

based protein mutants most likely triggers the autoimmune system with less impact, as the 

mutations in the proteins involve less residues. Therefore, the design of antagonistic proteins 

based on the RANKL seems to be an attractive approach.  

The feasibility to design variants of TNF-ligands with altered binding properties was first 

shown for TRAIL [37]. In many cancer cells, apoptosis seems to occur primarily via only one 

of the two TRAIL death receptors and the introduction of receptor selectivity is a way to 

create more potent TRAIL agonists. With computational protein design, it is possible to 

predict protein segments and amino acids important for binding, affinity and strength of the 

ligand-receptor complexes [38]. All residues in the receptor binding interface can be mutated 

into any possible other amino acids. A set of predicted energetic values for the wild type 

TRAIL - receptor complex formation was compared with the obtained energetic values after 

mutagenesis. The change in binding energy at every residue can be used as a prediction for 

improved or decreased binding. Afterward predicted variants were expressed, purified and 

screened for receptor selectivity by surface plasmon resonance (SPR). TRAIL variants 

selective for a specific TRAIL death receptor could be obtained this way [37,39,40]. 
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Due to the high homology among TNF ligands and their cognate receptors, an alternative 

strategy to predict variants with agonistic or antagonistic properties is to compare different 

TNF-superfamily members; interaction domains and interacting residues do show similarity 

among TNF ligands and receptors. One of these interaction loops is the so-called DE-loop. 

There is a conserved tyrosine in the DE-loop of all TNF-ligands except CD40L and RANKL. 

Shibata and others found that mutations in this hydrophobic residue of the DE-loop in TNF-α 

yielded TNF-receptor 1 selective antagonist [41].  The 3D structure of the complex between 

RANK and RANKL suggests that hydrophilic interactions are predominant among all the 

surface interactions between the DE-loop of RANKL and RANK. However, RANKL 

mutation at the equivalent residue 248 from isoleucine to aspartate resulted in an eightfold 

lower activity [16]. Then, the effect of further mutations at position I248 in the DE-loop of 

murine RANKL on the interaction of RANKL with RANK was investigated. Two single 

mutants, RANKL I248Y and I248K were found to compete with wild-type RANKL binding 

to RANK while reducing wild-type RANKL-induced osteoclastogenesis [42]. These 

mutations suggest that the DE-loop of RANKL is important for osteoclastogenesis and two 

newly formed mutants, RANKL I248Y and I248K, can offer a starting point for novel 

therapeutic proteins in new osteoporosis treatments (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Structural overview of the area surrounding the DE loop of (A) Refined structure of RANKL (orange) -

RANK (green) complex. The DE loop of RANKL is shown in yellow. The figure was derived from the 
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published structure of RANK:RANKL complex (PDB ID: 4GIQ). (B) Close-up view of residues near I248 in the 

DE-loop of RANKL changes in the stoichiometry of the receptor. 

 

3. Changes in the stoichiometry of the receptor 

An important characteristic of the TNF superfamily is the multimeric organization of 

receptors and ligands. For RANK and RANKL a trimeric RANK receptor binds to a trimeric 

RANKL ligand; this is needed for the biological effect [43]. RANK trimerizes through 

hydrophobic interactions at the core of the trimer, leading to the assembly of a homotrimer 

[16]. However, TNF ligands can also bind to their corresponding monomeric and dimeric 

receptor subunits. It was found that there is a high affinity for the first binding to a monomeric 

subunit of the receptor. Using Surface Plasmon Resonance a high affinity binding between 

RANKL and the first monomeric subunit of RANK was demonstrated. A dissociation 

constant (KD) of 0.67 nM with ka=4.9 × 10
5
 M

-1
s

-1
 and kd=3.3 × 10

-4
 M

 -1
s

-1
 could be 

calculated [44].  

The development of RANKL variants occupying only one monomer of the RANK receptor 

obstructing the binding to three monomeric RANK receptors will have an antagonistic effect 

on osteoclast formation [45].  By creating RANKL variant that only has a single intact 

receptor binding interface, one RANK receptor might still be bound but additional receptor 

molecules can no longer be recruited to form the biologically active trimeric receptor complex. 

This leaves less receptor molecules available to trimerize. Thus, these variants do not only 

block RANK-RANKL interaction by competition with trimeric RANKL but also leave less 

RANK receptor molecules available on the cell surface.  

Interestingly, monoclonal antibodies, such as denosumab, bind to trimeric TNF family 

members mostly in a 3:2 complex, meaning 3 denosumab antibody molecules bind two 

RANKL molecules (trimeric), resulting in complicated kinetics [46].  Compared with the 

antibodies, structure-based variants binding in a 1:1 complex might exhibit simpler kinetics 

resulting in a reduction of the risk of side effects.  

 

Conclusion  
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The TNF-superfamily members RANKL and RANK are important for bone remodeling. 

Their roles in osteoclast derived bone resorption have been the subject of study for a long 

time. With the development of a monoclonal antibody derived against RANKL, a new 

therapeutic approach to combat bone diseases became available. In the review we presented 

three ways to develop new possible therapeutics to interfere with RANK/RANKL signaling. 

First, we focused on the possibility to use OPG, the natural decoy receptor for RANKL. Then 

we discussed the development of RANKL variants with antagonistic properties, based on 

computational design using conserved domains in the TNF-superfamily. Finally, we discussed 

antagonistic molecules interfering with the trimerization of RANK, a conformation essential 

for signal transduction. Interfering with the RANK/RANKL pathway is a promising strategy 

to develop therapeutics to combat bone diseases.  
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Abstract 

Bone is a dynamic tissue that is maintained by continuous renewal. An imbalance in bone 

resorption and bone formation can lead to a range of disorders, such as osteoporosis. The 

Receptor Activator of NF-κB (RANK)-RANK ligand (RANKL) pathway plays a major role 

in bone remodeling. Here, we investigated the effect of mutations at position I248 in the DE-

loop of murine RANKL on the interaction of RANKL with RANK, and subsequent activation 

of osteoclastogenesis. Two single mutants, RANKL I248Y and I248K, were found to 

maintain binding and have the ability to reduce wild type RANKL-induced osteoclastogenesis. 

The generation of RANK-antagonists is a promising strategy for the exploration of new 

therapeutics against osteoporosis. 

Keywords: antagonist, bone homeostasis, osteoporosis, RANK, RANKL  
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Introduction 

Bone is a dynamic tissue that has multiple functions, including support of muscles, protection 

of vital organs, and fostering hematopoietic marrow [1,2]. Under normal conditions, bone 

homeostasis is achieved by continuous renewal, mediated by two processes: bone resorption 

by osteoclasts and bone formation by osteoblasts [3]. An imbalance in bone resorption and 

formation can cause bone-associated diseases: when the activity of osteoclasts exceeds that of 

osteoblasts, osteoporosis will be developed. In contrast, osteopetrosis will occur when 

osteoblastic activity exceeds [4].   

Osteoclastogenesis is regulated by a cytokine system, consisting of three major proteins: 

receptor activator of nuclear factor-κB (RANK), RANK-ligand (RANKL) and 

osteoprotegerin (OPG) [5]. The binding between RANKL on the surface of osteoblast cells 

and the RANK on osteoclast precursor cells will trigger activation of several transcription 

factors and enzymes that induce osteoclast maturation and bone resorption. OPG is a soluble 

decoy receptor, acting as a natural antagonist of RANKL [6]. The RANK-RANKL pathway 

plays an important role in both physiological and pathological bone development. Therefore, 

this signaling pathway is a promising target in bone-related diseases [3]. 

RANKL is a member of the Tumor Necrosis Factor (TNF) superfamily, a group of cytokines 

involved in cell proliferation and cell death [7]. The TNF-superfamily consists of 19 

multimeric ligands interacting with cognate receptor molecules; most of them require 

trimerization to initiate their signaling cascade [8]. Ligands belonging to the TNF superfamily 

are mostly type II transmembrane glycoproteins, containing a C-terminal, receptor-interacting 

ectodomain, a transmembrane domain, and an N-terminal intracellular tail [4]; the 

extracellular domain can be either cleaved off by the proteolytic activity of metalloproteases 

or produced by alternative splicing [9,10]. 

3D structures of TNF-α, TRAIL and RANKL alone and in complex with their respective 

receptors have revealed very similar overall structures that comprise unique conserved 

elements involved in receptor binding [11–18]. One of these elements is the so-called DE-

loop. There is a conserved tyrosine in the DE-loop of all TNF ligands, with the exception of 

an arginine in CD40L and an isoleucine in RANKL. Interestingly, variants of human TNF-α 

with mutated DE-loop residues including the semi-conserved residue Y87 were shown to be 

receptor antagonists: some mutants selectively bound to human TNF-receptor 1(TNF-R1) and 

not TNF-receptor 2 (TNF-R2), while inhibiting wild type TNF-α-mediated effects via TNF-R 
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1 [13]. Comparing the 3D structure of the antagonistic TNF-R1-selective mutant with that of 

wild-type TNFα, it was concluded that the Y87H mutation changed the binding mode of the 

DE-loop to TNF-R1 from a hydrophobic to an electrostatic interaction [13]. In murine 

RANKL, mutation of the equivalent residue I248 to aspartate resulted in an eight-fold lower 

ED50 [12]. In contrast, another 3D structure has led to the suggestion that the DE loop may 

not be critical for mRANKL-mRANK binding [11,19].  

Here we have investigated the effect of mutations of the I248 residue in the mRANKL DE-

loop on the binding to mRANK and on subsequent osteoclastogenesis. Our results show that 

RANKL mutants I248Y and I248K have the ability to reduce RANKL-induced 

osteoclastogenesis. Thus, mutagenesis at position I248 of the DE-loop region can form the 

basis of a general strategy to create RANK-antagonists for the RANKL-RANK pathway, 

paving the way to novel osteoporosis treatments. 

 

Results  

In silico mutagenesis of mRANKL demonstrates importance of position I248 

Several 3D structures of mRANKL have been described previously [4,11,12,20,21]. The 3D 

structure of mRANK in complex with mRANKL (Protein Data Bank accession code 4GIQ) 

was used for in silico mutagenesis at position I248 in order to estimate differences in ΔΔGi 

binding to RANK between RANKL mutants and wild type RANKL (WT RANKL) (Fig. 1A, 

B). A similar strategy has allowed us in the past to successfully generate variants of hTRAIL 

with desired properties, such as enhancement of affinity and change of receptor selectivity 

[22–24]. As shown in Fig. 1B, the RANK residues surrounding I248 of RANKL are 

hydrophilic, including D49, T50, N52, E53 and E54, suggesting that the surface interaction 

between the DE-loop of RANKL and RANK is predominantly hydrophilic. This is different 

from the binding between TNF and TNF-R1, where Y87 of TNF is buried in a hydrophobic 

―pocket‖ of the TNF-R1. The importance of RANKL residue I248 for the interaction with 

RANK was investigated by in silico mutagenesis. The effects of variation at position 248 of 

RANKL on the calculated ΔΔGi are shown in Fig. 1C. Overall, our data indicate that 

substitution by other amino acids results in a strong effect on the binding of RANKL to 

RANK, either positive or negative, suggesting that this residue is indeed important for 

binding. Given the overall estimated effects on binding energies between RANKL and RANK, 
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we decided to focus on and construct a subset of RANKL mutants. I248Y was chosen because 

of the conserved tyrosine at the same position in the DE-loop of TNF-ligands and its 

calculated large difference in ΔΔGi (Fig. 1C); I248K because this mutation also has a 

predicted large effect on the ΔΔGi, plus it is homologous to the arginine found at this position 

in TNF ligand family member CD40L; and finally I248D was chosen as it was previously 

reported to have an eight-fold lower ED50 compared to WT RANKL [12]. As the interaction 

between the DE-loop of RANKL and RANK is mainly hydrophilic, all the hydrophobic 

mutations including I248W were not taken into consideration. 

 

Fig 1. Structural representation of the binding interface of the RANKL DE loop with RANK and binding energy 

predictions for I248 mutants, made using Discovery Studio 4.5 A) Refined structure of RANKL (orange) in 

complex with RANK (shown in hydrophilicity contact surface). The various strands and loops of RANKL are 

shown in orange and the DE loop of RANKL is shown in yellow. The model was derived from the 3D structure 

of the murine RANKL-RANK complex (PDB code 4GIQ). B) Detailed view of RANK residues in close 

proximity to residue I248 of RANKL. C) Predicted differences in binding energy (ΔΔGi) of I248 variants 

binding to RANK when compared with WT RANKL. The change in energy is measured in kcal/mol. A negative 

ΔΔGi value indicates an improvement in receptor binding, whereas a positive ΔΔGi value indicates a 

deterioration in receptor binding. 
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RANKL mutations I248Y and I248K show increased binding affinity to RANK  

After expression, purification and characterization of WT RANKL and mutants, we 

determined their affinities to RANK by surface plasmon resonance (SPR). Using a CM4 

sensor chip and a low density of RANK-Fc (< 60 response units [RU]), we were able to 

measure the interaction between one trimeric RANKL molecule binding to one RANK-Fc 

monomer [8]. Indeed, the sensorgrams for WT RANKL, I248Y, I248K and I248D all show a 

~1:1 binding ratio (varying between 0.9-1.2) (Fig. 2). Hence, the data could be fitted with a 

1:1 Langmuir fitting model and the kinetic parameters were calculated [8]. As shown in Table 

1, I248Y and I248K showed approximately three- to four-fold higher affinities to the target 

receptor in comparison to WT RANKL. This was mainly caused by an increase in the 

association rate constant (ka). The dissociation rate constants (kd) of I248Y and I248K were 

comparable to WT RANKL. Mutant I248D showed a lower affinity to RANK-Fc compared to 

WT RANKL, which is mainly due to a much higher dissociation rate. Taken together, these 

results are consistent with the previous in silico predictions and they further confirm that the 

I248 residue indeed plays an important role in RANKL-RANK binding.  

 

Table 1: Binding kinetics of the RANKL variants and WT RANKL to murine RANK-Fc 

as measured by Surface Plasmon Resonance 

 

 
ka·10

-6
 (M

-1
s

-1
) kd·10

4
 (s

-1
) KD (pM) 

WT 4.3 ± 1.5 1.5 ± 0.4 38 ± 2 

I248Y 15.7 ± 7.7 1.3 ± 0.7  8 ± 3 

I248K 17.1 ± 1.1 1.5 ± 0.4 9 ± 2 

I248D 8.0 ± 0.9 4.2 ± 0.6 53 ± 7 
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Fig 2. Typical SPR sensorgrams obtained for binding between RANK-Fc and RANKL variants. The 

sensorgrams are obtained at receptor density <60 RU to establish a 1:1 binding ratio. Depicted are A) WT 

RANKL, B) RANKL variant I248Y, C) RANKL variant I248K and D) RANKL variant I248D. Injection of 

RANKL (0-20.48 nM) is marked with a double-headed arrow. After injection a buffer effect is visible for the 

higher concentrations used. Dissociation is followed for 1000 s.  

 

RANKL mutants compete for binding of WT RANKL to RANK and form high order 

complexes with their receptor  

To further assess whether the mutants compete with WT RANKL for binding, we performed a 

competitive ELISA assay, in which wells coated with RANK-Fc were incubated with both 

WT RANKL and RANKL variants. Our competitive ELISA results (Fig. 3) showed that 

increasing concentrations of both I248K and I248Y can efficiently compete with WT RANKL 

for RANK-Fc binding at physiological concentrations. However, RANKL I248D could only 

partially compete with WT RANKL at concentrations over 1000 nM, which is in accordance 

with the lowered affinity of RANKL I248D to RANK-Fc compared to WT RANKL. 
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Fig 3. Competitive ELISA performed with 10 nM sfGFP-WT RANKL and increasing concentrations (0-8000 

nM) of variants I248Y (red circles), I248K (blue squares) and I248D (orange triangles). Bound sfGFP-WT 

RANKL was detected by incubation with a murine anti-GFP antibody and a secondary anti-mouse HRP-

conjugated antibody. The signal was quantified using the One-step Turbo TMB reagent and absorbance was 

measured at 450 nm using a spectrophotometer. The percentage of sfGFP-WT RANKL bound was measured 

relative to the binding of 10 nM sfGFP WT RANKL alone. The log concentration of the RANKL variants is 

displayed on the x-axis. The error bars reflect the standard deviation (SD) of three independent experiments. 

 

Given that signaling of several TNF cytokines has been shown to require receptor 

oligomerization, we also tested whether mutants I248Y, I248K and I248D could form 

multimeric complexes with RANK using high densities of RANK-Fc in SPR. As shown in 

Fig. 4, using the number of RU of bound RANK-Fc we could estimate the ratio of complex 

formation (the number of trimeric RANKL units bound to monomeric RANK-Fc) using 

equation 1 (see Experimental Procedures). A binding ratio of 1:3.07 ± 0.01 was found for WT 

RANKL. For RANKL mutants I248Y, I248K and I248D, mean binding ratios were 1:3.03 ± 

0.04, 1:2.99 ± 0.02 and 1:3.12 ± 0.01, respectively. These results imply that the mutants, as 

WT RANKL, form a trimer-trimer complex with the RANK receptor. 
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Fig 4. Typical SPR sensorgrams to check trimer-trimer binding of RANKL and RANK-Fc. Depicted are the 

injection phases of RANK-Fc followed by the injection phase of WT RANKL or mutants. Regeneration (reg.) is 

visible at the end. With the number of response units (RU) bound, the ratio of complex formation, i.e., the 

number of trimeric RANKL units bound to monomeric RANK-Fc was estimated. Shown are the injections of A) 

WT RANKL, B) I248Y, C) I248Y and D) I248D, leading to binding to RANK-Fc. 

 

RANKL mutants antagonize the biological activity of WT RANKL 

We next tested the effect of RANKL mutants I248D, I248K and I248Y on osteoclastogenesis 

by assessing their ability to induce multinucleation (three or more nuclei per cell) in osteoclast 

precursor murine RAW 264.7 cells and by testing their capability to inhibit WT RANKL (Fig. 

5A). Microscopic photographs of osteoclasts from different treatment with RANKL variants 

(50 ng/mL) only, WT RANKL (50 ng/mL) or a combination of both are shown in Fig. 5A. 

Single treatment with WT RANKL caused osteoclast formation to a large extent and induced 

formation of giant multinucleated cells (two or more clusters of multinuclei per cell) which 

can cover large areas of the wells. RANKL variants themselves were also capable of inducing 

osteoclast formation, although the number of osteoclasts formed was lower than that induced 
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by WT RANKL. Competition of either RANKL I248Y or I248K with 50 ng/mL WT RANKL 

led to a reduction in both number and size of osteoclasts, while the competitive effect of 

RANKL I248D was less than that of I248Y and I248K. Importantly, single treatment with 

each of the three mutants induced less osteoclastogenesis compared to treatment with WT 

RANKL at all concentrations measured (Fig. 5B, C and D). The high affinity mutants I248Y 

and I248K reached a maximum level at approximately 50 ng/mL, which is 70 and 80% of that 

of WT RANKL, respectively (Fig. 5B, C). In contrast, the low affinity mutant I248D only 

reached up to 40% of the osteoclastogenic effect of WT RANKL even at the highest 

concentration of 150 ng/mL (Fig. 5D). Co-treatment of RAW 264.7 cells with WT RANKL 

and high affinity mutants I248Y or I248K led to a reduction in the level of osteoclastogenesis 

by 30-40% already at low concentration of mutant RANKL, with no further reduction at 

higher concentrations (Fig. 5B, C). In contrast, the low affinity mutant I248D only showed a 

reduction of the osteoclastic potential of WT RANKL at high concentrations (>50 ng/mL) 

(Fig. 5D).  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5. Relative number of osteoclasts obtained after treatment of murine RAW 264.7 cells with RANKL variants, 

WT RANKL or a combination of both. A) Microscope images and absolute numbers of normal and giant 

osteoclasts from different treatments with RANKL variants (50 ng/mL) only, WT RANKL (50 ng/mL) or a 

combination of both at 200× magnification. The yellow bars represent the absolute numbers of normal 

osteoclasts, while the green bars represent the absolute numbers of giant osteoclasts; B) Relative number of 

osteoclasts for variant I248Y compared to WT RANKL; C) Relative number of osteoclasts for variant I248K 

compared to WT RANKL; D) Relative number of osteoclasts for variant I248D compared to WT RANKL. The 

red bars represent the relative numbers of osteoclasts treated with RANKL variant alone, and the blue bars 

represent the combination treatment of RANKL variants with WT RANKL (50 ng/mL). The number of 

osteoclasts in the well treated with 50 ng/mL WT RANKL only was set to 100%. Significance was calculated 

using a Student‘s t-test compared to untreated cells: (*) is p<0.05 and (**) is p<0.001. The error bars reflect the 

SD of three independent experiments in triplicate. For WT RANKL alone the error bar is the average SD over all 

separate experiments.  
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Does exchange of RANKL subunits play a role in inhibition of WT RANKL induced 

osteoclastogenesis? 

In our studies, we showed inhibition of WT RANKL-induced osteoclastogenesis in the 

murine RAW 264.7 cell line by RANKL variants I248K and I248Y (Fig. 5). Although they 

themselves can also cause osteoclast formation, the numbers of osteoclasts are lower than 

those of WT RANKL (50 ng/mL). The increased affinities of these mutants can explain the 

results of the inhibition experiments: both mutants showed higher affinities to RANK-Fc than 

WT RANKL (Fig. 2), which can make them compete efficiently with WT RANKL to occupy 

RANK and induce less osteoclastogenesis. An alternative explanation may be that the 

subunits of RANKL are interchanged, allowing the formation of heterotrimeric RANKL 

molecules that are no longer able to activate RANK. To confirm or refute this hypothesis, we 

mixed purified sfGFP-WT RANKL with WT RANKL at the equimolar ratio and incubated 

this for either 24h at 37°C or 44h at 4°C. The protein samples were loaded onto a size 

exclusion column while the absorbance was followed at 280 and 475/488 nm (Fig. 6). The 

trimeric fusion protein sfGFP-WT RANKL with its higher molecular weight eluted at 

approximately 12 mL showing absorbance at both wavelengths, whereas WT RANKL eluted 

at approximately 14.8 mL, showing only absorbance at 280 nm. Mixing of the two trimeric 

proteins did not result in shifting peaks, demonstrating that no exchange occurred during the 

incubation (Fig. 6).  
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Fig 6. Size exclusion chromatography for the determination of the potential exchange of RANKL subunits. A) 

Chromatogram of WT RANKL at 0 h; B) Chromatogram for a mixture of WT RANKL and sfGFP-WT RANKL 

at concentrations of 12 μM each at 0 h; C) Chromatogram for a mixture of WT RANKL and sfGFP-WT RANKL 

after incubation for 24 h at 37°C and D) for 44 h at 4°C. Elution was monitored in mAU at 280 nm (all proteins), 

475 nm and 488 nm (sfGFP fusion proteins).  

 

Discussion 

Bone homeostasis is achieved by continuously renewing the tissue [6]. Loss of bone 

remodeling homeostasis can lead to a range of disorders, including osteoporosis [6], bone 

lesions associated with rheumatoid arthritis [25], Paget‘s disease [26] and malignancy-

induced bone diseases [27]. Due to the important role of the RANK-RANKL pathway in the 

bone remodeling process [5], interfering with their interaction is a promising strategy for 

therapeutic intervention. Initially, OPG-Fc was developed as a RANKL scavenger [28]; as 

OPG cross reacts with TRAIL, recently OPG variants lacking TRAIL binding were developed, 

showing significantly reduced osteoclastogenesis [29]. RANKL-targeted peptides were also 
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developed and confirmed to prevent bone loss and inflammation in rheumatoid arthritis in 

vivo [19,30]. Finally, denosumab, an FDA-approved RANKL-specific antibody, was 

developed and is currently used in the treatment of osteoporosis and bone metastases [19]. 

Denosumab inhibits osteoclastogenesis by scavenging RANKL thus inhibiting receptor 

interaction. In contrast, we focused on novel RANKL variants, which will be of interest as 

these are blocking the receptor directly.  

3D structures of TNF-TNF-R1 and TRAIL-DR5 complexes show a conserved tyrosine 

residue in the DE loop of ligands, which induces a hydrophobic interaction with loop 1 of the 

receptors [15,31]. Mukai et al. created a series of receptor-selective TNF-α mutants with full 

bioactivity by using the phage display technique; the results showed that all active TNF-R1-

selective mutants retained Y87, suggesting that Y87 is an essential residue for receptor 

binding [32]. Furthermore, TNF-α mutation Y87H was generated as a part of a TNF-R1-

selective antagonist and Y87H was found to change the binding mode of the DE-loop from a 

hydrophobic to an electrostatic interaction [13]. In silico calculation of the effects of 

mutations of RANKL residue I248, which is homologous to TNF-α Y87, on the interaction 

with its receptor RANK, suggested that mutagenesis of the I248 residue of RANKL has 

strong effect on binding of RANKL to RANK.  

We have focused on three mutations on position 248: I248Y, I248K and I248D. Detailed 

analysis of the interaction of RANKL proteins with RANK using SPR showed an increased 

affinity for mutants I248K and I248Y and a decreased affinity for I248D (Fig. 2 and Table 1). 

In accordance, competitive ELISA confirmed that RANKL I248Y and I248K can efficiently 

compete with WT RANKL for binding to RANK, whereas I248D cannot (Fig. 3). In line with 

these results, structural analysis of the impact of these mutations shows that the positively 

charged lysine on position 248 may interact with the negatively charged E54 residue on the 

RANK surface. Mutation I248Y could also result in an extra hydrogen bond and strengthened 

van der Waals forces, also reinforcing the binding of RANKL and RANK. The lower affinity 

for RANK that we measured for I248D can be explained by an electrostatic repulsion with 

E54 residue in RANK. 

High affinity mutants RANKL I248Y and I248K are still able to induce osteoclastogenesis 

but to a 20-30% lower maximum than WT RANKL, whereas low affinity mutant I248D does 

not even reach 40% of this maximum activation level even at 150 ng/mL (Fig. 5). 

Interestingly, the high affinity mutants were able to reduce WT RANKL-mediated 
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osteoclastogenesis already at low concentrations, whereas I248D shows a dose-dependent 

reduction of the WT RANKL signal up to the concentration of 150 ng/mL (Fig. 5). All three 

mutants showed higher association rate constants (Table 1) allowing them to bind faster to the 

receptor than WT RANKL. Whereas high affinity mutants I248K and I248Y have similar 

dissociation rate constants as WT RANKL, low affinity mutant I248D has a higher 

dissociation rate constant (Table 1). The latter one leads to a less stable complex with RANK, 

which can explain why this mutant in itself is not very biologically active and why it reduces 

WT RANKL activity only at high concentrations (Fig. 5D). A similar explanation was 

formulated for antagonistic TNF-α mutation Y87H [13]. 

Our RANKL mutants can reduce WT RANKL activity by competing in binding to RANK, 

resulting in a reduction in biological activity to the level of the mutants themselves. What 

could be an explanation for this lower biological activity? In a molecular dynamics study on 

binding between TNF-ligand family member TRAIL and its death receptor DR5, Wassenaar 

et al. proposed that through binding to TRAIL the conformational freedom of extracellular 

binding domains of DR5 was strongly restricted; this might also influence the stability of the 

intracellular death complex [33]. Furthermore, Neumann et al. showed that the signaling 

capabilities of the death receptors DR4 and DR5 do not only depend on binding of TRAIL: 

the transmembrane domains together with their adjacent stalk regions also control the 

signaling strength [34]. Likewise, the transmembrane domain and adjacent extracellular stalk 

regions of RANK could play a similar role. RANKL may also play a role in controlling the 

conformational freedom of the extracellular domains of RANK. Mutants RANKL I248Y and 

I248K may slightly change the conformation of the RANKL-RANK complex, thus 

influencing the conformational freedom of RANK extracellular domains and subsequently the 

orientation of intracellular domains, which further influences the recruitment of downstream 

effector proteins. 

In conclusion, our data show that the DE-loop is of importance for osteoclastogenesis and can 

be explored for the creation of new ligands with inhibitory properties. Given the importance 

of the DE-loop for RANK-RANKL signaling, the newly created mutants I248Y and I248K 

can form a starting point for novel therapeutic proteins in new osteoporosis treatments. 
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Materials and Methods 

In silico calculations of the interaction energy of RANK in complexes with RANKL I248 

mutants 

Simulations were performed using the available 3D structure of murine RANKL in complex 

with RANK (Protein Data Bank accession code 4GIQ) [4]. All calculations and predictions 

were performed using BIOVIA Discovery studio 4.5. Briefly, the structures of RANKL and 

the I248 mutants were refined using the CHARMm force field. For the minimization of the 

receptor-ligand complex, the Smart Minimizer was used with maximum steps of 2000 and 

RMS gradient of 0.1, and Generalized born with molecular volume (GBMW) was used as 

implicit solvation model. Predicted differences in RANK-binding energy (ΔΔGi) of the 

RANKL I248 mutants compared to WT RANKL were determined through interaction energy 

calculation. The change in energy was calculated in kcal/mol and applies to a single binding 

interface. A negative ΔΔGi value indicates an increase in receptor binding energy, whereas a 

positive ΔΔGi value indicates a decrease in receptor binding energy.  

 

Site-directed mutagenesis, production and purification of the RANKL variants 

cDNA encoding murine soluble RANKL (aa 160-316) was introduced in a pET15b 

expression plasmid (Novagen, Darmstadt, Germany) using the restriction sites NcoI and 

BamHI (Fermentas, Lithuania). Mutations at position 248 were introduced using megaprimers 

[35]. The PCR product was digested using DpnI (Fermentas, Lithuania) to remove template 

DNA and used for transformation of Escherichia coli DH5α cells. Plasmid DNA was purified 

from an overnight culture (Nucleospin, Macherey-Nagel, Germany). After confirming the 

introduction of mutations by DNA sequencing, the plasmids were used for transformation of 

Escherichia coli BL21(DE3). Transformants selected using ampicillin (Duchefa, Haarlem, 

The Netherlands) were grown overnight at 37°C in 1 x LB medium (Trypton, NaCl and Yeast 

extract all from Duchefa, Haarlem, The Netherlands) containing 100 μg/mL ampicillin. This 

culture was used to inoculate a larger culture (1:100 dilution), which was grown for 

approximately 2 h to OD600 0.5, after which protein production was initiated by adding 1 mM 

IPTG (Duchefa, Haarlem, The Netherlands), and continued for 16 h at 20°C.  

After harvesting cells by centrifugation and resuspending at 3 mL/g wet cells in buffer A 

containing 50 mM MES pH 5.8 (Duchefa, Haarlem, The Netherlands), 10% v/v glycerol 
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(Duchefa, Haarlem, The Netherlands), and 2 mM dithiothreitol (Sigma, Saint Louis, USA), 

the cells were lysed by sonication. The RANKL proteins were mainly soluble. Supernatants 

were firstly loaded on a 5 mL cation exchange column (SP column, GE Healthcare, USA) 

using buffer A. Buffer B, similar to A but containing 2 M NaCl (Duchefa, Haarlem, The 

Netherlands), was used to elute the protein. Elution of the fractions containing RANKL 

occurred with 300-400 mM NaCl. The presence of proteins was confirmed by Western 

blotting using an anti-mRANKL antibody (R&D Systems, USA) and corresponding anti goat-

Horse Radish Peroxidase (HRP) antibody (Biosource, UK). 

The obtained protein-containing fractions were pooled and loaded onto a HiLoad Superdex75 

16/60 size exclusion chromatography column (GE Healthcare, USA), using buffer A. The 

retention volumes of the RANKL proteins corresponded to the hydrodynamic radius of a 

trimeric complex. The proteins were checked by SDS-PAGE to determine the purity which 

was estimated to be more than 90% pure. Concentrations were determined with the 

Coomassie Bradford protein assay kit (Pierce, Rockford, USA) using bovine serum albumin 

(BSA, ThermoScientific, Rockford, USA) as a standard. The final yield of the variants was 

approximately 2 mg purified protein per liter culture. When calculating molarity, we used the 

molecular weight of trimeric RANKL proteins. 

sfGFP was amplified from pQE30_sfGFP [36] by PCR, digested with NcoI / NcoI site and 

ligated into the vector pET15b_WT RANKL to encode sfGFP fused to the N-terminus of WT 

RANKL. sfGFP-WT RANKL was produced in BL21(DE3) cells similar to our variants. For 

the purification of sfGFP-WT RANKL, cleared cell lysate was firstly loaded onto a 5 mL 

anion exchange column (Q column, GE Healthcare, USA), using a buffer of 20 mM Tris pH 

8.5, 2 mM dithiothreitol and 10% v/v glycerol. Buffer B, similar to A but containing 2 M 

NaCl, was used to elute the protein. Elution of the fractions containing sfGFP-WT RANKL 

occurred at 300-500 mM NaCl. The obtained protein-containing fractions were pooled and 

loaded onto a 5 mL cation exchange column, followed by a HiLoad Superdex200 16/60 size 

exclusion chromatography column (GE Healthcare, USA), and the purification steps were 

similar with that of WT RANKL. 

 

Kinetic analysis of complex formation between trimeric RANKL and monomeric 

RANK-Fc   
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Binding between RANKL and RANK-Fc was determined using a Biacore 3000 system (GE 

Healthcare, USA). A CM4 chip was directly coated with 70 μg/mL protein A (Sigma, Saint 

Louis, USA), making use of the amine coupling kit (GE Healthcare, USA) according to 

manufacturer‘s instructions. The amount of immobilized protein A was typically around 1000 

RU. Next, murine RANK-Fc (R&D Systems) was captured at a low density, never exceeding 

60 RU. The flow rate used for immobilization was 50 μL/min. RANKL was injected at a flow 

rate of 50 μL/min in concentrations between 0.01 nM and 20.48 nM for 3 minutes. 

Dissociation of the formed complex was followed for 1000 seconds. HBS-N buffer (GE 

Healthcare, USA) with 0.005% v/v surfactant P20 (GE Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden) was 

used as a running buffer. The chip surface was regenerated between cycles with two injections 

of 10 mM glycine (Duchefa, Haarlem, The Netherlands) pH 1.5 for 30 seconds each. The 

responses were corrected for buffer effect and binding to the protein A chip surface [8]. At 

low receptor densities the data could be fitted to a 1:1 Langmuir model using the 

BIAevaluation software version 4.2 (GE Healthcare, USA) [8]. 

 

Determination of trimer-trimer complexes using SPR  

To confirm whether a trimer - trimer complex could be formed between RANKL and RANK, 

an SPR experiment was set up as previously described [8]. RANK-Fc was captured at high 

density, >1000 RU, on the surface of a CM5 chip by immobilized protein A. RANKL was 

injected at a high concentration of 5000 nM with a flow rate of 10 μL/min. After each cycle 

the chip surface was regenerated as described above. With equation 1, the ratio of the 

complex formation, n, can be calculated by measuring the maximal response (Rmax) that can 

be reached by formation of the complex ABn between trimeric RANKL (A; with molecular 

weight MWA = 52.7 kDa) and monomeric RANK-Fc (B; with molecular weight MWB = 60 

kDa) captured at density RUcaptured [8]. 

Equation 1: Rmax=[MWA/(n∙MWB)] ∙ RUcaptured 

 

Competitive ELISA 

Competition between selected RANKL mutants and WT RANKL was determined using a 

competitive Enzyme-Linked Immuno Sorbent Assay (ELISA). Murine RANK-Fc (Sigma, 
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Saint Louis, USA) was immobilized on a 96-well Microlon 600 plate (Greiner, Frickenhausen, 

Germany) by incubating the wells with 25 nM RANK-Fc in 0.1 M NaHCO3 (Merck, 

Darmstadt, Germany) buffer pH 8.6 overnight at 4°C. Subsequently, the wells were washed 

with Tris-buffered saline (TBS) buffer including 0.05% v/v Tween 20 (TBST, Duchefa, 

Haarlem, The Netherlands), pH 7.4, followed by a 2-hour incubation at room temperature 

with 2% w/v BSA (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.4. 

After washing with TBST buffer, the wells were incubated for 30 minutes at room 

temperature with the RANKL variants I248K, I248Y and I248D at concentrations in the range 

of 0-8000 nM, mixed with 10 nM sfGFP-WT RANKL. After washing with TBST buffer, 

bound sfGFP-WT RANKL was detected by incubation with a murine anti-GFP antibody 

(Sigma, Saint Louis, USA) and a secondary anti-mouse HRP-conjugated antibody (Millipore, 

USA). The signal was quantified using the One-step Turbo TMB reagent (ThermoScientific, 

Rockford, USA) and absorbance was measured at 450 nm. The percentage of sfGFP-WT 

RANKL bound was measured relative to the binding of 10 nM sfGFP WT RANKL alone. 

 

Inhibition of osteoclastogenesis  

Cells from the murine leukemic monocyte macrophage cell line RAW 264.7 were cultured as 

described before [37]. Cells were subcultured every third or fourth day using a 1:10 dilution 

in fresh DMEM medium (Life Technologies, USA) containing 10% v/v Fetal Calf Serum 

(FCS, Life Technologies, USA) and 2 mM penicillin/streptomycin (Life Technologies, USA). 

Cells were seeded at a density of 1,000 cells/well in a 96-well plate (Greiner, Frickenhausen, 

Germany). At day three the medium was changed to Alpha-MEM (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, USA) 

containing 2 mM penicillin/streptomycin and 10% v/v FCS (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, USA); 

different concentrations of RANKL were added, ranging from 3.1 to 150 ng/mL. Inhibition of 

WT RANKL-induced osteoclastogenesis by RANKL mutants was assessed via treatment of 

RAW 264.7 cells with 50 ng/mL WT RANKL and a concentration range (3.1-150 ng/mL) of 

a determined RANKL mutant. At day 5 the medium was exchanged, and both WT RANKL 

and RANKL mutants were added using the same concentrations as described for day 3. At 

day 7 osteoclastogenesis was determined using the tartrate resistance acid phosphatase (TRAP) 

assay (Sigma, Saint Louis, USA) according to the manufacturer‘s instructions. The number of 

osteoclasts in the wells containing 50 ng/mL WT RANKL was set to 100% and the number of 

osteoclasts in all other wells was calculated relative to this reference well. Multinucleated 
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(three or more nuclei) TRAP-positive cells were considered as osteoclasts. Osteoclasts with 

two or more clusters of multinuclei were considered as giant osteoclasts. 

 

Determination of exchange of RANKL subunits  

The exchange of RANKL subunits was determined using size exclusion chromatography. WT 

RANKL and sfGFP-WT RANKL at concentrations of 12 μM were incubated together in a 1:1 

ratio for 24 h at 37°C or for 44 h at 4°C. After incubation, samples were loaded onto a 

Superdex 200 10/30 column (GE Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden) using buffer E (20 mM 

sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.4, 10% v/v glycerol,). Elution was monitored at 280 nm (all 

proteins) and at 475/488 nm (sfGFP-WT RANKL); the chromatograms were compared to that 

of a mixture of sfGFP-WT RANKL and WT RANKL at 0 h. 
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Abstract 

Fibrosis is characterized by progressive alteration of the tissue structure due to the excessive 

production of extracellular matrix (ECM). The signaling system encompassing Receptor 

Activator of Nuclear factor NF-κB Ligand (RANKL)/RANK/Osteoprotegerin (OPG) was 

discovered to play an important role in the regulation of ECM formation and degradation in 

bone tissue. However, whether and how this signaling pathway plays a role in liver or 

pulmonary ECM degradation is unclear up to now. Interestingly, increased decoy receptor 

OPG levels are found in fibrotic tissues. We hypothesize that RANKL can stimulate RANK 

on macrophages and initiate the process of ECM degradation. This process may be inhibited 

by highly expressed OPG in fibrotic conditions. In this case, RANKL mutants that can bind to 

RANK without binding to OPG might become promising therapeutic candidates. In this study, 

we built a structure-based library containing 44 RANKL mutants and found that the Q236 

residue of RANKL is important for OPG binding. We show that RANKL_Q236D can 

activate RAW cells to initiate the process of ECM degradation and is able to escape from the 

obstruction by exogenous OPG. We propose that the generation of RANKL mutants with 

reduced affinity for OPG is a promising strategy for the exploration of new therapeutics 

against fibrosis. 

Keywords: RANK, OPG, fibrosis, liver, lung 
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Introduction  

The cytokine system consisting of receptor activator of nuclear factor NF-κB ligand 

(RANKL), RANK and Osteoprotegerin (OPG), plays a key role in bone homeostasis by 

controlling the balance between bone producing and bone resorbing activity [1]. RANKL is 

expressed on osteoblasts and its receptor RANK is expressed on osteoclast precursors cells 

[2]. As a member of the Tumor Necrosis Factor (TNF) superfamily, RANKL is a type II 

transmembrane protein with a C-terminal extracellular region [3–5]. The binding between 

RANKL and RANK on osteoclast precursors induces the expression of osteoclast‐specific 

genes, including tartrate ‐ resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP), cathepsin K, matrix 

metallopeptidase 9 (MMP9), which will further trigger osteoclast maturation and bone 

extracellular matrix (ECM) degradation [6,7]. Osteoprotegerin (OPG) is produced by 

osteoblasts and acts as a natural decoy receptor for RANKL thereby inhibiting osteoclast 

activation and bone ECM degradation [8]. Imbalances in the RANK/RANKL/OPG pathway 

can differently regulate the orientation of bone remodeling to either bone formation or 

resorption, therefore lead to diseases such as osteoporosis with a high RANKL/OPG ratio and 

osteopetrosis with a low RANKL/OPG ratio [9–12]. 

Fibrosis is a chronic disease characterized by excessive accumulation of ECM and the 

destruction of tissue structure in response to injury [13,14]. With a high mortality rate, fibrotic 

diseases cause more than 800,000 deaths every year worldwide [14]. However, there is no 

effective therapy to reverse chronic fibrosis currently. Taking pulmonary fibrosis as an 

example, lung transplantation is the only effective way to treat lung fibrosis at present 

[13,15,16]. Fibroblasts and myofibroblasts are the most important cells involved in the 

production of ECM [17]. Macrophages, which are also abundantly present in fibrotic tissue, 

however, have been shown to possess both profibrotic and antifibrotic properties leading to 

different phenotypes [18,19]. They have been identified to secrete inflammatory and growth 

factors such as transforming growth factor beta (TGF-β), IL-13 and TNF, which promote the 

fibrotic process [14,15]. On the other hand, macrophages in fibrotic tissues also possess 

antifibrotic properties by producing secreted matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs) and 

cathepsins that degrade fibrotic ECM [20]. However, how antifibrotic macrophages are 

activated and induced to degrade ECM still remains to be understood. 

Interestingly, many tissue macrophages express RANK, and through RANKL stimulation, 

proteases are released which can degrade ECM [20]. In bone, osteoclasts are derived from 
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macrophage/monocyte and can produce MMPs and other proteolytic enzymes to degrade 

bone ECM [21,22]. In fibrotic tissue, the stimulation of the RANKL/RANK axis may also be 

a possible way to activate antifibrotic macrophages and reverse fibrosis [20]. Notably, OPG, 

as a decoy receptor of RANKL, was shown to be an inducer of fibrogenesis to promote 

vascular fibrosis in vascular smooth muscle cells [23]. High expression of OPG was found to 

be related to the formation of fibrous tissues in diseases like liver, vasculature and cystic 

fibrosis [24,25], suggesting that OPG may be important in the fibrosis process, which is a 

further support for the role of the RANKL/RANK/OPG axis in fibrosis.  

In the present research, we hypothesized that RANKL could stimulate RANK on 

macrophages and initiate the process of ECM degradation. This process may be inhibited by 

the decoy activity of highly expressed OPG in fibrotic conditions. As a consequence, RANKL 

mutants that can bind to RANK without binding to OPG are becoming promising agonists to 

stimulate RANK on macrophages and reduce ECM without being hampered by high OPG 

production. Therefore, in this research, through comparing the 3D structures of murine 

RANKL-RANK and RANKL-OPG, we have built a structure based RANKL mutants library 

containing 44 RANKL mutants. Our results show that RANKL_Q236D is very effective in 

activating murine RAW 264.7 macrophage cells and to escape from the obstruction by 

exogenous OPG. The generation of RANKL mutants with reduced binding to OPG is a 

promising strategy for the exploration of new therapeutics against fibrosis. 

 

Results 

RANKL-RANK and RANKL-OPG binding interface analysis and structure-based 

design of the mutants 

The available 3D structures of murine RANKL-RANK and RANKL-OPG complexes (Protein 

Data Bank accession codes 4GIQ and 4E4D) were used to perform binding simulations.  As 

shown in Fig. 1A, via analysis of all interactions -including hydrogen bonds, electrostatic and 

hydrophobic properties- between RANKL-RANK and RANKL-OPG, all residues of RANKL 

that show interactions with one or both receptors were identified. These residues are marked 

from light to dark purple according to the number of interactions they were involved in (Fig. 

1A). RANKL_Q236, I248 and K256 were selected for mutation because they show 

interactions with OPG, but not RANK (Fig. 1B, C and Table. 1). Therefore it is supposed that 
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these can change the binding of RANKL to OPG without influencing the binding of RANKL 

to RANK. In addition, RANKL_R190, R222, H252 and E268 were selected, because these 

four residues show more interactions with OPG than RANK (Fig. 1B, C and Table. 1), 

suggesting that the effect on RANKL-RANK interactions by replacing them might be 

minimal. 

 

Fig 1. Structural comparison of RANKL/OPG and RANKL/RANKmade using Discovery Studio. 4.5 A) 

Structural comparison between RANKL/OPG (upper sequence) and RANKL/RANK (bottom sequence). The 

color represents the residue shows interaction with receptor and the range of color form light blue to dark blue 

indicates the number of interactions. B) and C) Detailed view of selected RANKL residues (R190, R222, I248, 

Q236, H252, K256 and E268) and their interactions with OPG and RANK.  
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Table 1. Interaction analysis between RANKL-OPG and RANKL-RANK complexes. 

 RANKL-OPG  RANKL-RANK 

 Interaction Category 
 Interaction Category 

K256 RANKL:K256:NZ - OPG1:E95:OE2 Electrostatic    

 RANKL:K256:HZ2 - OPG1:E95:OE1 Hydrogen Bond    

      

Q236 RANKL:Q236:HE21 - OPG1:E93:O Hydrogen Bond    

 OPG1:E95:HN - RANKL:Q236:OE1 Hydrogen Bond    

      

I248 OPG1:V60 - RANKL:I248 Hydrophobic    

 OPG1:H54 - RANKL:I248 Hydrophobic    

      

R190 RANKL:R190:HD1 - OPG2:Y61:OH Hydrogen Bond  RANKL:R190 - RANK2:L59 Hydrophobic 

 RANKL:R190:HD2 - OPG2:Y61:OH Hydrogen Bond    

 RANKL:R190:NH1 - OPG2:H47 Electrostatic    

 OPG2:Y61 - RANKL:R190 Hydrophobic    

      

H252 RANKL:H252:HD1 - OPG1:S63:OG Hydrogen Bond  RANKL:H252:HE1 - RANK1:Y47:OH Hydrogen Bond 

 OPG1:Y49:HH - RANKL:H252:NE2 Hydrogen Bond  RANKL:H252 - RANK1:L58 Hydrophobic 

 RANKL:H252:HE1 - OPG1:Y61:O Hydrogen Bond    

 RANKL:H252:HE1 - OPG1:S63:O Hydrogen Bond    

 RANKL:H252 - OPG1:V60 Hydrophobic    

      

E268 OPG2:R90:HH12 - RANKL:E268:OE2 Hydrogen Bond;Electrostatic  RANK2:R99:NH1 - RANKL:E268:OE2 Electrostatic 

 OPG2:K99:NZ - RANKL:E268:OE2 Electrostatic  RANK2:R100:HN - RANKL:E268:OE2 Hydrogen Bond 

 OPG2:R90:HH21 - RANKL:E268:OE1 Hydrogen Bond  RANK2:R100:NH1 - RANKL:E268:OE2 Electrostatic 

 OPG2:K99:HE1 - RANKL:E268:OE1 Hydrogen Bond    

 OPG2:K99:HE2 - RANKL:E268:OE1 Hydrogen Bond    

      

R222 RANKL:R222:NH1 - OPG2:E68:OE2 Electrostatic  RANKL:R222:HH11 - RANK2:D64:OD2 Hydrogen Bond;Electrostatic 

 RANKL:R222:NH1 - OPG2:E95:OE2 Electrostatic  RANKL:R222:HD1 - RANK2:D64:OD2 Hydrogen Bond 

 RANKL:R222:HE - OPG2:E68:OE2 Hydrogen Bond  RANKL:R222:HD2 - RANK2:G66:O Hydrogen Bond 

 RANKL:R222:HH12 - OPG2:E95:OE1 Hydrogen Bond  RANKL:R222 - RANK2:K67 Hydrophobic 

 RANKL:R222:HH21 - OPG2:E68:OE1 Hydrogen Bond    

 RANKL:R222:HH22 - OPG2:E95:O Hydrogen Bond    

 RANKL:R222:NH1 - OPG2:F96 Electrostatic   
 

 

In silico mutagenesis at positions Q236, I248, K256, R190, R222, H252 and E268 was 

performed to estimate differences between RANKL mutants and RANKL_WT in ΔΔGi 

binding to receptors (Fig. 2). A more negative ΔΔGi value indicates a predicted increase in 

receptor binding energy, and vice versa. Based on the outcome, we decided to select and 

construct a subset of RANKL mutants. Two residues, RANKL_Q236 and K256, were 

subjected to full saturation mutagenesis, because for these two positions all the other 19 

amino acids were predicted to give a decrease in affinity for OPG (Fig. 2A, B). Other single 

substitutions of RANKL_I248W, H252W, H252L, H252R, E268D and E268N were selected 

on the basis of their predicted lowered affinity for OPG or their large difference of predicted 

affinities for OPG and RANK. In total 44 variants were proposed. 
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Fig 2. Heatmap of the binding energy predictions for RANKL_ mutants. Predicted differences in binding energy 

(ΔΔGi) of RANKL_K256, Q236, I248, R190, H252, E268 and R222 variants binding to RANK (A) and OPG (B) 

when compared with RANKL_WT are shown in the heatmap, respectively. A negative ΔΔGi value indicates an 

improvement in receptor binding, whereas a positive ΔΔGi value indicates a decrease in receptor binding. 

 

Pre-screen of RANKL mutants with reduced binding to OPG 

After construction, expression and purification using cation exchange chromatography, 28 out 

of these 44 variants were obtained successfully. Most RANKL_K256 variants, however, were 

produced in inclusion bodies. On hindsight, this can be explained by the role this residue 

plays in RANKL trimerization, which forms a polar interaction with D303 within the 

neighbor monomer [4]. Changing this lysine into any other amino acid might prevent the 

formation of the RANKL trimer. The double mutant RANKL_K256D/D303K could not 

rescue the folding of the protein as well. Apparently, no changes are tolerated at this position 
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and therefore the 256 variants were not used for further investigations. To assess the binding 

of RANKL variants to immobilized RANK-Fc and OPG-Fc, an ELISA assay was performed 

(Fig. 3). Several RANKL_236 variants RANKL_Q236N, Q236S, Q236D, Q236H, Q236P 

and Q236A showed an increase in the binding ratio of RANK versus OPG. Compared to 

RANKL_WT, they all showed higher binding to RANK and 40%-60% lower binding to OPG. 

Especially, RANKL_Q236D was of interest as it displayed a low binding to OPG, which is at 

25% of that of RANKL_WT. Variant RANKL_Q236K was also selected for further analysis 

as it showed a large decrease in binding to OPG with, however, a concomitant lower ELISA 

signal in binding to RANK.   

 

Fig 3. Comparison of the relative bindings of RANKL mutants towards mOPG-Fc and RANK-Fc, as determined 

by ELISA. Receptor binding to mOPG-Fc and RANK-Fc was performed in Duplo and calculated relative to the 

response of RANKL_WT (100%) at 0.5 nM. 

 

Receptor binding affinity of RANKL variants as determined by SPR 

Seven promising candidates, which maintained the binding to RANK-Fc and showed 

decreased binding to OPG-Fc were selected following the ELISA data. These variants were 

purified to homogeneity as described before [10]. Affinities of the purified RANKL variants 

to RANK and OPG receptors were determined using Surface Plasmon Resonance (SPR). By 

using the CM4 sensorchip, with a low density of receptor, we were able to achieve complexes 

of RANKL-RANK and RANKL-OPG in the form of mixtures of trimer-monomer and trimer-
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dimer [26]. All the data were fitted with a 1 : 1 Langmuir fitting model and the kinetic 

parameters were calculated and shown in Table 2. All these seven RANKL mutants showed 

much lower affinities to OPG-Fc with the best one RANKL_Q236D showing around three 

times decrease in the association rate constant (ka) and ten folds increase in dissociation rate 

constant (kd), which taken together is a 30 times decrease in affinity to OPG-Fc (Fig. 4). 

Importantly, this same mutant maintained its affinity to RANK-Fc. RANKL_Q236K, 

however, has a much lowered affinity to RANK-Fc as suggested by its lower ELISA signal. 

RANKL mutants Q236N, Q236S, Q236H, Q236P and Q236A, all showed affinities to 

RANK-Fc that are in the same range or slightly lower than RANK_WT, between 50% and 

100%, which is mainly due to higher dissociation rates. Taken together, these results are 

consistent with the previous pre-screen ELISA result and they further confirm that the 

RANKL_Q236 residue indeed plays an important role in RANKL-OPG binding with 

RANKL_Q236D showing the most promising properties. 

 

Table 2. Binding kinetics of the RANKL variants and RANKL_WT to mRANK-Fc and 

mOPG-Fc by surface plasmon resonance. 

Protein 

OPG-Fc  RANK-Fc 

ka•10-7 (M-1s-1) kd·104 (s-1) KD (pM)  ka·10-6 (M-1s-1) kd·104 (s-1) KD (pM) 

RANKL_WT 1.8 ± 0.7 0.7 ± 0.1 4.3 ± 1.6  8.4 ± 0.6 1.0 ± 0.1 11.9 ± 1.5 

RANKL_Q236N 1.5 ± 0.2 3.1 ± 0.9 20.7 ± 3.7  7.9 ± 0.9 1.7 ± 0.3 22.1 ± 2.9 

RANKL_Q236H 1.3 ± 0.2 2.2 ± 0.5  16.6 ± 1.6  6.7 ± 0.0 1.3 ± 0.2 18.7 ± 2.8 

RANKL_Q236S 1.4 ± 0.2 3.1 ± 0.4 23.3 ± 4.5  7.0 ± 0.6 1.8 ± 0.5 24.9 ± 5.1 

RANKL_Q236D 0.6 ± 0.1 7.0 ± 1.0  112.3 ± 24.4  6.4 ± 0.8 0.9 ± 0.2 15.0 ± 3.2 

RANKL_Q236A 1.6 ± 0.3 3.3 ± 0.4 20.5 ± 2.2  8.9 ± 2.0 1.8 ± 0.3 21.5 ± 6.6 

RANKL_Q236K 1.1 ± 0.5 14.6 ± 2.7 142.7 ± 44.6  8.0 ± 1.3 9.5 ± 0.8 119.3 ± 10.5 

RANKL_Q236P 1.1 ± 0.3 2.2 ± 0.3 21.3 ± 8.2  6.1 ± 0.5 1.2 ± 0.4 19.8 ± 6.0 
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Fig 4. Typical SPR sensorgrams obtained for binding between RANK-Fc/OPG-Fc and 

RANKL_WT/RANKL_Q236D. Depicted are the binding between (A) OPG-Fc and RANKL_WT, (B) OPG-Fc 

and RANKL_Q236D, (C) RANK-Fc and RANKL_WT, and (D) RANK-Fc and RANKL_Q236D. Injection of 

RANKL is marked with a double-headed arrow. After injection, the dissociation was followed for 1000 s. 

 

Effect of RANKL variants on ECM-degradation enzymes expression in RAW 264.7 cells 

In bone regulation process, the binding between RANKL and the RANK on osteoclast 

precursors will induce the expression of osteoclast-specific genes, such as TRAP and MMP9, 

which will stimulate osteoclast maturation and bone ECM degradation [22]. In fibrosis, 

MMPs have been shown to be responsible for collagen degradation and ECM breakdown, 

which is actually beneficial for fibrosis recovery [14,19]. Furthermore, MMP9 is particularly 

expressed in macrophages within lung and liver [20]. Therefore, we chose monocyte-derived 

RAW 264.7 macrophage as a cell model to detect the biological effects caused by RANKL 

variants. Real-time quantitative PCR was performed to detect the TRAP and MMP9 gene 

expressions in presence of RANKL variants with or without exogenous OPG. As shown in 

Fig. 5, RANKL_WT (50 ng/ml) stimulation could significantly induce the expressions of 
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MMP9 and TRAP, which was totally blocked by adding exogenous mOPG-Fc at the 

concentration of 400 ng/ml. Interestingly, addition of mOPG-Fc did have much less influence 

on the activation by RANKL variants as compared to that by RANKL_WT. Activation by 

RANKL_Q236D was not inhibited at all by the presence mOPG-Fc indicating that this 

variant is capable to restore MMP9 activity in fibrotic tissues.  

 

Fig 5. mRNA levels of different ECM degrading enzymes, A) MMP 9 and B) TRAP, after treatment with 

RANKL_WT and mutants, determined by Real-time quantitative PCR. Significance was calculated using a 

Student‘s t-test compared to cells treated with RANKL_WT (50 ng/ml) plus mOPG-Fc (400 ng/ml): (**) is P < 

0.01 and (***) is P < 0.0001. The error bars reflect the standard deviation (SD) of three independent experiments.  

 

Effect of RANKL variants on RANKL induced osteoclastogenesis in RAW 264.7 cells 

To further confirm the role of RANKL variants, we next tested their effects on 

osteoclastogenesis in presence of mOPG-Fc. RAW 264.7 cells were treated with 

RANKL_WT and variants with or without the presence of mOPG-Fc. After 4 days, the cells 

were measured for TRAP activity and osteoclasts formation, respectively. As shown in Fig. 

6A and 6B, RANKL_WT could significantly induce both TRAP activation and osteoclasts 

formation. This activation was totally blocked by the addition of mOPG-Fc. Treatments with 

RANKL variants Q236N, Q236S, Q236H, Q236P and Q236A could induce TRAP activity at 

a level comparable with RANKL_WT (Fig. 6A). Interestingly, these RANKL variants 

exhibited less inhibition by the addition of OPG-Fc and they were capable to retain from 50% 

to 80% of TRAP activity in the presence of OPG-Fc. RANKL_Q236K could no longer induce 

TRAP activity because of its lower affinity to RANK. Fascinatingly, RANKL_Q236D could 

almost completely escape from the inhibition by OPG and kept approximately 95% of TRAP 
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activity. Consistently, in the osteoclasts formation assay (Fig. 6B), RANKL_Q236N, Q236S, 

Q236H, Q236P and Q236A showed from 18% to 54% capability to induce osteoclast 

formation in presence of 400 ng/ml of mOPG-Fc, while RANKL_Q236D still showed 

complete activation in the presence of this amount of mOPG-Fc (Fig. 6B). Microscope 

photographs of osteoclasts from treatments with RANKL_WT (50 ng/ml) and 

RANKL_Q236D (50 ng/ml), both in the presence and absence of mOPG-Fc are shown in Fig. 

6C. Both single treatments with RANKL_WT and RANKL_Q236D instigated a massive 

osteoclast formation. Addition of 400 ng/ml of mOPG-Fc could completely block osteoclast 

formation caused by RANKL_WT, but showed no influence on that caused by 

RANKL_Q236D.  

 

Fig 6. Effect of RANKL variants on RANKL induced osteoclastogenesis in RAW 264.7 cells. A) TRAP activity 

and B) relative number of osteoclasts obtained after treatment of murine RAW 264.7 cells with RANKL variants 

(50 ng/ml) and RANKL_WT (50 ng/ml) with or without mOPG-Fc (400 ng/ml). C) Microscope images of RAW 

264.7 cells treated with RANKL_WT and RANKL_Q236D with or without mOPG-Fc. Scale 100 μm. 

Significance was calculated using a Student‘s t-test: (**) is P < 0.01 and (***) is P < 0.0001. The error bars 

reflect the standard deviation (SD) of three independent experiments. 
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Discussion 

The RANKL/RANK/OPG system was discovered decades ago and is most prominently 

known for its role in regulating bone density [27,28]. Nowadays this system is known to be 

more versatile and is also thought to be involved in the process of fibrosis [20,29,30]. High 

expression of OPG was found to be related to fibrosis diseases like liver, vascular and cystic 

fibrosis, suggesting an important role of OPG in fibrosis [23–25]. Recently, it was suggested 

that inefficient RANKL stimulation occurs in lung tissues of human and mice with pulmonary 

fibrosis [20] supporting the idea that the decoy activity of OPG plays a role in fibrosis. In this 

study, we hypothesized that RANKL could stimulate RANK on macrophages and initiate the 

process of ECM degradation, which may be inhibited by high OPG levels in fibrotic 

conditions. Therefore, RANKL mutants, which can bind to RANK without binding to OPG, 

are becoming of interest to solely stimulate RANK on macrophages and reduce ECM without 

binding to OPG present in fibrotic tissue. Notably, OPG also acts as the decoy receptor of 

tumor necrosis factor-related apoptosis-inducing ligand (TRAIL), the other member of TNF 

superfamily, and recently TRAIL variant DHER lacking binding to OPG was developed 

[31,32], which indicates the possibility of making RANKL variants as well. 

The available 3D structures of murine RANKL-RANK and RANKL-OPG complexes (Protein 

Data Bank accession codes 4GIQ and 4E4D) were used as the starting point for inspecting the 

binding surface. Several residues of mRANKL, Q236, I248, K256, R190, R222, H252 and 

E268, stand out from the analysis as they show more interactions with OPG than RANK. In 

silico calculation of differences in ΔΔGi binding to receptors helped us to further reduce the 

range of selection. The selected residues are located in the C-D loop, D-E loop, E strand and F 

strand of RANKL, respectively. This is consistent with a previous analysis by Nelson et al. 

that the contacts made by OPG are limited to the E-strand and DE-loop region of RANKL 

[33]. Upon expression, unfortunately, RANKL K256 variants were not being properly folded 

and insoluble aggregates were formed. Lam et al. discussed that position 256 is involved in 

the trimeric interface of RANKL and it forms an ionic interaction with D303 of the 

neighboring monomer [4]. Our attempt to restore the ionic bond by making the reciprocal 

double mutation K256D/D303K could not rescue the folding of the protein. More refined 

studies on position mRANKL_K256 might still be of interest as Luan et al. suggested that 

hRANKL_K257, which is the equivalent to mRANKL_K256, interacts with the E95 residue 

of hOPG-CRD [34].  
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Computational Protein Design (CPD) methods have been successfully used for analyzing and 

modifying protein-protein interactions by us [32,35]. Compared to traditional directed 

evolution, which produces and evaluates mutations at many positions, CPD can guide us 

directly to focus on certain key amino acids in a much shorter time. Therefore, the 

combination of CPD and focused mutagenesis and screening is efficient as exemplified by the 

mutant Q236D. However, there are limitations in the predictions given by CPD and the 

factual results can differ from predictions as exemplified by the mutants of residue K256. 

Receptor binding experiments using pre-screen ELISA and SPR confirmed the predictions 

from the design that residue Q236 is one of the most important residues for OPG binding. On 

the basis of the ELISA results we purified RANKL_Q236N, Q236S, Q236H, Q236D, Q236P, 

Q236K and Q236A and using SPR all were shown to have decreased affinity for OPG in 

accordance with the in silico predictions. All of them, except Q236K, have affinities for 

RANK comparable to RANKL_WT (Table 2). RANKL_Q236D is the best among them to 

have approximately 30 times decreases in affinity to OPG-Fc. In line with these results 

structural analysis of this mutation (Figs. 7A and 7B) shows that the single substitution at 236 

position from glutamine to aspartate reduces the length of the side chain. Therefore the 

distance from RANKL 236 to OPG E93 and E95 becomes larger, and two hydrogen bonds 

might disappear that are normally present between RANKL Q236 and OPG residues E93 and 

E95. On the other hand, the negatively charged aspartate on position 236 may have repulsion 

to the negatively charged E93 and E95 residues on the OPG surface. Interestingly, Warren et 

al. previously selected RANKL_Q236H from an error prone PCR library using yeast display 

to have a decrease binding to OPG [36]. Here we used saturation mutagenesis and among 

others also selected RANKL_Q236H to show a lower affinity to OPG. Thanks to the 

saturation mutagenesis, we selected a superior variant, RANKL_Q236D, which has a 6.8 

times decrease affinity to OPG compared to RANKL_Q236H. This novel variant shows 

superior properties to initiate the process of ECM degradation in fibrotic tissue, which is 

typified by an excess of OPG [20,24]. In the further development of this variant towards a 

therapeutic drug it should be noted that the RANKL/RANK/OPG pathway also plays an 

important role in bone remodeling. Therefore, a tissue specific delivery of RANKL_Q236D is 

needed to achieve targeting of fibrotic organs directly without influencing the bone 

remodeling. As fibrosis can occur in many different organs showing a common pathogenic 

pathway and the presence of matrix proteins is highly similar, it is suggested that promoting 

ECM degradation could be a common way for organ repair [37]. Drug delivery systems that 
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can target these different organs will be the topic of our future research. As it is crucial and 

essential to identify alternative therapeutic strategies for fibrosis treatment [16,38], we think 

our approach is worthwhile pursuing. 

 

Fig 7. Predicted area of interaction of RANKL and OPG receptor around position 236.  A) RANKL_WT and B) 

RANKL_Q236D variant.  

 

In conclusion, we have built a structure based RANKL mutants library containing 44 RANKL 

mutants and the Q236 residue of RANKL is of importance for OPG binding. 

RANKL_Q236D was found to maintain activating RAW 264.7 cells and to escape from the 

obstruction by exogenous OPG. Notably, the anti-fibrotic effect of RANKL_Q236D is 

deserved to be evaluate in vivo. In our study, the importance of RANKL Q236 residue in 

RANKL-OPG binding and the discovery of RANKL_Q236D variant form a starting point for 

the exploration of new therapeutics against fibrosis. 

 

Methods and Materials 

In silico calculation 

Binding simulations were performed using the available 3D structures of murine RANKL-

RANK and RANKL-OPG complexes (Protein Data Bank accession codes 4GIQ and 4E4D). 

BIOVIA Discovery studio 4.5 was used to perform all the calculations and predictions. 

Briefly, homotrimer structures of RANKL-RANK and RANKL-OPG were prepared and 

minimized based on CHARMm force field as previously described [10]. Generalized Born 
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with molecular volume (GBMW) was used as implicit solvation model. Interactions including 

hydrogen bond, electrostatic and hydrophobic effects between one ligand and two receptors of 

each complex were analyzed. Residues of RANKL that showed more interactions with OPG 

than RANK were selected to do further calculations on mutation binding energy difference. 

Predicted differences in RANK or OPG binding energy (ΔΔGi) of the RANKL mutants 

compared to RANKL_WT were determined through interaction energy calculation as 

previously described [10].  

 

Site-directed mutagenesis, production, and purification of the RANKL variants 

cDNA corresponding to mouse soluble RANKL (aa 160-316) was cloned in pET15b 

(Novagen) using NcoI and BamHI restriction sites. Mutants were constructed by QuikChange 

PCR method using Phusion high-fidelity DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs). For full 

randomization of each residue, the small-intelligent method was used by mixing four pairs of 

complementary primers with degenerate codons NDT, VMA, ATG, and TGG at a ratio of 

12:6:1:1 [39,40]. The PCR products were digested with DpnI (Fermentas) enzymes and then 

transformed into Escherichia coli DH5a cells. The colonies were transferred to 96 well Luria-

Bertani (LB) agar plate with 100 μg/ml ampicillin and sequenced by GATC Biotech. After 

confirming the sequences of mutations, the plasmids were transformed into E. coli BL21(DE3) 

cells individually. Homotrimeric RANKL proteins were produced and purified as described 

before [10]. For prescreen using ELISA assay, the purities of the RANKL samples after 

cation exchange column (SP column, GE Healthcare, Uppsala, Sweden) were sufficient. 

 

Prescreen ELISA 

Murine RANK-Fc (R&D Systems) and murine OPG-Fc (Bio Legends) (100 ul, 10 nM) were 

immobilized on a 96-well high binding plate (Greiner, Frickenhausen, Germany) by in 0.1 M 

NaHCO3 (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) buffer pH 8.6 overnight at 4 °C, respectively. The 

wells were subsequently washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) buffer including 0.05% 

v/v Tween 20 (PBST, Duchefa), pH 7.4, and the remaining binding places were blocked with 

2% w/v BSA (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) in PBS, pH 7.4 for 2 h. After washing for three 

times, 100 ul of 0.5 nM one-step purified RANKL_WT or mutants were added and incubated 

at room temperature for 1 h. After washing with TBST buffer, a 1:1000 dilution of goat anti-
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RANKL antibody (R&D Systems, Cat # BAF462, Lot # CLR0412011) was added and 

incubated for 1 h, and after washing, subsequently incubated with a 1:1000 anti-goat HRP-

conjugated antibody (Millipore, Billerica,MA, USA). The signal was quantified using the 

One-step Turbo TMB reagent (ThermoScientific) and stopped by 100 µl of 1 M sulfuric acid 

solution. The absorbance was measured at 450 nm. The percentage of RANKL mutants bound 

to RANK-Fc or OPG-Fc was measured relative to the binding of RANKL_WT. 

 

Kinetic analysis by Surface Plasmon Resonance 

Binding experiments were determined using a Biacore 3000 system (GE Healthcare) at 25 °C. 

HBS-P buffer (10 mM HEPES, pH 7.4, 150 mM NaCl, 0.005% (v/v) surfactant P20; GE 

Healthcare) was used as a running buffer. A CM4 sensor chip (Biacore) was coated with 

protein A (Sigma) in 10mM NaAc, pH 4.5. To achieve trimer-monomer complexes between 

ligand and receptors, RANK-Fc (sigma) and OPG-Fc (R&D Systems) were captured at a low 

density, not exceeding 60 RU, with a flow rate of 50 μl/min. RANKL was injected 

subsequently at in concentrations between 0.01 nM and 160 nM for 3 min, followed by a 

disassociation period for 1000 s. The chip surface was regenerated by two injections of 10 

mM glycine, pH 1.5-2.0 (30 s). The response data was corrected for buffer effect and was 

fitted to a 1: 1 Langmuir model using the BIAEVALUATION software version 4.2. 

 

Real-time quantitative PCR 

Murine RAW 264.7 cells were a kind gift obtained from J. Doktor (University Medical Center 

Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands). Cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s 

medium (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) with 10% v/v fetal calf serum (FCS, Life 

Technologies) and 2 mM penicillin/streptomycin (Life Technologies). RAW 264.7 cells were 

seeded at a density of 2×10
5
 cells per well in a 12-well plate (Greiner) and allowed to adhere 

for overnight. On day 2, 50 ng /ml RANKL_WT, combination of 50 ng /ml RANKL_WT 

plus 400 ng /ml mOPG-Fc (R&D) and combinations of 50 ng /ml RANKL mutants plus 400 

ng /ml mOPG-Fc were added to the cells for 24 h.  

Cells of each treatment were harvested and total mRNA was extracted using Maxwell LEX 

simply RNA Cells/Tissue kit (Promega, Madison, WI) according to instruction described. The 
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concentration of mRNA was measured using Nanodrop ND-100 spectrophotometer 

(Nanodrop Technologies, Wilmington, DE). cDNA was obtained through a reverse 

transcription reaction using M-MLV reverse transcriptase (Promega, Madison, WI) and 

random primers (Promega, Madison, WI).The quantitative real-time PCR was performed 

using SensiMix
TM

 SYBR kit (Bioline, Taunton, MA) with the following specific primer 

sequences: GAPDH, 5’- ACAGTCCATGCCATCACTGC -3’ (forward) and 5’-

GATCCACGACGGACATTG -3’ (reverse);  MMP-9, 5’- GTCCAGACCAAGGGTACAGC 

-3’ (forward) and 5’- GCCTTGGGTCAGGCTTAGAG -3’ (reverse);  TRAP, 5’- 

ACTTCCCCAGCCCTTACTACCG -3’ (forward) and 5’-TCAGCACATAGCCCACACCG -

3’ (reverse).  Thermal cycling and fluorescence detection were performed using QuantStudio 

real time PCR System (Thermo Fischer) and Ct values were calculated using QuantStudio 

real time PCR software v1.3 (Thermo Fischer). For each sample, mRNA expression was 

normalized to GAPDH and calculated with the 2
−ΔΔCt

 method. 

 

Osteoclast differentiation assay 

The biological activities of RANKL_WT and mutants were evaluated using trap activity assay. 

RAW 264.7 cells were seeded into a 96 well plate with a density of 2500 cells per well. On 

day 2, cells were treated with 25 ng/ml of RANKL with or without 200 ng/ml of mOPG-Fc. 

After 4 days treatment, cells were washed with PBS buffer and fixed with 4% formaldehyde 

(Sigma) at 37 °C for 1 h. After washing with PBS buffer, the cells were then lysed for 5 min 

with lysis buffer containing 0.2 M Sodium acetate, 20mM tartaric acid and 1% triton X-100. 

After lysis, the plate was centrifuged for 5 min at 1000 rpm and the supernatants were 

removed. The cells were then incubate with para-nitrophenylphosphate (pNPP) solution 

containing 20 mM pNPP, 0.2 M Sodium acetate, 20 mM tartaric acid and 30 mM potassium 

chloride (100 μl/well) at 37 °C for 1 h. The reaction was stopped with 1 M NaOH (100 

μl/well) and the absorbance was measured at 405/410 nm using a microplate reader (Thermo 

Labsystems). The absorbance in the wells containing 25 ng/ml RANKL_WT was set to 100%. 

The osteoclast differentiation assay was performed as well. As previously described [10], 

RAW 264.7 cells were seeded with a density of 1000 cells per well in a 96-well plate. At day 

3 and day 5, cells were treated with 50 ng/ml of RANKL with or without 500 ng/ml of 

mOPG-Fc. At day 7, osteoclast formation was determined using the tartrate resistance acid 

phosphatase (TRAP) staining kit (Sigma) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
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Multinucleated (three or more nuclei) TRAP-positive cells were treated as osteoclasts and 

counted under the microscope. The number of osteoclasts in the wells containing 50 ng/ml 

RANKL_WT was set to 100%. 
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Abstract 

Fibrosis is a pathological process characterized by excessive accumulation of extracellular 

matrix (ECM) in an organ and is a leading cause of morbidity and mortality in chronic 

inflammatory diseases. The receptor activator of nuclear factor NF-κB ligand (RANKL)/ 

RANK/Osteoprotegerin (OPG) cytokine system was first discovered to provide a major role 

in bone homeostasis. Alveolar macrophages express RANK and binding of its ligand RANKL, 

induces ECM degradation. We have demonstrated the potential anti-fibrosis activity of 

RANKL variant RANKL_Q236D with a decreased affinity to OPG.  In the present study, we 

constructed replication-deficient adenoviruses Ad-RANKL WT and Ad-RANKL Q236D to 

achieve a targeting delivery system by directly delivering RANKL_Q236D to the fibrotic 

tissues without influencing other tissues. Virally produced RANKL_WT and 

RANKL_Q236D activated RAW 264.7 macrophages and RANKL_Q236D escaped from 

inhibition by exogenous OPG. Secreted RANKL protein was detected up to 19 days after 

infection with protein levels up to 30 nM. The generation of Ad-RANKL Q236D is a 

powerful new tool for the treatment of fibrosis. 

Keywords: Adenovirus, fibrosis, OPG, RANKL 
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Introduction 

Fibrosis is a pathological process characterized by excessive accumulation of extracellular 

matrix (ECM) in an organ and this scarring process causes up to 45% of total deaths 

worldwide [1]. Although fibrosis is recognized to be a major cause of morbidity and mortality 

in individuals with chronic inflammatory diseases, there are few treatment strategies and 

hardly any that specifically target fibrogenesis [2–4]. In most cases, fibrosis is initiated by 

primary injury to the organ and followed by the activation of effector cells, the deposition of 

the ECM and finally by organ failure [2]. Fibroblasts and myofibroblasts, which are involved 

in the production of ECM, are the key mediators to the pathogenesis of all fibrotic diseases [3]. 

Therefore, research is focused on the deactivation and elimination of myofibroblasts. 

Degradation of ECM including the activation of matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs), which 

digest the collagen and other ECM proteins, is also one of the important principles of fibrosis 

regression and resolution [5,6].  

The cytokine system, consisting of the receptor activator of nuclear factor NF-κB ligand 

(RANKL), RANK and Osteoprotegerin (OPG), was first discovered to provide a major role in 

controlling osteoclast differentiation and activation in bone homeostasis [7]. The binding 

between RANKL, which is expressed on osteoblasts, and RANK on osteoclast precursors 

induces the recruitment of TNF receptor-associated factors (TRAFs) [8]. Notably, TRAF6 

transmits the RANKL/RANK signal to downstream targets to induce the expression of 

osteoclast-specific genes, including tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP), cathepsin K, 

and matrix metallopeptidase 9 (MMP9), which will further trigger osteoclast formation and 

bone ECM degradation [7–9]. As the natural decoy receptor of RANKL, OPG inhibits the 

RANKL/RANK interaction and blocks the maturation of osteoclasts [10]. Interestingly, apart 

from bone, RANK is also expressed on macrophages in many other tissues, and RANKL 

stimulation could induce proteases release [11]. Therefore, the RANKL/RANK axis may also 

play a role in fibrotic tissue to activate macrophages and reverse fibrosis [11]. 

Notably, OPG was shown to have pro-fibrotic effects on the vasculature [12,13] and increased 

levels of OPG were found to be related to fibrotic tissue formation in liver and cystic fibrosis 

[14,15]. Therefore, in our previous research, we hypothesized that RANKL could stimulate 

RANK on macrophages and trigger ECM degradation in fibrotic conditions, which may be 

blocked by highly expressed OPG [9]. Based on the hypothesis, we generated a structure-

based mutant RANKL_Q236D, which could activate murine RAW 264.7 macrophage cells 
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effectively while escaping from the inhibition by exogenous OPG. The anti-fibrotic effect of 

RANKL_Q236D should be evaluated in vivo. However, as the RANKL/RANK/OPG system 

is also important in other tissues, a targeted delivery system is needed to supply 

RANKL_Q236D directly to fibrotic tissues without influencing the bone remodeling and 

homeostasis of other normal tissues.  

Adenovirus has received tremendous attention as a gene delivery vehicle for therapeutic use 

due to its high genetic stability, high transduction efficiency and easy production [16,17].  

Recombinant replication-defective adenoviruses show increased biological safety and further 

improved the use of gene therapy [18]. Among all the vectors registered in clinical gene 

therapy trials up to 2017 all over the world, adenoviral vectors occupied the most with 

approximately 21% of all registry [17]. Adenoviral vectors with intravenous administration 

predominantly target and infect hepatic Kupffer cells in the liver [19], which could be a 

natural advantage for adenoviral vectors encoding RANKL_Q236D to target liver fibrotic 

tissue. Related research showed that a single injection of adenoviral vectors expressing BMP-

7 could suppress the development of hepatic fibrosis in rats [20]. This strengthens the use of 

the adenovirus system in fibrosis treatment. On the other hand, local administration to the 

tissue of interest could also be achieved, for example, intranasal administration or inhalation 

may directly bring the adenoviral vectors to the lung tissue.   

In the present study, to achieve a targeting delivery system that can directly deliver 

RANKL_Q236D to the fibrotic tissues, we constructed replication-deficient adenoviruses Ad-

RANKL WT and Ad-RANKL Q236D, and evaluated virally produced RANKL_WT and 

RANKL_Q236D. Virally produced RANKL_Q236D activated RAW 264.7 macrophages and 

escaped from the inhibition by exogenous OPG.  

 

Results 

Construction and characterization of adenoviral vectors expressing RANKL WT/Q236D 

We constructed the soluble form of mouse RANKL WT/Q236D containing the C terminal 

157 amino acids of full-length sequence previously [22]. To encourage the correct folding and 

secretion of RANKL WT/Q236D in a eukaryotic expression system,  an Igκ signal peptide 

sequence was fused with the RANKL fragment. This was predicted to allow efficient removal 

of the signal sequence and leave six amino acids, AAQPAG, at the N-terminal of RANKL. A 
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recombinant adenoviral vector expressing this soluble form of mouse RANKL WT/Q236D 

was constructed with the AdEasy system (Fig. 1A) [18], and Ad-RANKL WT/Q236D were 

obtained successfully with virus titers of 6.31×10
9
 and 3.10×10

10 
pfu/ml, respectively (Suppl. 

Fig. 1). Mouse lung epithelial C10 cells showed increased GFP signals after 48 h infection, 

indicating that Ad-RANKL WT/Q236D were effectively transduced to C10 cells (Fig. 1B). 

The production and secretion of RANKL_WT and RANKL_Q236D were confirmed by 

western blot, shown in Fig. 1C. For both RANKL_WT and RANKL_Q236D, two bands at 

approximately 17 KD and 20 KD were detected, which can be explained by a difference in 

glycosylation [23]. To further confirm the trimerization of the secreted RANKL_WT/Q236D, 

the supernatants of C10 cells after Ad-RANKL WT/Q236D infection were loaded to a size 

exclusion chromatography column (Superdex 75 16/60), and the elution time of 

RANKL_WT/Q236D indicated the trimeric complex formation (Suppl. Fig. 2). Together, this 

indicates that Ad-RANKL WT /Q236D was constructed successfully and virally produced 

RANKL_WT and RANKL_Q236D was secreted by C10 cells. 

 

Fig 1. Construction and characterization of adenoviral vectors expressing RANKL WT/Q236D. A) Construction 

of Ad-RANKL WT/Q236D by using the AdEasy system. LITR and RITIR: Inverted terminal repeats (Left and 

right),  PacI and PmeI: endonuclease restriction sites; B) Transduction efficiency of AdTL (the control virus) 

and Ad-RANKL WT/Q236D monitored by GFP signals after 48 h infection; C) Production of  RANKL 

WT/Q236D determined by western blot (1-non treated control; 2-AdTL; 3-Ad-RANKL WT; 4-Ad-RANKL 

Q236D). 
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Long-term production of adenoviral vectors expressing RANKL WT/Q236D 

To further determine the long-term production of protein by adenoviral vectors expressing 

RANKL WT/Q236D, we have traced the production levels of both proteins for 19 days. After 

infection of Ad-RANKL WT/Q236D (25 MOI) of C10 cells, the medium was changed every 

3 to 4 days, and the production of RANKL_WT and RANKL_Q236D from each fraction was 

determined by western blot. As shown in Fig. 2, after infection, C10 cells kept producing 

RANKL proteins. Both RANKL_ WT and RANKL_Q236D could be detected until day 19 

after infection with protein levels up to 30 nM, and the highest production levels were found 

on day 5. This indicates the long-term effects of delivering the proteins via Ad-RANKL 

WT/Q236D. 

 

Fig 2. Long-term production of adenoviral vectors expressing RANKL WT/Q236D. The production of 

adenoviral vectors expressing RANKL WT/Q236D from each fraction was determined by western blot of 

supernatant fractions. 

 

Binding activity of adenoviral vectors expressing RANKL WT/Q236D to different 

receptors 

Binding and specificity of the virally produced RANKL_WT or RANKL_Q236D to the 

immobilized RANK-Fc and OPG-Fc receptors were assessed by using ELISA. The 96 well 

plates were immobilized with 10 nM of RANK-Fc or OPG-Fc respectively. Virally produced 

RANKL_WT or RANKL_Q236D was first quantified by Western Blot, and then added to the 

plate at a concentration of 100 nM. As shown in Fig. 3, RANKL_WT and RANKL_Q236D 

could bind to RANK-Fc properly (Fig. 3A), while RANKL_Q236D showed a 70% lower 
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binding to OPG-Fc compared to RANKL_WT (Fig. 3B). The supernatants from C10 cells 

non-transduced or transduced with AdTL were added as negative controls and there was no 

signal detected. This demonstrates that the binding of virally produced RANKL_WT or 

RANKL_Q236D to RANK-Fc and OPG-Fc receptors is consistent with the values obtained 

by previous ELISA experiments for purified bacterially-expressed RANKL_WT or 

RANKL_Q236D [9]. The RANKL_Q236D mutation has no influence on the binding to 

RANK-Fc and it escapes from binding to the decoy receptor OPG. 

 

Fig 3. Binding activity of adenoviral vectors expressing RANKL WT/Q236D to different receptors. ELISA was 

performed to show the binding of adenoviral vectors expressing RANKL WT/Q236D to RANK-Fc (A) and 

OPG-Fc (B). The group with only receptors was served as the negative control, and the binding of adenoviral 

vectors expressing RANKL WT to the receptors was served as 100%. Groups were compared using a Student‘s 

t-test: (***) is P < 0.001. The error bars reflect the standard deviation (SD) of three independent experiments.  

 

Biological activity of adenovirally-expressed RANKL WT/Q236D 

To confirm that infected C10 cells produced biologically active proteins, we used RAW 

macrophage reporter cell line (RAW-Blue cell) to examine the effect of the virally produced 

RANKL_WT or RANKL_Q236D on the NF-κB pathway, where the SEAP reporter gene is 

integrated into the chromosome and driven by an NF-κB-inducible promoter (Fig. 4A). As 

shown in Fig. 4B, after 24 h treatment, C10 supernatants containing virally produced 

RANKL_WT and RANKL_Q236D at a concentration of 50 ng/ml increased SEAP release by 
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3.5 and 4 fold over untreated control cells, respectively, while pure RANKL_WT protein 

caused a comparable induction of SEAP (5 fold) at the same concentration. The supernatants 

from C10 cells with non-transduced or transduced with AdTL showed no induction of SEAP 

activity. This indicates that infected C10 cells produced and secrete biologically active 

RANKL_WT and RANKL_Q236D proteins. 

 

Fig 4. Biological activity of adenoviral vectors expressing RANKL WT/Q236D. A) NF-κB signaling pathway in 

SEAP expression; B) Relative NF-κB-SEAP activity was determined by a colorimetric enzyme assay and 

absorbance was measured at 650 nm. The signal caused by the RAW-Blue cells without any treatment served as 

the negative control. NC represents the negative control group that cells treated with only medium; (-) represents 

the group treated with the medium from C10 cells with non-virus infection. Groups were compared using a 

Student‘s t-test: (***) is P < 0.001. The error bars reflect the SD of three independent experiments.  

 

Effect of adenovirally-expressed RANKL WT/Q236D on TRAP activity of RAW 264.7 

cells and blocking by OPG-Fc 

A high level of OPG was found to be related to fibrosis formation in different tissues like 

liver vasculature and heart [12,15,24]. Therefore, to further confirm the potential of 

adenoviral vectors expressing RANKL WT/Q236D, we next tested their effects on TRAP 

activity in the presence of OPG-Fc. RAW 264.7 cells were treated with virally produced 

RANKL_WT or RANKL_Q236D, which were first quantified by western blot. After 4 days 

of incubation, the cells were evaluated for TRAP activity. As shown in Fig. 5, both virally 

produced RANKL_WT and RANKL_Q236D could significantly induce TRAP activation, 
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which was comparable to the activity induced by pure RANKL_WT/ Q236D protein. 

Interestingly, after the addition of OPG-Fc, virally produced RANKL_WT exhibited less 

TRAP activity, which dropped 50% and 90% in the presence of 100 ng/ml and 200 ng/ml of 

OPG-Fc, respectively. With the addition of OPG-Fc in the same concentrations, virally 

produced RANKL_Q236D fully maintained the TRAP activity by escaping from the 

inhibition by OPG-Fc. On the other hand, the supernatants from C10 cells non-transduced or 

transduced with AdTL showed no induction of TRAP activity, which is comparable with the 

effect caused by the medium control. Taken together, virally produced RANKL_Q236D 

maintained activation of RAW 264.7 cells and escaped from the inhibition by exogenous 

OPG. 

 

Fig 5. Effect of adenoviral vectors expressing RANKL WT/Q236D on TRAP activity of RAW 264.7 cells in the 

presence of OPG-Fc. TRAP activity obtained after treatment of murine RAW 264.7 cells with adenoviral vectors 

expressing RANKL WT/Q236D or pure RANKL_WT/ Q236D protein with different amounts of mOPG-Fc. The 

signal caused by the RAW 264.7 cells treated with only virally produced RANKL WT was considered as 100%. 

Graph is mean ± SD from two independent experiments performed in triplicate. 

 

Co-incubation system  

To further mimic the process of adenovirus infection in vivo, we set up a co-incubation 

transwell system, where C10 cells were cultured in the lower chamber and infected with Ad-

RANKL WT/Q236D or AdTL. RAW 264.7 macrophages were seeded in the insert separated 
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by a polycarbonate membrane, which allowed the free diffusion of the RANKL WT/Q236D 

proteins (Fig. 6A). After co-incubation for 44 h, RAW 264.7 cells were collected and real-

time quantitative PCR was performed to detect the MMP9 gene expressions. As shown in Fig. 

6B,  RANKL WT protein produced by C10 cells after Ad-RANKL WT infection could 

stimulate and significantly induce the expression of MMP9 in the target RAW 264.7 cells, 

which was blocked by adding exogenous mOPG-Fc (400 ng/ml). Notably, the activation of 

MMP9 was not inhibited by the presence of mOPG-Fc in the Ad-RANKL Q236D infection 

group. At the same conditions using Ad-TL infection with or without mOPG-Fc, no MMP9 

activity was induced. Taken together, in the co-incubation system, Ad-RANKL Q236D 

infection is capable of activating MMP9  gene expression in RAW 264.7 cells, which 

indicates a potential role of Ad-RANKL Q236D in treating fibrotic tissue.  

 

Fig 6. mRNA levels of ECM-degrading enzyme MMP-9, after the co-incubation transwell system, determined 

by real-time quantitative PCR. A) Co-incubation transwell system; B) MMP-9 gene expression. Graph is mean ± 

SD from two independent experiments performed in triplicate. 

 

Discussion 

Fibrosis is an out of control wound-healing response, which results from chronic 

inflammatory reactions [25]. Long term inflammation, tissue destruction and repair processes 

cause an extra accumulation of ECM, which leads to pathogenic fibrosis formation [25]. 

Facing that fibrosis is the leading cause of morbidity and mortality among chronic 

inflammatory diseases, the demand for antifibrotic drugs is enormous. However, up to now, 

there are only two antifibrotic drugs, pirfenidone and nintedanib, that have been approved for 
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treating idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis [6], and no specific therapy for other organ fibrosis like 

liver, kidney or heart fibrosis exists [5]. It is challenging to translate the experimental research 

in fibrosis into clinical practice, partly because most of the antifibrotic targets are tested in a 

single organ type or species, and most cases bring negative results or limited effects in human 

fibrosis [26]. Therefore, it is still needed to fully understand the mechanisms of fibrosis, and 

the demand for effective antifibrotic therapies remains enormous.  

In 2011, the concept ―core mechanisms of fibrosis‖ came up, which stipulates the pathways 

crucial to converting the initial stimulus in fibrosis development to different organs [5,26]. 

ECM remodeling is one of these core mechanisms. Collagens are the major components of 

ECM, which are regulated by collagen synthesis (myofibroblasts) and collagen catabolism 

(proteolytic enzymes such as MMPs) [25]. Previous research showed that macrophage 

depletion in the fibrosis recovery phase caused a failure of matrix degradation, suggesting that 

macrophages might be important for ECM degradation [27]. Interestingly, many tissue 

macrophages express RANK, and RANKL-RANK binding could stimulate proteolytic 

enzymes release, which further degrades ECM [11]. In fibrotic tissue, the decoy receptor OPG 

is highly expressed, which may block the RANKL-RANK axis and thereby the degradation of 

ECM [12,14,15]. The generation of structure-based mutant RANKL_Q236D with decreased 

affinity to OPG is a promising strategy for developing a novel antifibrotic drug [9]. However, 

as the cytokine system RANKL/RANK/OPG also plays an important role in other tissues, an 

organ-specific delivery system for RANKL_Q236D is essential and necessary.  

In this study, we constructed replication-deficient adenoviruses Ad-RANKL WT and Ad-

RANKL Q236D, and the functionality of virally produced RANKL_WT and 

RANKL_Q236D was analyzed (Figs. 3 and 4). Previous research, which established a murine 

model of hypercalcemia with anorexia by using an adenovirus vector to overexpress RANKL 

offered us the feasibility to generate functional virally produced RANKL_Q236D [28].  

Adenovirus-mediated expression of the bone morphogenetic protein (BMP)-7 suppressed 

liver fibrosis development in rats, which further confirmed the possibility of using an 

adenoviral delivery system for fibrosis treatment [20]. As fibrosis results from chronic 

inflammation and is considered as a long term chronic disease, a long term administration is 

required for the treatment. Protein therapies usually show short half-lives. Taking the other 

TNF superfamily member TRAIL as an example, the half-life of rhTRAIL is only 3-5 

minutes in rodents and a half-hour in non-human primates [29]. By generating an adenovirus 

Ad-scFv425:sTRAIL, which encodes the cDNA of fused scFv425 and sTRAIL, only single 
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i.v. injection of Ad-scFv425:sTRAIL in tumor-free nu/nu mice could achieve high blood 

plasma levels of scFv425:sTRAIL even after 64 days [19]. We also achieved long term 

production of virally expressed RANKL WT/Q236D and both proteins could be detected until 

day 19 after a single infection (Fig. 2). This indicates the long-term potential of Ad-RANKL 

WT/Q236D. Notably, the antifibrotic effect of Ad-RANKL Q236D needs to be evaluated in 

vivo, which will be one of our future activities. 

Another advantage of the adenoviral delivery system is the organ-specific delivery without 

influencing other tissues. Adenoviral vectors after intravenous administration predominantly 

target and infect hepatic Kupffer cells in the liver [19], which could help adenoviral vectors 

encoding RANKL_Q236D to directly target liver fibrotic tissue. On the other hand, targeting 

other organs should be achieved by local administration or virus modification. The deposition 

of viruses by inhalation in the lung might be evaluated as a treatment for lung fibrosis.  

In conclusion, we have constructed replication-deficient adenoviruses Ad-RANKL WT and 

Ad-RANKL Q236D, and showed functional expression of virally produced RANKL_WT and 

RANKL_Q236D. Virally produced RANKL_Q236D activated the NF-κB pathway in RAW 

264.7 cells and was insensitive to inhibition by exogenous OPG. The generation of Ad-

RANKL Q236D may be a powerful new tool for the treatment of fibrosis. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Cell lines and cell culture 

RAW 264.7 cell and HEK293T cell lines were purchased from American Type Culture 

Collection (ATCC, Wesel, Germany). Murine RAW-Blue cells are derived from RAW 264.7 

macrophages,  where the Secreted Embryonic Alkaline Phosphatase (SEAP) reporter gene is 

integrated into the chromosome and driven by an NF-κB-inducible promoter, were obtained 

from InvivoGen (San Diego, CA). Non-transformed C10 cells are alveolar type II epithelial 

cells derived from normal BALB/c mouse lungs, were kindly provided by Dr. B. N. Melgert 

(Groningen Research Institute of Pharmacy, Groningen, the Netherlands). RAW 264.7, RAW-

Blue and HEK293T cells were maintained in DMEM (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, 

USA), while C10 cells were cultured in PRMI1640 medium(Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, 

USA), both supplemented with 10% v/v FBS (Life Technologies) and 2 mM 
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penicillin/streptomycin (Life Technologies). Cells were cultured at 37 °C in a 5% CO2 

atmosphere. 

 

Construction and production of Ad vector containing RANKL WT/Q236D 

Ad-RANKL WT/Q236D was generated by introducing the gene encoding mouse soluble 

RANKL WT/Q236D into the E1- and E3-deleted replication-incompetent Ad-5 adenovirus 

using the Ad-Easy system [18]. Briefly, cDNA encoding mRANKL WT/Q236D (aa 160–316) 

was first cloned in pSecTag (Invitrogen, Groningen, The Netherlands) using SfiI and NotI 

restriction sites. A fragment containing the immunoglobulin κ chain leader sequence (Igκ) and 

the mRANKL WT/Q236D sequence was excised from pSecTag-RANKL WT/Q236D and 

cloned into pAdTRACK-CMV using HindIII and EcoRV restriction sites.  

Then the vector was linearized by PmeI restriction endonuclease and transformed by 

electroporation into E.coli strain BJ5183
pAdEasy1

. The homologous recombination between 

pAdTRACK-CMV-RANKL WT/Q236D and AdEasy1 assembled the full length of the 

adenovirus genome. Individual colonies were selected and the plasmids were isolated. Next, 

the vectors were transformed into E. coli strain DH5 to generate a large stock of plasmid 

that was analyzed by restriction fragment length analysis with PacI to confirm the right 

recombinants[18]. After the screening, the linearized vector was transfected into HEK293 

cells to generate the recombinant adenoviruses. 

 

Purification and Quantification of Ad vector containing RANKL WT/Q236D 

HEK293T cells (25 000 cells/cm
2
; 5× T175 flasks) were infected with adenoviral particles 

containing RANKL WT/Q236D, and then incubated until complete cytotoxicity from penton 

base (CPE). The cells were harvested, resuspended in 2 ml buffer A (50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 

8.00; 1 mM MgCl2) and lysed by 3-4 freeze-thaw-vortex cycles. After spinning for 10 min at 

100 g, the supernatants were diluted 5 times with application buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, 0.1 

mM MgCl, pH 8) and loaded on a 5 mL HiTrap Q XL column (GE Healthcare; Illinois, USA). 

After washing the column with washing buffer (application buffer plus 0.3 M NaCl), the virus 

was then eluted with elution buffer (application buffer plus 0.6 M NaCl). Finally, the column 

was cleaned by cleaning buffer (application buffer plus 1 M NaCl) and cleaning solution (0.1 
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M NaOH). The fractions from each step were collected during the chromatography. 10 l of 

each fraction was treated with lysis buffer (PBS, 20% SDS, 0.5 M EDTA) and incubated at 

56ºC for 10 min, followed by measuring the absorbance at 260/280 nm. Once that the 

fractions containing virus were identified, the viruses were concentrated and the buffer was 

replaced by storage buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.00; 25 mM NaCl, 5% v/v glycerol) by 

using a VivaSpin 2 (300,000 MWCO, Sartorius; Göttingen, Germany). The viruses were 

aliquoted and stored at -80ºC; The quantification of virus was done by using a serial limiting 

dilution of the viruses where HEK293T cells were used to detect the plaque-forming units 

(PFU/ml).  

 

Infection of C10 cells with Ad-RANKL WT/Q236D  

Cells were seeded at a density of 2.5×10
5
 cells per well in a 6-well plate and were allowed to 

adhere overnight. Infections with Ad-RANKL WT/Q236D and the control virus AdTL were 

performed by transducing cells with 50 multiplicity of infection (MOI). Green fluorescent 

protein (GFP) served as a marker for infection. After 48 hours of incubation medium was 

collected and analyzed.  

To measure the long-term protein production by adenoviral vectors in vitro, C10 cells were 

seeded at a density of 1.5×10
5
 cells per well in a 6-well plate overnight and then treated with 

Ad-RANKL WT/Q236D at 25 MOI. After infection for 1.5 h, medium containing virus was 

removed and the cells were washed twice with PBS. The cells were then cultured with 2% 

FBS for 19 days. The medium was collected and changed every 3 or 4 days. 20 l of each 

fraction was used to test the expression of RANKL_WT/Q236D. 

 

Western Blot 

The secretion of protein RANKL WT/Q236D from C10 cells after Ad- RANKL WT/Q236D 

infection was detected by Western Blot. An equal volume of each collected medium sample 

was mixed with sample buffer (4×) and boiled for 10 min. Twenty microliters of each sample 

were separated by 12% SDS-PAGE and transferred to a polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) 

membrane. The membrane was blocked with 10% skimmed milk in PBST for 1 h at room 

temperature (RT) and followed by the incubation with Goat-anti-mRANKL antibody 4°C 
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overnight. After washing with PBST, anti-goat HRP-conjugated secondary antibody was 

added with a dilution of 1:1000 and incubated at RT for half-hour. The protein bands were 

visualized by Western Lightning Plus-ECL kit (GE Healthcare, Buckinghamshire, UK) and 

subsequently, the membrane was exposed using GeneSnap Image machine (SynGene, 

Frederick, MD, USA). To calculate the concentrations of the secreted RANKL WT/Q236D by 

C10 cells after Ad- RANKL WT/Q236D infection, pure mRANKL protein produced by E. 

coli BL21(DE3) cells with different dilutions were loaded as standards and the protein bands 

were quantified by Image J software. 

 

ELISA 

The binding activity of secreted RANKL WT/Q236D in the supernatants of C10 cells 

transduced with Ad-RANKL WT/Q236D was detected by ELISA as previously described [9]. 

Murine RANK-Fc (Sigma) and murine OPG-Fc (R&D) at a concentration of 10 nM were 

immobilized on a 96-well high binding plate (Greiner, Frickenhausen, Germany) at 4 °C 

overnight, respectively. After washing with PBST buffer, the plate was blocked with 2% w/v 

BSA (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) in PBST for 2 h at RT. Subsequently, 100 μl of each 

collected medium was added and incubated at RT for 1 h. After washing with PBST buffer, 

the goat-anti-mRANKL antibody at a dilution of 1:1000 was added and incubated for 1 h, and 

after washing, the plate was incubated with a 1: 1000 anti-goat HRP-conjugated secondary 

antibody. The signal was detected by adding 100 μl of the One-step Turbo TMB reagent and 

stopped by 100 μl of 1 M sulfuric acid solution. The absorbance was measured at 450 nm. 

The supernatants from cells with non-transduced or transduced with AdTL served as negative 

controls. The binding of supernatant containing RANKL WT to RANK-Fc and OPG-Fc was 

set to 100%. 

 

Quanti-blue assay  

The activation of NF-κB pathway caused by virally produced RANKL WT and RANKL 

Q236D were detected by the Quanti-blue assay, where a SEAP colorimetric detection medium 

was used according to the manufacturer‘s instruction [21]. RAW blue cells were plated in 96-

well plates at the concentration of 1×10
5
 cells/well. The collected medium from Ad-RANKL 

WT/Q236D infected C10 cells was first diluted to 50 ng/ml and then added to the plate (100 
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μl/well). The medium from C10 cells with the non-virus infection or control virus infection 

was also added to the plate as negative controls. Escherichia coli produced mouse RANKL 

protein at 50 ng/ml was added as the positive control. After 24 h treatment, 100 μl of 

supernatants were transferred to a new 96-well plate and incubated with 100 μl pre-warmed 

Quanti-Blue™ reagent for 30 min at 37°C, and OD 650 nm was measured.  

 

Tartrate-resistant acid phosphatase (TRAP) activity assay 

 In order to evaluate the effect of virally produced RANKL WT and RANKL Q236D on the 

activation of TRAP,  which is an ECM degradation enzyme,  RAW 264.7 cells were seeded at 

a 96-well plate with the amount of 2500 cells per well. On day 2, the collected medium from 

C10 cells after the infection of Ad-RANKL WT/Q236D at 25 ng/ml was added to RAW 

264.7 cells with or without 200 ng/ml of mOPG-Fc. Escherichia coli produced mouse 

RANKL_WT of RANKL_Q236D at a concentration of 25 ng/ml was added as control. After 

4 days of treatment, cells were fixed with 4% formaldehyde (Sigma) at 37 °C for 1 h and 

lysed with lysis buffer (0.2 M Sodium acetate, 20 mM tartaric acid, and 1% Triton X-100) for 

5 min, in between washed with PBS. After centrifugation at 1000 rpm for 5 min, the 

supernatants were removed and 100 μl para-nitrophenylphosphate (pNPP) solution (20 mM 

pNPP, 0.2 M Sodium acetate, 20 mM tartaric acid, and 30 mM potassium chloride) was added 

to each well and incubated at 37 °C for 1 h. The reaction was stopped with 1 M NaOH and the 

absorbance was measured at 405/410 nm using a microplate reader (Thermo Labsystems, 

Beverly, MA, USA). 

 

Transwell experiment 

A transwell was used to build up a co-culture system. RAW 264.7 cells were seeded in the 

insert of a 12-well plate at a density of 1×10
5
 cells/well. C10 cells were seeded in a separate 

12-well plate at a density of 1 ×10
5
 cells/well and infected with Ad-RANKL WT/Q236D (35 

MOI). After 1.5 h infection, C10 cells were washed twice with PBS and replaced with fresh 

medium. Then the inserts were gently transferred to the plate containing RAW 264.7 cells.  

After incubation at 37 °C for 44 h with or without 400 ng/ml of mOPG-Fc, RAW 264.7 cells 

were harvested for detection of ECM degradation enzymes expression.  
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Real-time quantitative PCR 

The expression of osteoclast-specific genes was examined by real-time quantitative PCR as 

previously described [9]. After cells of each treatment were harvested, total mRNA was 

extracted by Maxwell LEX simply RNA Cells/Tissue kit (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) and 

cDNA was obtained from a reverse transcription reaction using AMV reverse transcriptase 

(Promega). The real-time quantitative PCR was performed using the Sensi MixTM SYBR kit 

(Bioline, Taunton, MA, USA) and QuantStudio real-time PCR System.  For each sample, 

mRNA expression was normalized to GAPDH. The specific primer sequences are provided as 

follows: GAPDH, 5‘-ACAGTCCATGCCATCACTGC-3‘ (forward) and 5‘-

GATCCACGACGGACATTG-3‘ (reverse); MMP-9, 5‘-GTCCAGACCAAGGGTACAGC-3‘ 

(forward) and 5‘-GCCTTGGGTCAGGCTTAGAG-3‘ (reverse). 
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RANK - Receptor Activator of Nuclear Factor-κB 

RANKL - Receptor Activator of Nuclear Factor-κB-ligand 

Ad-RANKL WT - Adenovirus RANKL wild type 

TRAIL - Tumor Necrosis Factor Related Apoptosis Inducing Ligand 

ECM - extracellular matrix 

TNF - Tumor Necrosis Factor 

TRAF - TNF receptor-associated factors 

TRAP - tartrate‐resistant acid phosphatase 

MMP - matrix metallopeptidase 

SEAP - Secreted Embryonic Alkaline Phosphatase 

MOI - multiplicity of infection 
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Supplementary 

Supplemental Fig. 1 

 

Supple. Fig. 1. Purification and Quantification of Ad vector containing RANKL WT/Q236D. A) Chromatograms 

of Ad-RANKL WT and Ad-RANKL Q236D; B) Quantification of Ad-RANKL WT and Ad-RANKL Q236D by 

using a serial limiting dilution of the viruses where HEK293T cells were used to detect the plaque-forming units 

(pfu/ml). 

 

Supplemental Fig. 2 

 

Supple. Fig. 2. Trimer verification of adenoviral vectors expressing RANKL WT/Q236D.
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Abstract 

Cellular senescence is treated as a potent tumor suppressive mechanism and used as a 

common therapeutic outcome in cancer treatment. Senescent cells have been shown to be 

resistant to extrinsic apoptosis mediated via TNF-related apoptosis inducing ligand (TRAIL). 

The use of recombinant TRAIL is an anti-cancer strategy currently in development, and a 

major question remains whether senescent cancer cells might also develop resistance to this 

treatment. In this study, we compared the sensitivity of senescent and proliferating breast 

cancer cells, as well as ovarian and lung cancer cells. Changes in sensitivity were partly 

dependent on the pre-existing resistance observed for each cell line prior to senescence 

induction. Specifically, therapy-induced senescence following doxorubicin treatment or 

ionizing radiation resulted in an increased expression of the pro-apoptotic TRAIL receptor 

Death Receptor 5 (DR5) on the one hand, as well as an increase in TRAIL decoy receptors 

DcR1, DcR2, and soluble decoy receptor osteoprotegerin (OPG) on the other hand. Indicative 

of a protective role for decoy receptors, a DR5 selective TRAIL variant (DHER) unable of 

binding to OPG or DR4, was found to be more effective in inducing apoptosis of senescent 

breast cancer cells compared to wild-type TRAIL. Our findings suggest agonistic stimulation 

of DR5 may be a therapeutic strategy for the elimination of therapy-induced senescent cancer 

cells.  
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Introduction 

Cellular senescence is a stable cell cycle arrest that arises in response to various stressors. 

Senescent cells undergo morphological, structural and functional changes influenced by 

multiple variables, including the type of stressor, the time elapsed, and tissue or cell type. 

Cellular senescence represents an important barrier to tumorigenesis by limiting the growth of 

oncogenic cells. Chemotherapy and radiation are widely used as anti-cancer therapies for their 

ability to induce apoptosis and therapy-induced senescence in cancer cells [1]. However, 

aberrant persistence of senescent cells and subsequent escape from apoptosis contributes to 

the adverse effects of chemotherapy and facilitates cancer relapse [2] by fueling the 

proliferation of bystander cells through an altered secretome known as the senescence-

associated secretory phenotype (SASP) [3].  

Prolonged persistence of senescent cells is partially the consequence of mechanisms that 

enhance their survival and resistance to cell death (reviewed in [4]). Senescent cells have been 

shown to be more resistant to apoptosis compared to normal proliferating cells, in response to 

damaging agents, such as UV radiation [5], oxidative stress [6], and cytotoxic drugs [7]. 

Similarly, a higher resistance of senescent cells to extrinsic apoptosis via death receptors has 

also been reported [8,9]. The tumor necrosis factor related apoptosis inducing ligand (TRAIL) 

signals extrinsic apoptosis via death receptors 4 and 5 (DR4/TRAIL-R1, and DR5/TRAIL-

R2). On the other hand, decoy receptors 1 and 2 (DcR1/ TRAIL-R3, and DcR2/TRAIL-R4) 

are homologous to death receptors but are incapable of transducing an apoptotic signal. 

Because DcR1 and DcR2 retain their ability to bind to TRAIL they compete for ligand 

binding and limit extrinsic apoptosis.   

Interestingly, upregulation of DcR1 [3,10,11] (Gene: TNFRSF10C), and DcR2 [12–16] (Gene: 

TNFRSF10D) is often reported in senescent cells. Additionally, the secretory phenotype of 

senescent cells also includes soluble DcRs such as osteoprotegerin (OPG) [3,17], capable of 

binding to TRAIL extracellularly and thus preventing death receptor stimulation. Despite 

senescence-associated increases in DcR1, DcR2, and OPG, a protective role in senescent cells 

is only reported for DcR2, where silencing of DcR2 increased susceptibility of TRAIL-

induced extrinsic apoptosis in senescent fibroblasts [8]. However, as non-transformed 

fibroblasts are generally resistant to TRAIL-induced apoptosis due to multiple redundant 

pathways [18], acquired resistance to extrinsic apoptosis in TRAIL-sensitive cell lines 

following senescence induction remains to be described.  
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TRAIL is believed to play an important role in tumor immune surveillance [19] and has been 

previously shown to be a promising anti-cancer therapeutic agent for its ability to induce 

apoptosis in a variety of tumor cells without affecting normal cells [18,20–22]. A recombinant 

human TRAIL (aa 114-281) has been mostly used and developed as a clinical anti-cancer 

drug [23,24]. Given the therapeutic implications of acquired resistance to extrinsic apoptosis 

in therapy-induced senescent cells, we decided to study changes in TRAIL sensitivity of 

breast cancer cells before and after senescence induction. Our findings suggest acquired 

resistance to extrinsic apoptosis is linked to an upregulation of decoy receptors and point to 

DR5 stimulation as a therapeutic option for the elimination of senescent cancer cells. 

 

Results 

Therapy-induced senescence in breast cancer cells 

Breast cancer cell lines with varying sensitivities to TRAIL were chosen: MDA-MB-231 

(high sensitivity), MDA-MB-436 (medium sensitivity), and MCF-7 (resistant).  Therapy-

induced senescence was created by doxorubicin treatment as previously described [25] (250 

nM, 24 hours). After doxorubicin removal (Day 1), cells were allowed to senesce for 7 

additional days before treatment with recombinant wild-type TRAIL (Day 8). As shown in 

Fig. 1, senescent breast cancer cells displayed typical markers of senescence such as 

enlarged morphology, tested positive for senescence-associated β-galactosidase (SA-β-gal), 

displayed less EdU incorporation, failed to form viable colonies, had increased SASP gene 

expression (IL-6, IL-8, MMP1) with the exception of MDA-MB-436 which lacked an 

increase of the SASP components IL-6 and IL-8, all cell lines showed increased cyclin-

dependent kinase inhibitor p21
Cip1

 (p21) and decreased Lamin B1 expression (LMNB1).  
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Figure 1. Therapy-induced senescence of doxorubicin treated breast cancer cells. (A) Breast cancer cells 

were treated with doxorubicin (250 nM) for 24 hours. After drug removal, fresh medium was added and cells 

were routinely inspected for morphological changes. (B) After 8 days in culture, cells were stained for SA-β-

galactosidase activity, revealing significant increases in doxorubicin treated cells compared to untreated cells. 

(C) Doxorubicin treated cells displayed lower levels of EdU incorporation, indicative of a senescence-

associated growth arrest. (D) Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) analysis of mRNA isolated from 

doxorubicin treated cells or control cells (untreated, D0). Graphs are mean ± SD data from one experiment 
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performed in triplicate. The heatmap shows the fold change of mRNAs encoding the indicated protein relative 

to 2 reference genes (tubulin and vinculin). Mean and SD of pooled samples from at least n=2 independent 

experiments (Fig. S1).  

 

Heterogeneous response to TRAIL-induced extrinsic apoptosis is observed in therapy-

induced senescent cancer cells   

Senescent or proliferating breast cancer cells were re-seeded and treated with recombinant 

human TRAIL to induce extrinsic apoptosis. Increased resistance to TRAIL-induced extrinsic 

apoptosis was observed in senescent MDA-MB-231 cells compared to proliferating cells (Fig. 

2A and Fig. S2A). In contrast, increased sensitivity to TRAIL was observed in MDA-MB-436 

cells following senescence induction (Fig. 2B and Fig. S2B), while no change in sensitivity 

was observed in resistant MCF-7 cells (Fig. 2C and Fig. S2C). We further tested the 

sensitivity change to TRAIL in ovarian and lung cancer tumor types. Similarly, an increased 

sensitivity after senescence was observed in ovarian cancer cell A2780 and lung cancer cell 

H1650; no effect was observed in senescent H1299 cells (Fig. S3). Taken together, increased 

resistance to extrinsic apoptosis was not a common feature of therapy induced senescent 

cancer cells, unlike previously shown for senescent fibroblasts [12]. Instead, changes in 

sensitivity were heterogeneous. No changes in sensitivity in cell lines already resistant prior to 

therapy-induced senescence induction. Increased sensitivity in mild sensitive cell lines and 

decreased sensitivity was observed in high sensitive TNBC cell line MDA-MB-231. 

Using lower concentrations of TRAIL in senescent MDA-MB-231 cells induced by ionizing 

radiation (10 Gy) the decreased sensitivity was confirmed (Fig. 2D). Furthermore, complete 

rescue of cell viability was observed upon TRAIL treatment in the presence of the caspase 

inhibitor Q-VD-Oph (QVD), while no effect was observed using the necroptosis inhibitor 

Necrostatin 1 (Nec-1), suggesting the effects observed in senescent cells upon TRAIL 

addition are caspase dependent apoptotic cell death (Fig. 2E).  
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Figure 2. Sensitivity of senescent breast cancer cells to TRAIL-induced apoptosis. Doxorubicin-induced 

senescent or untreated cells (normal) were incubated with human recombinant TRAIL for 24 hours. A dose 

dependent decrease in cell viability was observed upon cell treatment in TRAIL sensitive cells (MDA-MB-231 

(A), MDA-MB-436 (B)) but not in TRAIL resistant MCF-7 cells (C). Increased resistance to TRAIL induced 

apoptosis was also observed in senescent MDA-MB-231 compared to ‗normal‘ MDA-MB-231 in both 

doxorubicin-induced and ionizing radiation-induced senescence (D). TRAIL induced apoptosis was completely 

rescued by the caspase inhibitor Q-VD-OPh (QVD), while no effect was observed using the necroptosis inhibitor 

Necrostatin 1 (Nec-1) (E). Graphs are mean ± SD data from one experiment performed in triplicate. Data from 

another independent experiment can be found in Fig. S2. 

 

Both pro-apoptotic and anti-apoptotic TRAIL receptors were upregulated in senescent 

breast cancer cells 

The decreased sensitivity of senescent MDA-MB-231 was only apparent at low 

concentrations of TRAIL, where we hypothesized increased levels of decoy receptors or 

secreted OPG, could reduce apoptosis by competing for TRAIL binding. In order to explain 

the differences in sensitivities upon senescence induction, we further looked at the mRNA 

levels of known TRAIL receptors (DR4, DR5, DcR1, DcR2 and OPG) in MDA-MB-231 and 

MDA-MB-436 cell lines. Interestingly, upregulation of DcR1/2 and OPG, as well as DR5 but 

not DR4, was observed across the different cell lines upon senescence induction, although to 
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varying degrees (Fig. 3A and Fig. S4). Equally, at the protein level, FACS analysis revealed 

increased surface levels of DR5 but not DR4 in therapy-induced senescent breast cancer cells 

(Fig. 3C), as well as increased secretion of OPG measured in the supernatant of the therapy-

induced senescent cell lines (Fig. 3B). Therefore, both pro-apoptotic and anti-apoptotic 

receptors were upregulated in senescent breast cancer cells MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-

436. 

  

Figure 3. Increased expression of selected TRAIL receptors upon senescence induction of breast cancer 

cells. (A) The mRNA levels of TRAIL death and decoy receptors were analyzed by qPCR. The changes were 

also assessed at the protein level using B) ELISA for the soluble TRAIL receptor OPG and C) flow cytometry 

for DR4/5 receptors. The heatmap shows the fold change of mRNAs encoding the indicated protein relative to 2 
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reference genes (tubulin and GAPDH). The graph of OPG secretion is mean ± SD data from one independent 

experiment performed in duplicate, which is still needed to repeat. The graph of FACS analysis is representative 

data from one of three experiments. 

 

DR5 selective TRAIL variant (DHER) enhances apoptosis of senescent breast cancer 

cells  

Based on these findings, we hypothesized that treatment with a DR5-selective TRAIL variant 

would result in improved cell death of senescent cancer cells. Previously, the Computational 

Protein Design (CPD) method has been successfully used to generate DR5-selective variant 

TRAIL D269H/E195R (DHER), which selectively binds to DR5, but has impaired binding to 

DR4, DcR1 and OPG [26,27]. Accordingly, as shown in Figs. 4A, B, D and E, treatment with 

TRAIL variant (DHER) resulted in increased cytotoxicity against therapy-induced senescent 

breast cancer cells MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-436. Furthermore, caspase-3/7 activity was 

found to be increased by the treatment of TRAIL variant DHER compared to wild type 

TRAIL, indicating that cytotoxicity is caused by caspase-dependent apoptotic pathways (Figs. 

4C and 4F).  
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Figure 4. Effect of DR5 selective TRAIL variant (DHER) on inducing apoptosis of senescent breast cancer 

cells. Doxorubicin-induced senescent were incubated with human recombinant wild type TRAIL or TRAIL 

DHER for 24 hours. TRAIL DHER showed increased cytotoxicity compared to wild type TRAIL in (A) MDA-

MB-231 and (D) MDA-MB-436 cells. A real-time detection of cell death (PI incorporation) with Incucyte 

confirmed the increased cell death caused by TRAIL DHER in (B) MDA-MB-231 and (E) MDA-MB-436 cells. 

Caspase-3/7 activity was also found to be increased by the treatment of TRAIL variant DHER compared to wild 

type TRAIL in both (C) MDA-MB-231 and (F) MDA-MB-436 cells. Graphs A and D are mean ± SD data from 

three experiments performed in triplicate; graphs B, C, E and F  are mean ± SD from one experiment performed 

in triplicate. 

 

TRAIL-induced apoptosis in a senescent 3D Spheroid Model  

To mimic the actual tumor microenvironment, we decided to use a 3D spheroid model for the 

TRAIL sensitive cell lines MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-436. 3D spheroids were generated 

by seeding the cells into ultra-low attachment plates and incubated for 7 days. As shown in 

Fig. 5A, after treatment with doxorubicin (250 nM), the sizes of both MDA-MB-231 and 

MDA-MB-436 spheroids remained unchanged indicating senescence, while the untreated 

spheroids remained proliferative-capable and grew in size over time. After TRAIL treatment, 

the edges of the spheroids became loose and irregular, while the inner layers appeared to lose 

integrity as apoptotic cells detached from one another. We further tested for differences in 3D 

cell viability between proliferating and senescent spheroids (Figs. 5A-C). For MDA-MB-231 

spheroids, increased resistance to TRAIL-induced extrinsic apoptosis was observed in 

senescent spheroids compared to proliferating spheroids, similar to our observations in 2D 

monolayer cultures. In comparison, increased sensitivity was confirmed in senescent MDA-

MB-436 spheroids compared to proliferating, similar to 2D monolayers. Importantly, 

treatment with TRAIL DHER resulted in increased cytotoxicity in both MDA-MB-231 and 

MDA-MB-436 senescent spheroids, compared to treatment with wild type TRAIL. In 

accordance, TRAIL DHER showed an advantage over wild type TRAIL in caspase 3/7 

activation in both MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-436 senescent spheroids (Figs. 5D and 5E).  
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Figure 5. TRAIL-induced extrinsic apoptosis in 3D Spheroid Models. (A) 3D spheroids of MDA-MB-231 

and MDA-MB-436 were constructed. After treated with doxorubicin (250 nM), the sizes of both MDA-MB-231 

and MDA-MB-436 spheroids remained unchanged while the untreated spheroids continued to grow and became 

enlarged over time. TRAIL DHER resulted in increased cytotoxicity in both (B) MDA-MB-231 and (C) MDA-

MB-436 senescent spheroids, compared to treatment with wild type TRAIL. TRAIL DHER also showed an 

advantage over wild type TRAIL in caspase 3/7 activation in both (D) MDA-MB-231 and (E) MDA-MB-436 

senescent spheroids. Graphs are mean ± SD data from one experiment performed in triplicate. 

 

Discussion  

Breast cancer has the highest incidence and mortality rate of all cancers in women [28]. 

Triple-negative breast cancers are particularly aggressive forms of breast cancers that are 

extremely challenging to treat. Neoadjuvant (preoperative) chemotherapy, such as 

doxorubicin, continues to be used for the treatment of breast cancers around the world [29]. 

However, chemotherapeutics are not only able to eliminate cancer cells but are also capable of 

inducing cellular senescence at lower doses, which may exacerbate side effects by promoting 

the proliferation of non-responder cells through the SASP [2]. On the other hand, senescent 

cancer cells might be a risk of escaping growth arrest because of their genomic instability and 

MDA-MB-231 

D3 D6 D13 D14 + TRAIL (WT) D14 + TRAIL (DHER) 
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the possibility to accumulate further mutations [30]. Therefore, the elimination of therapy-

induced senescent cancer cells may be desired. TRAIL can induce extrinsic apoptosis of a 

variety of cancer cells, however, the sensitivity of senescent cancer cells to TRAIL remains 

unclear.  In this study, we compared the sensitivity of senescent breast cancer cells to TRAIL-

induced apoptosis, prior to and after senescence induction. 

Upon senescence induction, we observed a heterogeneous response to TRAIL-induced 

apoptosis. For MDA-MB-231 cells, increased resistance was observed at low concentrations 

of recombinant TRAIL, where we hypothesized the influence of decoy receptors is substantial. 

In contrast, increased sensitivity was observed in senescent MDA-MB-436 cells compared to 

their proliferating counterparts.  No changes in resistance were observed in MCF-7 cells. 

Within the cell lines tested, MDA-MB-231 cells showed the highest secretion of OPG 

following senescence induction, an increase that is also previously described for the 

secretome of radiation-induced senescent tumor cells [17], and that may partly explain a 

decreased sensitivity to TRAIL induced apoptosis. This also explains the increased 

susceptibility for the DR5 specific TRAIL variant (DHER), which can bypass OPG binding 

but is still capable of stimulating DR5. An increased resistance to TRAIL induced apoptosis 

was observed in the 3D spheroid model in terms of viability, despite absolute caspase activity 

appearing higher in senescent cells. In MDA-MB-436 cells, an upregulation of DR5 was 

observed following doxorubicin treatment, which partly explains its increased sensitivity to 

TRAIL-induced apoptosis. Lastly, MCF-7 cells do not have functional caspase 3, and 

therefore the lack of changes in sensitivity may be partly explained by this deficiency in the 

apoptotic signaling pathway.  

By comparing the sensitivity of senescent and proliferating breast cancer cells, we conclude 

that changes in sensitivity to TRAIL-induced extrinsic apoptosis are heterogeneous in 

senescent cancer cells. We also found that therapy-induced senescence resulted in an 

increased expression of death receptor 5 (DR5), as well as an increase in TRAIL decoy 

receptors DcR1, DcR2, and OPG. A DR5-selective TRAIL variant (DHER) was more 

effective in inducing apoptosis of senescent breast cancer cells compared to wild-type TRAIL, 

both in 2D and 3D spheroid models. The increased activity of TRAIL DHER compared to 

wild type TRAIL suggests selective DR5 stimulation may become a viable strategy for the 

elimination of therapy-induced senescent cancer cells.  
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Materials and methods 

Cell lines and reagents 

Human breast cancer cell lines MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-436 and MCF-7, human ovarian 

cancer cell lines A2780, human lung cancer cell lines (H1299, H1650) were all obtained from 

American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Wesel, Germany). The cells were cultured in 

DMEM (MDA-MB-231, MDA-MB-436, MCF-7) or RPMI-1640 (A2780) containing 2 mM 

penicillin/streptomycin supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Costar Europe, 

Badhoevedorp, The Netherlands) at 37 °C with 5% CO2.  

 

Induction of senescence 

For doxorubicin-induced senescence, cells were seeded at a density of 2×10
6
 cells per T75 

flask overnight and then treated with doxorubicin at a concentration of 250 nM for 24 h. The 

medium was replaced by the fresh medium with 10% FBS every 2 days. Cells were harvested 

on day 8 after treatment. For ionizing radiation-induced senescence, cells were subjected to 10 

gray (Gy) of ionizing gamma irradiation.  The medium was refreshed every 2 days, and cells 

were harvested on day 8 after irradiation. 

 

Senescence-associated β-galactosidase staining 

The senescence-associated β-galactosidase Staining was performed as previously described 

[31]. Cells were seeded in a 24-well plate at a concentration of 20,000 cells/ml overnight. 

Then, the cells were fixed in a mixture of glutaraldehyde (0.2%, v/v) and formaldehyde (2%, 

v/v) for 5 min and stained with an X-Gal solution pH 6.0 (Biovision). The number of positive-

blue stained cells was counted under a light microscope and compared to the total number of 

cells in each view.  Biological replicates were stained in triplicate, and counting was made in 

blind. 

 

EdU incorporation assay 
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Cells were seeded in a 24-well plate at a concentration of 20,000 cells/ml overnight. After 

incubation with EdU for 24h, cells were fixed and stained using a commercial kit (Click-iT 

EdU Alexa Fluor 488 Imaging kit; Thermo Fisher Scientific). Visualization was made by 

using a Leica DM 6000 fluorescent microscope. 

 

Clonogenic survival assay 

Cells were seeded in the 6-well plates at a concentration of 5000 cells/ml in 2 ml medium and 

cultured for six days. The medium was then removed and cells were washed twice with PBS. 

Then, cells were fixed with 4% formaldehyde (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, USA) for 5 min 

and stained with a 0.5% (w/v) crystal violet (Sigma-Aldrich, Saint Louis, USA) solution for 

15 minutes. The quantification was made by using the ImageJ software. Experiments were 

performed in triplicate and repeated at least three times.  

 

RNA isolation and quantitative reverse transcriptase PCR 

Total mRNA was isolated using Maxwell LEV simply RNA Cells/Tissue Kit (Promega, 

Madison, WI, USA) according to the instruction described. The concentrations of mRNA 

were measured by NanoDrop ND-100 spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, 

MA, USA). cDNA was obtained through a reverse transcription reaction using Reverse 

Transcription Kit (Promega, Madison, WI, USA). A panel of SASP factors consisting of 

mouse p21, IL6, IL-8, MMP1, LMNB1, and a panel of TRAIL-receptor genes including DR4, 

DR5, DcR1, DcR2, OPG was detected by qRT-PCR using either commercially available 

Taqman (Applied Biosystems) or SensiMix SYBR kit (Bioline). mRNA levels of α-tubulin 

and GAPDH were measured and used as a reference for data normalization. The specific 

primer sequences are shown in Table S1. 

 

Cell viability assay (MTS assay) 

Cells were seeded at a density of 10,000 cells per well in a 96-well plate overnight. rhTRAIL 

WT or DHER with the different concentrations ranging from 1- 90 ng/ml was added, with or 

without the apoptosis inhibitor Q-VD-Oph (Sigma Aldrich, SML0063-1MG) and the 
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necroptosis inhibitor Necrostatin-1 (Cayman Chemical, Michigan, USA). After 24 h 

incubation, 20 µl of MTS (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) reagent was added. Cell viability 

was determined after 1-2 h of incubation by measuring the absorption at 490 nm using a 

microplate reader (BMG LABTECH, De Meern, Utrecht, The Netherlands). 

 

3D spheroid viability assay  

3D spheroids were constructed as described before [32]. Cells were seeded at a density of 

1000 cells per well in an ultra-low attachment 96-well plate (Corning Incorporated, 

Kennebunk, ME, USA). Plates were centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5 min to form the 3D 

spheroid. After 7 days of incubation, spheroids were constructed and ready for performing 

experiments. The viability of 3D spheroids was determined using the 3D CellTiter-Glo
®
 kit 

(Promega). Spheroids were first treated with rhTRAIL WT or DHER with concentrations of 

2.5 and 5 ng/ml for 24 h and transferred to a new 96-well plate with white walls. 100 µl of 

luminescence reagent was added to each well according to the manufacturer‘s instructions. 

After 30 min incubation at room temperature, the luminescence values were measured using a 

Synergy™H1 plate reader (BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA). 

 

Caspase activity assay (2D, 3D) 

Caspase 8 and 3/7 activities were determined using Caspase-Glo 8 and Caspase-Glo 3/7 kits 

(Promega). Briefly, cells were seeded in a 96-well plate with white walls at a density of 

30,000 cells/ml overnight. Subsequently, rhTRAIL WT or DHER (2.5 or 5 ng/ml) was added. 

After 8 h incubation, 100 µl of the reagent was added to each well according to the 

manufacturer‘s protocol, and luminescence was recorded  after30 min by using a 

Synergy™H1 plate reader (BioTek, Winooski, VT, USA). For the 3D spheroids, the 

spheroids were transferred to a new 96-well plate with white walls before adding the Caspase-

Glo reagents.  

 

TRAIL receptors expression analysis 
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Total numbers of 5×10
5
 cells per sample were harvested and incubated with primary 

antibodies for DR4 (Abcam, Cambridge, UK), DR5 (EXBIO Praha, Nad Safinou, Czech 

Republic) DcR1 (Abcam, Cambridge, UK) or DcR2 (Abcam, Cambridge, UK) on ice for 1 h, 

respectively. Subsequently, cells were washed and incubated with R-Phycoerythrin (PE) 

conjugated goat anti-rabbit antibody (Southern Biotech, Birmingham, AL, USA) or 

Fluorescein (FITC) conjugated donkey anti-mouse antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch 

Europe, Cambridge, UK) on ice for 1 h. The receptor expression was detected using a FACS 

Calibur flow cytometer (BD Bioscience, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) and data was analyzed 

with the FlowJo V10 software (BD Bioscience, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA).  

 

ELISA 

ELISA kit to detect OPG was from R&D systems and was used according to the 

manufacturer‘s instructions. For doxorubicin-treated cells, media were collected in 1, 4 and 8 

days after treatment. ELISA results were normalized to total cell numbers on the day of 

collection.  

 

Incucyte 
®

 ZOOM time-resolved assays 

Cells were maintained at 37°C with 5% CO2 atmosphere and imaged using an IncuCyte
®

 

ZOOM (Essen BioScience) with a 4× magnification. For real-time caspase 3/7 activity 

measurements, cells were treated with rhTRAIL WT or DHER in the presence of CellEvent™ 

Caspase-3/7 Green Detection Reagent (Thermo scientific). The confluence and the fluorescent 

signal from each well were recorded by the IncuCyte
®
 ZOOM every 2 h. For cell death 

determination propidium iodide was added with rhTRAIL WT or DHER, and the red 

fluorescent signal for each well was recorded using the IncuCyte
®
 ZOOM.     
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DcR - Decoy Receptor 

CPD - Computational Protein Design 

SASP - senescence-associated secretory phenotype 

SA-β-gal - senescence-associated β-galactosidase 

IL-6/8 - Interleukin-6/8 

MMP1 - matrix metallopeptidase 1 

LMNB1 - Lamin B1 

QVD - Q-VD-OPh 

Nec-1 - Necrostatin 1 

Doxo - Doxorubicin 

IR - Ionizing Irradiation 
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Supplementary 

Supplemental Table S1. List of the primers sets used for qRT-PCR 

Name 

 

Strand 

 

Sequence 

 

IL-8 hIL8 #72 -F  5‘-GAGCACTCCATAAGGCACAAA-3‘ 

  hIL8 #72 -R  5‘-ATGGTTCCTTCCGGTGGT-3‘ 

IL-6 hIL6 #45 -F  5‘-CAGGAGCCCAGCTATGAACT-3‘ 

  hIL6 #45 -R  5‘-GAAGGCAGCAGGCAACAC-3‘ 

MMP1 hMMP1 #7 -F  5‘-GCTAACCTTTGATGCTATAACTACGA-3‘ 

  hMMP1 #7 -R  5‘-TTTGTGCGCATGTAGAATCTG-3‘ 

LMNB1 hLMNB1 #3 -F 5‘-GTGCTGCGAGCAGGAGAC-3‘ 

  hLMNB1 #3 -R 5‘-CCATTAAGATCAGATTCCTTCTTAGC-3‘ 

p16 hp16 #67 -F  5‘-GAGCAGCATGGAGCCTTC-3‘ 

  hp16 #67 -R  5‘-CGTAACTATTCGGTGCGTTG-3‘ 

p21 hp21 #32 -F  5‘-TCACTGTCTTGTACCCTTGTGC-3‘ 

  hp21 #32 -R  5‘-GGCGTTTGGAGTGGTAGAAA-3‘ 

Vinculin hVinculin1 #28 -F  5‘-GATGAAGCTCGCAAATGGTC-3‘ 

  hVinculin1 #28 -R  5‘-TCTGCCTCAGCTACAACACCT-3‘  

Tubulin hTubulin #40 -F  5‘-CTTCGTCTCCGCCATCAG-3‘ 

  hTubulin #40 -R  5‘-CGTGTTCCAGGCAGTAGAGC-3‘ 

DR4 Forward 5‘-CAGAACGTCCTGGAGCCTGTAAC-3‘ 

 Reverse 5‘-ATGTCCATTGCCTGATTCTTTGTG-3‘ 

DR5 Forward 5‘-TGCAGCCGTAGTCTTGATTG-3‘ 

 Reverse 5‘-GCACCAAGTCTGCAAAGTCA-3‘ 

DcR1 Forward 5‘-CACCAACGCTTCCAACAATGAACC-3‘ 

 Reverse 5‘-TCCGGAAGGTGCCTTCTTTACACT-3‘ 

DcR2 Forward 5‘-CTTTTCCGGCGGCGTTCATGTCCTTC-3‘ 

 Reverse 5‘-GTTTCTTCCAGGCTGCTTCCCTTTGTAG-3‘ 

OPG Forward 5‘-CCTGGCACCAAAGTAAACGC-3‘ 

 Reverse 5‘-TGCTCGAAGGTGAGGTTAGC-3‘ 

GAPDH Forward 5‘-ACCCAGAAGACTGTGGATGG-3‘ 

 Reverse 5‘-TCTAGACGGCAGGTCAGGTC-3‘ 

 

 

Supplemental Fig. 1 SASP expression 
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Supplemental Fig. 1 SASP expression changes in mRNA levels after doxorubicin treatment. Quantitative 

real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) analysis of mRNA isolated from doxorubicin treated cells or control cells (untreated, 
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D0) in (A) MDA-MB-231, (B) MDA-MB-436 and (C) MCF-7 cells. The values shown are represented as mean 

± SD from two independent experiments performed in triplicates. 

 

Supplemental Fig. 2 

 

Supplemental Fig. 2. Sensitivity of senescent breast cancer cells to TRAIL-induced apoptosis. Doxorubicin-

induced senescent or untreated cells (normal) were incubated with human recombinant TRAIL for 24 hours. A 

dose dependent decrease in cell viability was observed upon cell treatment in TRAIL sensitive cells (MDA-MB-

231 (A), MDA-MB-436 (B)) but not in TRAIL resistant MCF-7 cells (C). Graphs are mean ± SD from one 

experiment performed in triplicate. 

 

Supplemental Fig. 3 MTS 

 

Supplemental Fig. 3. Sensitivity of senescent cancer cells to TRAIL-induced apoptosis. Doxorubicin-

induced senescent or untreated cells (normal) were incubated with human recombinant TRAIL for 24 hours. (A) 
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A2780 cell line, (B) H1650 cell line and (C) H1299 cell line. Graphs are mean ± SD from one experiment 

performed in triplicate. 

 

Supplemental Fig. 3 Receptor expression in mRNA level 

 

Supplemental Fig. 3 Receptor expression in mRNA level. Quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) analysis of 

mRNA isolated from doxorubicin treated cells or control cells (untreated, D0) in (A) MDA-MB-231, (B) MDA-

MB-436 and (C) MCF-7 cells. The values shown are represented as mean ± SD  from two independent 

experiments performed in triplicates. 
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Abstract 

Breast cancer has the highest incidence and mortality rate of all cancers in women. Tumor 

necrosis factor (TNF)-related apoptosis inducing ligand (TRAIL) is a potential anti-cancer 

agent as it is able to induce apoptosis via the death receptors in a variety of cancer cells while 

leaving healthy cells unharmed. Osteoprotegerin (OPG), as the decoy receptor of TRAIL, can 

block the induction of apoptosis through sequestering the available TRAIL. OPG was discovered 

to show tumor-promoting effects in breast cancer, mainly due to the high expression of OPG 

by breast tumor cells inhibiting the TRAIL-induced apoptosis. Therefore, TRAIL variants that 

can efficiently bind to death receptors without binding to OPG are of interest for targeting 

breast cancer cells without the obstruction of high OPG production. Here, a structural model 

of TRAIL-OPG complex was created, and through comparing the 3D structures of TRAIL-

DR4, TRAIL-DR5 and TRAIL-OPG, we have built a structure-based TRAIL mutants library. 

Our results show that TRAIL_D269 residue is important for OPG binding. Through 

computational protein design and a combination strategy, we found that the double mutant 

TRAIL_D269H/Y209M and the triple mutant TRAIL_D269H/Y209M/K179P showed 

lowered binding to OPG and these variants can induce apoptosis in breast cancer cells MDA-

MB-231 and MDA-MB-436 in the presence of OPG. The generation of TRAIL mutants with 

reduced binding to OPG is a promising approach for targeting breast tumors in high OPG 

microenvironments. 

Keywords: TRAIL, OPG, breast cancer, apoptosis  
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Introduction 

Breast cancer, with the highest incidence of all cancers in women, has a serious impact on 

women‘s health including a high mortality rate [2]. Worldwide, it occupies 30% of all cancers 

diagnosed in women with more than 1,677,000 new cases and over 520,000 deaths each year 

[3]. Metastasis in the early stages causes a major risk in the prognosis and survival of breast 

cancer [4]. Despite the recent improvements in breast cancer detection and treatment, the lack 

of understanding of the molecular mechanisms and its pathogenesis limits the treatment 

effects and prognosis [2,4,5].  

Tumor necrosis factor (TNF)-related apoptosis inducing ligand (TRAIL), also known as Apo2 

ligand (Apo2L), is an important ligand of the TNF superfamily that selectively induces 

apoptosis in a variety of tumor cells [6]. TRAIL binds to five cognate receptors: death 

receptor 4 (DR4/TRAIL-R1), death receptor 5 (DR5/TRAIL-R2), decoy receptor 1 

(DcR1/TRAIL-R3), decoy receptor 2 (DcR2/TRAIL-R4), and the soluble receptor 

osteoprotegerin (OPG) [7]. Only upon binding to DR4 and DR5, TRAIL can activate the 

extrinsic pathway through the recruitment of the Fas-associated death domain and the 

activation of the initiator caspase-8 [8,9]. Binding of TRAIL to DcR1 or DcR2 does not 

induce apoptosis because they lack a functional death domain [10]. OPG, as a soluble protein, 

can also block the induction of apoptosis through sequestering the available TRAIL. 

Interestingly, a number of studies have shown the role of OPG in cancers including prostate 

cancer, breast cancer and colon carcinoma, demonstrating that OPG production from tumor 

cells could lead to tumor growth and metastasis [1,11,12]. This may be caused by the 

overexpression of OPG to block the TRAIL-induced apoptosis [13]. Especially in breast 

cancer, OPG is reported to be expressed in 40% of breast cancers, but not in normal breast 

tissue [5]. Moreover, OPG was found highly expressed in breast cancer cell lines like MCF-7 

and MDA-MB-231 [12], and TRAIL-induced apoptosis could be considerably inhibited by 

the accumulation of OPG produced by MDA-MB-436 cell [5,13]. Therefore, TRAIL variants 

that can efficiently bind to DR4 and/or DR5 without binding to OPG are of interest for 

targeting breast cancer cells without the obstruction of high OPG production. 

Previously, a Computational Protein Design (CPD) method has been successfully used to 

generate DR5-selective variant TRAIL_D269H/E195R (DHER) and DR4-selective variant 

TRAIL_4C7 [7,14]. TRAIL_DHER was also reported to show a decreased affinity to OPG 

and can overcome TRAIL resistance in bone microenvironment with high OPG expression 
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[15], however, the lowered binding of TRAIL_DHER to OPG was obtained without rational 

structure analysis. Therefore, through structure-based analysis, it is still possible to achieve 

new TRAIL variants with a lowered affinity to OPG. OPG also acts as the decoy receptor of 

receptor activator of nuclear factor NF-κB Ligand (RANKL), and recently a RANKL variant 

Q236D lacking binding to OPG was developed through comparing the crystal structure 

complexes RANKL-RANK and RANKL-OPG, which indicates the possibility of making 

TRAIL variants using the same approach [16]. 

In the present study, a model of the TRAIL-OPG complex was created, and through 

comparing the 3D structures of TRAIL-DR4, TRAIL-DR5 and TRAIL-OPG, we have built a 

structure-based TRAIL mutants library aimed at lowering the affinity for OPG. Our results 

show that TRAIL_D269 residue is important for OPG binding. Through computational 

protein design and a combination strategy, we found the double mutant 

TRAIL_D269H/Y209M and the triple mutant TRAIL_D269H/Y209M/K179P showing 

lowered binding to OPG compare to TRAIL_DHER, and these variants could induce 

apoptosis in breast cancer cells in the presence of OPG. The generation of TRAIL mutants 

with reduced binding to OPG is a promising strategy for targeting breast tumors in high OPG 

microenvironments. 

 

Results 

Design of TRAIL-OPG complex 

Several 3D structures of TRAIL in complex with the DR4 or DR5 receptor are available [17–

19], while the crystal structure of TRAIL in complex with the OPG receptor has still not been 

resolved. The available 3D structure of human RANKL-OPG complex (PDB code 3URF) 

offered us the possibility to build the complex model of TRAIL and OPG [20]. As shown in 

figures 1A and 1B, we extracted the structures of hTRAIL dimer and hOPG monomer from 

hTRAIL-DR5 and hRANKL-OPG complexes (Protein Data Bank codes 1D4V and 3URF), 

respectively. Docking of proteins was performed using ZDOCK module in BIOVIA 

DISCOVERY STUDIO 4.5 software, where TRAIL_Y216 was selected as filtered binding 

residue because of its conservation in receptor binding, and TRAIL_S165, located far away 

from the receptor-binding interface, was set as a blocked residue [7]. 5000 poses from 362 

clusters passed the filters after ZDOCK process. Through comparing all the poses with the 
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structure of hRANKL-OPG, 23 poses from 7 clusters were selected manually. Afterward, the 

selected poses were refined by using the RDOCK module for energy minimization and 

evaluation [21].  Seven top poses from each cluster were further selected as candidates. We 

further compared the protein interfaces of these 7 poses to the structure of the hRANKL-OPG 

complex (3URF), and pose 2569 was selected as the highest-confident model because it 

showed the most conserved interactions with hRANKL-OPG complex (Fig. 1C).  

 

Fig 1. Molecular modeling of TRAIL and OPG. A) The top view of the hTRAIL-DR5 trimer-trimer complex 

(PDB code: 1D4V); B) The side view of the hRANKL-OPG monomer-monomer complex (PDB code: 3URF); C) 

The model of TRAIL-OPG complex where TRAIL dimer and OPG monomer were extracted from hTRAIL-DR5 

and hRANKL-OPG complexes, respectively. 

 

TRAIL-DR4/DR5/OPG binding interface analysis leads to the structure-based design of 

mutants 

For the computational screening, the binding interfaces of TRAIL-DR4 (5CIR), TRAIL-DR5 

(1D4V) and TRAIL-OPG (pose 2569) complexes were analyzed. As shown in suppl. Table. 1, 

via analyzing all the interactions including hydrogen bonds, electrostatic, and hydrophobic 
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properties among TRAIL-DR4, TRAIL-DR5 and TRAIL-OPG complexes, all residues of 

TRAIL that show interactions with any of the three receptors were identified. Positions K145, 

G148, K179, Y209, E252 were selected for full mutation because they show interactions with 

OPG, but not DR4 and DR5. Therefore, it is supposed that these can change the binding of 

TRAIL to OPG without influencing the binding of TRAIL to DR4 and DR5. TRAIL_R130 

was also selected because it shows interactions with both OPG and DR5, but not DR4, which 

may achieve DR4-selective TRAIL mutants. On the other hand, other single substitutions of 

TRAIL_K251D, K251E, D269H, D269R and D269K were selected on the basis of the 

interactions with OPG and DR4. Taken together, as shown in figure 2, in total 102 variants 

were proposed and constructed for further evaluation. 

 

Fig 2. Mutation library of TRAIL.  The wild-type amino acid residue at each position is indicated by black 

bolder, and white squares represent variants that are not present in the library. The colors represent different 

properties of amino acid group: yellow (non-polar), blue (polar), green (positive charge) and red (negative 

charge). 

 

Prescreen of TRAIL mutants with reduced binding to OPG 

After expression and purification using His-affinity chromatography in 96-well plates, 70 out 

of these 102 variants were obtained successfully. Most TRAIL_G148 and Y209 variants were 

produced in inclusion bodies, which could be explained by the importance of these residues 

for the TRAIL structure. To assess the binding of TRAIL variants to immobilized OPG-Fc, 

DR4-Fc and DR5-Fc, a prescreen ELISA assay was performed. The bindings of TRAIL 

variants to OPG-Fc, DR4-Fc and DR5-Fc were calculated relative to the response of 

TRAIL_WT. DR4-specific TRAIL_4C7 and DR5-specific TRAIL_DHER were reported 

before and used as control [14,15]. Several variants, displayed in figure 3, showed less 
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binding to OPG-Fc compared to TRAIL_WT and these were further analyzed. Among these 

variants, TRAIL_D269H and D269R kept the binding to DR5 while showing approximately 

60% lower binding to OPG. However, they also lost the binding to DR4 receptor indicating 

the importance of this position to both OPG and DR4 binding. TRAIL_Y209M, Y209F and 

K145W were also selected because of their lowered binding to OPG. TRAIL_K179T, K179T 

and K179M, although showing comparable binding to OPG as TRAIL_WT, were selected 

due to their increased DR4 binding and therefore decreased OPG/DR4 binding ratio.  

 

Fig 3. Comparison of the relative bindings of TRAIL mutants towards mOPG-Fc, hDR4-Fc and hDR5-Fc, as 

determined by ELISA. Receptor binding to mOPG-Fc and DR4-Fc was calculated relative to the response of 

TRAIL_WT (100%) at 0.2 nM, and the binding to DR5-Fc was calculated relative to the response of 

TRAIL_WT (100%) at 0.1 nM. 

 

Combination of single variants 

From the prescreen ELISA, several amino acid substitutions resulted in a lowered OPG 

binding relative to TRAIL_WT. However, none of them is better than TRAIL_DHER, which 

contains two mutations D269H and E195R. TRAIL_DHER was constructed to achieve a 

DR5-specific variant and had been found to have lowered binding to OPG as well [15]. 

Therefore, we combined the single mutants selected from the prescreen ELISA. The most 

promising variants TRAIL_D269H and D269R were combined with one of the three variants, 

TRAIL_ Y209M, Y209F and K145W. Interestingly, as shown in figure 4A, the six double 

mutants, TRAIL_D269H/Y209M, D269H/Y209F, D269H/K145W, D269R/Y209M, 

D269R/Y209F and D269R/K145W, all showed lowered binding to OPG compared to the 
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single mutants, and they also showed increased binding to DR5 compared to TRAIL_DHER. 

Unfortunately, the double mutants also lost the binding to the DR4 receptor, like 

TRAIL_DHER, confirming that D269 is crucial for the interaction with DR4. The triple 

mutant TRAIL_D269H/Y209M/K179P, which included the increased-DR4-binding single 

mutant, could not help to rescue the binding to DR4. 

To further determine the bindings of TRAIL variants to OPG, DR4 and DR5, these variants 

were purified to homogeneity and subsequently, ELISA was performed with serial dilutions 

of TRAIL proteins. The binding curves were recorded using TRAIL concentrations ranging 

from 0.001 to 10 nM per well. As shown in figures 4B-4D, the results further confirm the 

decrease in bindings between the selected TRAIL variants to OPG and DR4, while they show 

similar binding to DR5, compared to TRAIL_WT. Interestingly, the double mutant 

TRAIL_D269H/Y209M and the triple mutant TRAIL_ D269H/Y209M/K179P even showed 

lowered binding to OPG, when compared with TRAIL_DHER. Therefore, these two TRAIL 

variants were taken for further biological evaluation. 

 

Fig 4. Receptor binding of TRAIL_WT and selected TRAIL double and triple mutants to mOPG-Fc, DR4-Fc 

and DR5-Fc, as determined by ELISA. A) Comparison of the relative bindings of TRAIL double and triple 
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mutants towards mOPG-Fc, DR4-Fc and DR5-Fc. Receptor binding to mOPG-Fc and DR4-Fc was calculated 

relative to the response of TRAIL_WT (100%) at 0.2 nM, and the binding to DR5-Fc was calculated relative to 

the response of TRAIL_WT (100%) at 0.1 nM. Receptor binding of TRAIL_WT and selected TRAIL mutants to 

B) mOPG-Fc, C) DR4-Fc and D) DR5-Fc were also performed with serial dilutions of TRAIL proteins. This was 

performed in three independent experiments and calculated relative to the response of TRAIL_WT at 10 nM. 

The error bars reflect the SD of three independent experiments. 

 

Biological activity of the variants 

The biological activities of TRAIL_WT and the variants TRAIL_D269H/E195R, 

TRAIL_D269H/Y209M and TRAIL_ D269H/Y209M/K179P were measured in the breast 

cancer cell lines MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-436. As shown in figures 5, for TRAIL 

sensitive cell line MDA-MB-231, at low concentration (5 ng/ml), the variants were better 

inducers of apoptosis when compared with TRAIL_WT, while at high concentrations, 

TRAIL_WT could induce more than 80% cell death and the variants caused 50%-60%. For 

MDA-MB-436 cell line, which is intermediate-sensitive to TRAIL, TRAIL_WT could induce 

25% cell death at the highest concentration 100 ng/ml, and the TRAIL variants behaved better 

to cause 25% to 40% cell death.  To assess the biological consequences of the variants toward 

OPG, we analyzed the survival of the breast cancer cell lines in the presence of 100 ng/ml 

OPG-Fc upon the addition of TRAIL_WT, TRAIL_D269H/E195R, TRAIL_D269H/Y209M 

and TRAIL_ D269H/Y209M/K179P. Both cell lines became less sensitive to apoptosis when 

treated with TRAIL_WT, while the addition of OPG-Fc did not block these two cell lines 

from apoptosis induced by the variants TRAIL_D269H/E195R, TRAIL_D269H/Y209M and 

TRAIL_ D269H/Y209M/K179P. 
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Fig 5. Biological activity of TRAIL_WT, D269H/E195R, D269H/Y209M, and D269H/Y209M/K179P in breast 

cancer cells with or without the addition of OPG. A) – D) MDA-MB-231 cells and E) – H) MDA-MB-436 cells 

were treated with TRAIL_WT, D269H/E195R, D269H/Y209M, and D269H/Y209M/K179P for 24 h in the 

presence or absence of 100 ng/ml OPG. The error bars reflect the SD from one independent experiments 

performed in triplicate. 
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Discussion 

OPG was first discovered and identified through sequence homology to the TNF receptor 

superfamily [22]. As the natural decoy receptor of RANKL, OPG inhibits the RANKL/RANK 

interaction, blocks osteoclast maturation and regulates bone remodeling system by 

sequestering RANKL [23]. Therefore, early studies about OPG and breast cancer were 

focused on bone metastases. In bone microenvironment, tumor cells form osteolytic 

metastases and OPG could prevent bone loss by blocking RANKL/RANK interaction [24]. 

However, primary breast tumors and breast cancer cells also express OPG, indicating the role 

of OPG in breast tumorigenesis [12]. Notably, as a ligand, OPG was found to have direct 

effects on tumor cells through binding to different receptors on cell surfaces such as 

Syndecan-1, αVβ5 integrin, and β-catenin. These bindings trigger different pathways such as 

PI3K/Akt, ERK or Wnt pathways, which results in the expression of various cell survival 

genes and causes cell survival, proliferation and angiogenesis [5]. On the other hand, as a 

decoy receptor of TRAIL, OPG can exert an anti-apoptotic effect on breast tumors by 

preventing the interactions of TRAIL and death receptors [12,13]. Therefore, TRAIL variants 

that can efficiently bind to death receptors without binding to OPG are of interest to trigger 

the apoptosis of breast cancer cells without being obstructed by high OPG production. 

Previously we used CPD method to construct a structure-based RANKL mutant 

RANKL_Q236D with decreased affinity to OPG [16]. This stimulated us to design a TRAIL 

variant with lowered binding to OPG as well, despite the lack of a crystal structure complex 

for TRAIL-OPG. Therefore, in this study, we first built up a model of the TRAIL-OPG 

complex by using DISCOVERY STUDIO 4.5 software. Through ZDOCK, which is an 

initial-stage protein-protein docking algorithm, we accomplished to search all possible 

binding modes; followed by RDOCK for minimization, and protein interface analysis, we 

finally got a model of the TRAIL-OPG complex (pose 2569). To confirm the accuracy of this 

model, we used the same way to build up the TRAIL-DR4 complex and then compared it to 

the published 3D TRAIL-DR4 structure (PDB code: 5CIR). It turned out that 70% of the 

residues involved in the interactions and 50% of the interactions in the published TRAIL-DR4 

structure were predicted in our model, indicating the accuracy of the modeling method.  

The model of TRAIL-OPG complex was used as the starting point for analyzing the binding 

surface. Several residues of TRAIL, K145, G148, K179, Y209, E252, K251 and D269, stand 

out as they show more interactions with OPG than DR4 and/or DR5. Receptor binding 
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experiments using a prescreen ELISA revealed that only several mutants showed lowered 

binding to OPG. However, it also confirmed the predictions that residue TRAIL_D269 is one 

of the most important residues for OPG binding. Like it was explained previously [7,15], 

TRAIL_D269 interacts with a conserved lysine in all the receptors, except for DR5 where it is 

D120. Changing this TRAIL_D269 to another amino acid with the opposite charge (D269H) 

would break the interaction of TRAIL-D269 and OPG_K67; however, it breaks the 

interaction between TRAIL_D269 and DR4_K120 as well. This may explain that if we use 

TRAIL_D269 as a start point to design TRAIL variants that do not bind to OPG, these might 

also lose the binding to DR4. 

TRAIL_D269H/E195R was reported to show decreased affinity to OPG [15]. However, from 

the modeling structure (figure 6A), it can be seen that TRAIL_E195 is too far away to make 

an interaction with OPG. Therefore, it is hard to understand any contribution of 

TRAIL_E195R in decreasing the affinity to OPG. This led us to ignore position E195 for 

further improving TRAIL variants that do not bind to OPG. Through a combination strategy, 

we found the double mutant TRAIL_D269H/Y209M and the triple mutant TRAIL_ 

D269H/Y209M/K179P, which even show lowered binding to OPG, when compared with 

TRAIL_DHER. In line with these results, structural analysis shown in figures 6B-6D explains 

the importance of position Y209. In TRAIL_WT Y209 shows a hydrogen bond with 

OPG_I94. Although the single mutant TRAIL_D269H breaks the interactions between 

TRAIL_D269 and OPG_K67, it brings new electrostatic interaction between TRAIL_D269H 

and OPG_E95, which is located next to OPG_I94. When we combine the mutation Y209M 

with D269H, the two interactions (TRAIL_Y209-OPG_I94; TRAIL_D269H-OPG_E95) may 

all disappear because of the slight shift of the structure and the larger distances from 

TRAIL_Y209M and TRAIL_D269H to OPG_I94 and OPG_E95. 
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Fig 6. Structural analysis and comparison of TRAIL_D269H/E195R and TRAIL_D269H/Y209M.  A) The side 

view of TRAIL-OPG complex, indicating the location of TRAIL_E195; Predicted area of interactions of TRAIL 

and OPG around position 269 and 209 in B) TRAIL_WT, C) TRAIL_D269H and D) TRAIL_D269H/Y209M. 

 

In conclusion, we have found that the double mutant TRAIL_D269H/Y209M and the triple 

mutant TRAIL_D269H/Y209M/K179P showed decreased binding to OPG compare to 

TRAIL_DHER. These variants can efficiently target breast cancer cells by bypassing the 

interference caused by decoy receptor OPG. The generation of TRAIL mutants with reduced 

binding to OPG forms the available option for therapeutic intervention in breast cancers. 

 

Methods and Materials 

Modeling of TRAIL-OPG complex 

Docking of hTRAIL-OPG complex was performed by using BIOVIA DISCOVERY STUDIO 

4.5 software (Accelrys, CA, USA). The 3D structures of hTRAIL and hOPG were extracted 
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from hTRAIL-DR5 and hRANKL-OPG complexes (Protein Data Bank codes 1D4V and 

3URF), respectively. The crystal water in these proteins was deleted. Then the proteins were 

cleaned and prepared by building missing loops and being protonated. Docking of proteins 

was proposed using ZDOCK module where TRAIL_Y216 was selected as filtered binding 

residue because of its conservation in receptor binding, and TRAIL_S165, located far away 

from the receptor-binding interface, was set as a blocked residue [7]. The region on the hOPG 

from OPG_G127 to H168 was also set as blocked residues. 5000 poses from maximum of 500 

clusters passed the filters and promising poses were selected manually by comparing with the 

structure of hRANKL-OPG. Selected poses were refined by using the RDOCK module based 

on the CHARMm simulations program and the top poses from each cluster were further 

selected as candidates. We selected the highest-confidence model through analyzing and 

comparing the protein interface to the structure of the hRANKL-OPG complex (3URF). 

Interactions including hydrogen bond, electrostatic and hydrophobic effects between TRAIL-

OPG. TRAIL-DR4 and TRAIL-DR5 complexes were analyzed.  

 

Site-directed mutagenesis of selectivity Mutants 

cDNA corresponding to rhTRAIL (aa 114-281) was cloned in pET15b (Novagen, Darmstadt, 

Germany) using NcoI and BamHI restriction sites. For saturation mutation of each residue, the 

small-intelligent method was used to design primers by mixing four pairs of complementary 

primers with codons NDT, VMA, ATG, and TGG at a ratio of 12 : 6 : 1 : 1 [25]. Mutants 

were obtained by the QuikChange PCR method using Phusion DNA polymerase (New 

England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) as previously described [16]. The PCR products were 

digested with DpnI (Fermentas, St. Leon, Lithuania) restriction enzymes and then transformed 

into Escherichia coli DH5a cells. The produced colonies were sequenced by GATC Biotech 

(Constance, Germany). 

 

Expression and purification of selectivity Mutants 

After confirming the mutations by DNA sequencing, the plasmids were transformed into E. 

coli BL21(DE3). Homotrimeric TRAIL proteins were produced and purified as described 

before [10]. For prescreen using ELISA assay, proteins were purified using His MultiTrap™ 

Fast Flow GE Healthcare 96-well plates (Thermo). The purities of the TRAIL samples after 
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this one step purification were sufficient. Briefly, cells were harvested from 10 ml culture and 

lysed by sonication. Supernatants were loaded to the 96-well His trap column with binding 

buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, 100 mM NaCl, 20 µM ZnSO4 and 25 mM imidazole, 10% glycerol, 

pH 8.0). After washing, TRAIL proteins were eluted by elution buffer containing 250 mM 

imidazole. 

 

ELISA 

For the prescreen ELISA, the 96-well high binding plate was immobilized with 10 nM of 

hDR4-Fc, hDR5-Fc and murine OPG-Fc (100 μl/well) (R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, 

USA) in 0.1 M NaHCO3 buffer pH 8.6 overnight at 4 °C, respectively. After washing the 

plate with PBS buffer including 0.05% v/v Tween 20 (PBST), pH 7.4, the remaining binding 

places were blocked with 2% w/v BSA (Roche, Mannheim, Germany) for 2 h at room 

temperature (RT). The wells were washed with PBST three times, 100 μl of diluted one-step 

purified TRAIL_WT or mutants were added and incubated at RT for 1 h. For the binding to 

OPG-Fc and DR4-Fc, 0.2 nM of TRAIL_WT or mutants were added; for the binding to DR5-

Fc, 0.1 nM was added. After washing with PBST buffer for three times, a 1 : 500 - 1 : 1000 

dilution of Rabbit anti-TRAIL antibody (Cell signaling) was added and incubated at 4 °C 

overnight, and after washing, the plate was subsequently incubated with a 1 : 1000 anti-rabbit 

HRP-conjugated antibody (Dako). After washing, the signal was quantified by adding 100 μl 

of One-step Turbo TMB reagent (ThermoScientific, Rockford, IL, USA) and stopped by 100 

μl of 1 M sulfuric acid solution. The absorbance was measured at 450 nm. The percentage of 

TRAIL mutants bound to OPG-Fc, DR4-Fc or DR5-Fc was measured relative to the binding 

of TRAIL_WT. 

 

Cell lines and reagents 

Human breast cancer cell lines MDA-MB-231 and MDA-MB-436 were obtained from 

American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Wesel, Germany). The cells were maintained in 

Dulbecco‘s modified Eagle‘s medium (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA, USA) supplemented 

with 10% fetal bovine serum (Costar Europe, Badhoevedorp, The Netherlands) and 2 mM 

penicillin/streptomycin at 37 °C with 5% CO2. 
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Cell viability assay 

Cells were seeded in 96-well plates at a density of 10,000 cells/well and maintained overnight 

prior to the treatment. Subsequently, cells were treated with 0-100 ng/ml of TRAIL_WT, 

TRAIL_DHER or other selected variants with or without OPG-Fc (Bio Legends, San Diego, 

CA, USA). For the treatment combined with OPG-Fc, rhTRAIL proteins were preincubated 

with OPG-Fc for 1h at 37 °C and then added to the plates. After 24 h incubation, 20 µl of 

MTS reagent (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) was added to each well according to the 

manufacturer‘s instruction. Cell viability was determined by measuring the absorption at 490 

nm. 
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Supplementary  

Supple Table. 1. Interaction analysis between TRAIL-OPG, TRAIL-DR4 and TRAIL-

DR5 complexes 

 TRAIL-OPG  TRAIL-DR4/DR5 

 Interaction Category 
 Interaction Category 

K145 TRAIL1:K145:NZ - OPG:E85:OE2 Electrostatic    

 TRAIL1:K145:CE - OPG:E85:OE2 Hydrogen Bond    

 TRAIL1:K145 - OPG:V83 Hydrophobic    

      

G148 OPG:R117:HE - TRAIL1:G148:O Hydrogen Bond    

 OPG:R117:HH21 - TRAIL1:G148:O Hydrogen Bond    

      

K179 TRAIL1:K179:NZ - OPG:D57:OD2 Electrostatic    

 TRAIL1:K179:NZ - OPG:E58:OE2 Electrostatic    

 TRAIL1:K179:CE - OPG:D57:OD2 Hydrogen Bond    

      

Y209 OPG:I94:HN - TRAIL1:Y209:OH Hydrogen Bond  
  

 
  

   

      

E252 OPG:K22:NZ - TRAIL1:E252:OE2 Electrostatic  
 

 OPG:T55:HG1 - TRAIL1:E252:OE1 Hydrogen Bond  
  

      

R130 TRAIL2:R130:NH1 - OPG:E95:OE2 Electrostatic  TRAIL2:R130:HD1 - DR5:C116:O Hydrogen Bond 

      

K251 TRAIL1:K251:HZ1 - OPG:S56:OG Hydrogen Bond  TRAIL 1:K251:HZ1 - DR4:N160:O Hydrogen Bond 

 TRAIL1:K251:HZ1 - OPG:E58:O Hydrogen Bond  TRAIL 1:K251:HZ3 - DR4:N160:O Hydrogen Bond 

 TRAIL1:K251:HZ2 - OPG:S56:OG Hydrogen Bond  
  

 TRAIL1:K251:HZ3 - OPG:E58:O Hydrogen Bond  
  

 TRAIL1:K251 - OPG:L60 Hydrophobic    

 OPG:H54 - TRAIL1:K251 Hydrophobic    

   
  

 
D269 OPG:K67:HZ1 - TRAIL2:D269:OD2 Hydrogen Bond;Electrostatic  DR4:K171:HZ3 - TRAIL2:D269:OD2 Hydrogen Bond;Electrostatic 

 OPG:K67:HZ2 – TRAIL2:D269:OD2 Hydrogen Bond;Electrostatic  DR4:K171:HE2 - TRAIL2:D269:OD1 Hydrogen Bond 
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During the last two decades, research has shown that the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) 

superfamily is of importance in numerous biological activities, such as mediating cellular 

apoptosis, survival, differentiation or proliferation. The binding between the TNF superfamily 

ligands and receptors regulates normal physiological processes, while the deregulation may 

cause harmful effects [1]. Therefore, targeting TNF superfamily ligands or receptors with 

either agonistic or antagonistic molecules may provide novel approaches for therapy. The 

work described in this thesis is focused on the ligand-receptor interface of TNF super family 

members Ligand of Receptor Activator of Nuclear Factor κB (RANKL) and TNF-Related 

Apoptosis Inducing Ligand (TRAIL), to design and characterization novel recombinant 

RANKL and TRAIL variants for their use as potential therapeutics. 

Chapter 2 of this thesis provides a review on the RANKL/RANK pathway as a therapeutic 

target for bone diseases. This pathway is inhibited by the RANKL-specific monoclonal 

antibody Denosumab, which is clinically used to treat osteoporosis, but also by the natural, 

soluble decoy receptor of RANKL, osteoprotegerin (OPG). Alternatively, the receptor RANK 

can be inhibited by RANKL variants with antagonistic properties. Finally, the possibility to 

create antagonistic molecules by changing the stoichiometry of the receptor is discussed, 

which can further break the signal transduction. Taken together, interfering with the 

RANKL/RANK/OPG pathway is a promising strategy to develop therapeutics for bone 

diseases. 

In Chapter 3, antagonistic variants of RANKL have been designed by the introduction of 

mutations at position I248 in the mRANKL DE-loop, and their effects on the binding to 

mRANK and subsequent osteoclastogenesis is investigated. Two single mutants, RANKL 

I248Y and I248K, show increased binding affinity to RANK compared to RANKL WT, 

which is mainly caused by an increase in the association rate constant (ka). Competitive 

ELISA results also show both RANKL I248K and I248Y can efficiently compete with 

RANKL WT for RANK-Fc binding. Interestingly, although RANKL I248Y and I248K are 

still able to induce osteoclastogenesis at a 20-30% lower rate than RANKL WT, these two 

variants are able to reduce RANKL WT-mediated osteoclastogenesis already at low 

concentrations. Taken together (shown in Figure 1), our data show that the DE-loop of 

RANKL is of importance for RANK binding and RANKL mutants I248Y and I248K can 

reduce RANKL WT-induced osteoclastogenesis. These two RANKL mutants may form a 

starting point for the development of novel therapeutic proteins in osteoporosis treatments. 
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Figure 1. Novel RANKL DE-loop mutants I248Y and I248K reduce RANKL WT-induced osteoclastogenesis. 

 

Recent studies show that the RANKL-RANK pathway has physiological and pathological 

effects on tissues other than bone. Interestingly, this system may play a role in fibrosis [2]. In 

Chapter 4, we hypothesized that RANKL could stimulate RANK on macrophages and 

activate the process of extracellular matrix (ECM) degradation in fibrotic tissue, which might 

be inhibited by highly expressed OPG. Therefore, the aim of this study was to create RANKL 

mutants that bind to RANK but not to OPG, and thus reduce ECM. We compared the 3D 

structures of RANKL-RANK and RANKL-OPG and built up a structure-based RANKL 

mutant library containing 44 RANKL mutants. Our results show that the RANKL Q236 

position is of importance for OPG binding. One single mutant RANKL_Q236D has 

approximately a 30-time decrease in affinity to OPG-Fc compared to RANKL_WT. 

Pleasingly, RANKL_Q236D is also very effective in activating murine RAW 264.7 

macrophages and to escape from the blockade by exogenous OPG (shown in Figure 2). 

RANKL mutants with reduced binding to OPG show potential anti-fibrosis activity, which 

offers a promising strategy to explore new therapeutics against fibrosis. 
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Figure 2. RANKL_Q236D is able to escape from the blockade by exogenous OPG and activate RAW cells to 

initiate the ECM degradation process.  

 

As a continuation of the study on RANKL mutants with low affinity for OPG and their 

potential anti-fibrosis activity, in Chapter 5, we constructed adenoviruses Ad-RANKL WT 

and Ad-RANKL Q236D (shown in Figure 3). The aim of this study was to achieve a targeting 

delivery system by directly produce RANKL_Q236D in the fibrotic tissues without 

influencing other tissues. We found that by infecting C10 cells with Ad-RANKL WT/Q236D, 

secreted RANKL protein can be detected up to 19 days with protein levels up to 30 nM, 

which shows the long-term potential of delivering the proteins via an adenovirus system. 

Virally produced RANKL_Q236D maintains the activation of RAW 264.7 cells and escapes 

from the blocking of exogenous OPG-Fc. In a co-incubation system to mimic the process of 

adenovirus infection in vivo, we also found that Ad-RANKL Q236D infected C10 cells were 

capable of activating MMP9 gene expression in RAW 264.7 cells. Taken together, the 

generation of Ad-RANKL Q236D could be a powerful new tool for the treatment of fibrosis. 
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Figure 3. Virally produced RANKL_Q236D can activate RAW 264.7 cells and escape from the blocking of 

exogenous OPG-Fc. 

 

Since OPG also acts as the decoy receptor of TRAIL, in Chapter 6 and 7 we further 

investigated the ligand-receptor interface of TRAIL and its receptors, and TRAIL resistance 

caused by its decoy receptors. In Chapter 6, we focused on the extrinsic apoptosis of 

senescent breast cancer cells caused by TRAIL. We compared the sensitivity to TRAIL of 

senescent and proliferating cancer cells. It turns out that changes in sensitivity to TRAIL are 

dependent on the pre-existing resistance observed for each cell line before senescence 

induction. We also found that therapy-induced senescence, by either doxorubicin treatment or 

ionizing radiation, results in an increased expression of death receptor 5 (DR5), as well as an 

increase in TRAIL decoy receptors DcR1, DcR2, and OPG. A DR5-selective TRAIL variant 

(DHER) is more effective in inducing apoptosis of senescent breast cancer cells compared to 

wild-type TRAIL, both in 2D and 3D spheroid models (shown in Figure 4). This suggests that 

targeting DR5 might be a therapeutic strategy for the elimination of therapy-induced 

senescent cancer cells. 
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Figure 4. DR5-selective TRAIL variant (DHER) is more effective than wild-type TRAIL in inducing apoptosis 

in senescent breast cancer cells. 

 

In Chapter 7, we focused on resistance of breast cancer cells to TRAIL due to high 

expression of decoy receptor OPG. The aim was to create TRAIL variants that can efficiently 

bind to death receptors with decreased binding to OPG. In this study, we built a model of 

complex TRAIL-OPG through Discovery Studio software and subsequently a TRAIL mutant 

library was created based on this 3D model. This mutant library is screened by ELISA, and 

points at TRAIL_D269 residue be of importance for OPG binding. Through a combination 

strategy, double mutant TRAIL_D269H/Y209M and triple mutant 

TRAIL_D269H/Y209M/K179P are shown to have lower binding to OPG compared to 

TRAIL_D269H/E195R. These variants also induce apoptosis in breast cancer cells MDA-

MB-231 and MDA-MB-436 in the presence of OPG. Thus, the generation of TRAIL mutants 

with reduced binding to OPG may be promising for targeting breast tumors in high OPG 

microenvironments. 

 

Conclusion and future perspectives 

As described in this thesis, we focused on probing the ligand-receptor interface of TNF 

superfamily members RANKL and TRAIL. Through the combination of Computational 

Protein Design (CPD) and targeted mutagenesis with screening and characterization assays, 
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we obtained receptor-specific, agonistic or antagonistic variants of RANKL and TRAIL, 

thereby providing novel approaches for the treatment of osteoporosis, fibrosis or cancer.  

In Chapter 3, two RANK-antagonists, RANKL I248Y and I248K, are described to reduce 

WT RANKL-induced osteoclastogenesis by competing for binding to RANK. However, the 

mechanism of RANKL I248Y and I248K showing less osteoclastogenesis is still not clear. 

Therefore, it is interesting to look into how RANKL I248Y and I248K change the 

conformation of the RANKL-RANK complex, and subsequently influence the orientation of 

intracellular domains of RANK and the recruitment of downstream effector proteins. In 

Chapter 4 and 5, we focused on the potential role of the RANKL/RANK/OPG system in 

fibrosis. RANKL_Q236D maintains activation of RAW 264.7 macrophages and escapes the 

blockade by exogenous OPG. The adenovirus-mediated expression of RANKL_Q236D is 

shown to achieve long term targeted delivery. Notably, the antifibrotic effects of 

Adenovirally-expressed RANKL_Q236D deserve to be evaluated in vivo.  

In Chapter 6 and 7, the ligand-receptor interface of TRAIL and its receptors is investigated, 

and TRAIL resistance caused by its decoy receptors. The DR5 selective TRAIL variant 

(DHER) with decreased binding to OPG or DR4 is found to be more effective in inducing 

apoptosis of senescent breast cancer cells compared to wild-type TRAIL. On the other hand, 

TRAIL D269H/Y209M and TRAIL D269H/Y209M/K179P show decreased binding to OPG 

compared to TRAIL DHER. Since TRAIL resistance occurs in approximately half of the 

tumor cells, there is a need to overcome resistance and sensitize TRAIL-induced apoptosis. 

Therefore, receptor-specific TRAIL variants, as single treatment or in combination strategies, 

could become promising for the treatment of cancers. 

Overall, our work shows that the combination of CPD and focused mutagenesis with 

screening is a powerful approach to modify protein-protein interactions. We produced and 

evaluated recombinant RANKL and TRAIL mutants, which showed improved receptor 

selectivity and might overcome decoy receptor related resistance. Gene therapy approaches 

using Adenovirus may result in a sustained level of these recombinant proteins, thereby 

providing potential approaches for the treatments of osteoporosis, fibrosis or cancer. 

Additional efficacy and safety studies in vivo deserve to be conducted in the future. 
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Samenvatting en toekomstperspectieven  

In de afgelopen twee decennia is er aangetoond dat de superfamilie van tumornecrosefactor 

(TNF) van belang is bij tal van biologische activiteiten, zoals het mediëren van cellulaire 

apoptose, overleving, differentiatie of proliferatie. De binding tussen de liganden van de TNF-

superfamilie en hun receptoren reguleert normale fysiologische processen, terwijl de 

deregulering schadelijke effecten kan veroorzaken [1]. Daarom kan het richten op TNF-

superfamilieliganden of -receptoren met agonistische of antagonistische moleculen nieuwe 

benaderingen voor therapie opleveren. Het werk dat in dit proefschrift wordt beschreven, richt 

zich op de ligand-receptor-interface van TNF-superfamilieleden Ligand van Receptor 

Activator of Nuclear Factor κB (RANKL) en TNF-gerelateerde Apoptosis Inducing Ligand 

(TRAIL), om nieuwe recombinante RANKL en TRAIL varianten te ontwerpen en 

karakteriseren voor hun gebruik als potentiële therapeutica. 

Hoofdstuk 2 van dit proefschrift geeft een overzicht van de RANKL/RANK-route als 

therapeutisch doelwit voor botziekten. Deze route kan worden geremd door het gebruik van 

het RANKL-specifieke monoklonale antilichaam Denosumab, dat klinisch wordt gebruikt 

voor de behandeling van osteoporose, maar ook door de natuurlijke, oplosbare 

―lokaasreceptor‖ van RANKL, osteoprotegerin (OPG). Als alternatief kan de receptor RANK 

worden geremd door RANKL-varianten met antagonistische eigenschappen. Tenslotte wordt 

de mogelijkheid besproken om antagonistische moleculen te creëren door de stoichiometrie 

van de receptor te veranderen, en daarmee de signaaltransductie te verbreken. Alles bij elkaar 

is het interfereren van de RANKL/RANK-route een veelbelovende strategie om therapeutica 

voor botziekten te ontwikkelen. 

In Hoofdstuk 3 zijn antagonistische varianten van RANKL ontworpen door de introductie 

van mutaties op positie I248 in de mRANKL DE-loop, en zijn hun effecten op de binding aan 

mRANK en daaropvolgende osteoclastogenese onderzocht. Twee mutanten, RANKL I248Y 

en I248K, vertonen een verhoogde bindingsaffiniteit voor RANK in vergelijking met RANKL 

WT, wat voornamelijk wordt veroorzaakt door een toename in de associatiesnelheidconstante 

(ka). Competitie-ELISA experimenten tonen ook aan dat zowel RANKL I248K als I248Y 

efficiënt kunnen concurreren met RANKL WT voor RANK-Fc-binding. Interessant is dat 

hoewel RANKL I248Y en I248K nog steeds in staat zijn osteoclastogenese te induceren met 

een 20-30% lager percentage dan RANKL_WT, deze twee varianten in staat zijn om 

RANKL_WT-gemedieerde osteoclastogenese al bij lage concentraties te verminderen. Alles 
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bij elkaar genomen (weergegeven in figuur 1), laten onze gegevens zien dat de DE-lus van 

RANKL van belang is voor RANK-binding en dat RANKL-mutanten I248Y en I248K in 

staat zijn de RANKL WT-geïnduceerde osteoclastogenese te verminderen. Deze twee 

RANKL-mutanten kunnen een startpunt vormen voor de ontwikkeling van nieuwe 

therapeutische eiwitten bij osteoporosebehandelingen. 

 

Figuur 1. Nieuwe RANKL DE-loop-mutanten I248Y en I248K verminderen RANKL WT-geïnduceerde 

osteoclastogenese. 

 

Recente studies tonen aan dat de RANKL-RANK-route fysiologische en pathologische 

effecten heeft op andere weefsels dan bot. Interessant is dat dit systeem een rol kan spelen bij 

fibrose [2]. In hoofdstuk 4 veronderstelden we dat RANKL de receptor RANK op 

macrofagen zou kunnen stimuleren en het proces van afbraak van extracellulaire matrix 

(ECM) in fibrotisch weefsel zou kunnen activeren, een proces dat zou kunnen worden geremd 

door sterk tot expressie gebracht OPG. Daarom was het doel van deze studie om RANKL-

mutanten te creëren die wel aan RANK binden maar niet aan OPG, en dus ECM kunnen 

reduceren. We vergeleken de 3D-structuren van RANKL-RANK en RANKL-OPG en 

bouwden een op structuur gebaseerde RANKL-mutantenbibliotheek met 44 RANKL-

mutanten. Onze resultaten laten zien dat de positie van RANKL Q236 van belang is voor 
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OPG-binding. Eén enkele mutant RANKL_Q236D vertoont een 30-voudige afname in 

affiniteit met OPG-Fc in vergelijking met RANKL_WT. RANKL_Q236D blijkt ook zeer 

effectief is bij het activeren van de muis macrofaag RAW 264.7 cellen- en wordt daarbij niet 

geremd door exogene OPG (weergegeven in figuur 2). RANKL-mutanten met verminderde 

binding aan OPG vertonen potentiële anti-fibrose-activiteit, wat een veelbelovende strategie 

biedt om nieuwe therapeutica tegen fibrose te onderzoeken. 

 

Figuur 2. RANKL_Q236D kan uit de blokkade van exogene OPG ontsnappen en RAW-cellen activeren om het 

ECM-afbraakproces te starten.  

 

Als vervolg op het onderzoek naar RANKL-mutanten met een lage affiniteit voor OPG en 

hun potentiële anti-fibrose-activiteit, hebben we in hoofdstuk 5 adenovirussen Ad-RANKL 

WT en Ad-RANKL Q236D geconstrueerd (weergegeven in figuur 3). Het doel van deze 

studie was om een gericht toedieningssysteem te bereiken door RANKL_Q236D rechtstreeks 

in de fibrotische weefsels te produceren zonder andere weefsels te beïnvloeden. We ontdekten 

dat door C10-cellen te infecteren met Ad-RANKL WT / Q236D, uitgescheiden RANKL-eiwit 

tot 19 dagen kan worden gedetecteerd met eiwitniveaus tot 30 nM, wat het 

langetermijnpotentieel laat zien van het afleveren van de eiwitten via een adenovirussysteem. 

Viraal geproduceerde RANKL_Q236D handhaaft de activering van RAW 264.7-cellen en 

ontsnapt uit de blokkering van exogene OPG-Fc. In een co-incubatiesysteem om het proces 

van adenovirusinfectie in vivo na te bootsen, vonden we ook dat met Ad-RANKL Q236D 

geïnfecteerde C10-cellen MMP9-genexpressie in RAW 264.7-cellen konden activeren. Alles 
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bij elkaar genomen kan de generatie van Ad-RANKL Q236D een krachtig nieuw hulpmiddel 

zijn voor de behandeling van fibrose. 

 

Figuur 3. Viraal geproduceerde RANKL_Q236D kan RAW 264.7-cellen activeren en ontsnappen aan de 

blokkering van exogene OPG-Fc. 

 

Aangezien OPG ook fungeert als de lokaasreceptor van TRAIL, hebben we in Hoofdstuk 6 en 

7 de ligand-receptor interface van TRAIL en zijn receptoren en TRAIL-resistentie 

veroorzaakt door de lokaasreceptoren verder onderzocht. In Hoofdstuk 6 hebben we ons 

gericht op de extrinsieke apoptose van verouderde borstkankercellen veroorzaakt door TRAIL. 

We vergeleken de gevoeligheid voor TRAIL tussen verouderde en prolifererende 

kankercellen. Het blijkt dat veranderingen in gevoeligheid voor TRAIL afhankelijk zijn van 

de reeds bestaande resistentie die voor elke cellijn werd waargenomen vóór inductie van 

veroudering. We ontdekten ook dat door therapie geïnduceerde veroudering, door 

behandeling met doxorubicine of ioniserende straling, leidt tot een verhoogde expressie van 

death receptor 5 (DR5), evenals een toename van TRAIL lokaasreceptoren DcR1, DcR2 en 

OPG. Een DR5-selectieve TRAIL-variant (DHER) is effectiever in het induceren van 

apoptose van verouderde borstkankercellen in vergelijking met wildtype TRAIL, zowel in 

2D- als 3D-sferoïdemodellen (weergegeven in Figuur 4). Dit suggereert dat het richten op 

DR5 een therapeutische strategie kan zijn voor de eliminatie van door therapie verouderde 

kankercellen. 
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Figuur 4. DR5-selectieve TRAIL-variant (DHER) is effectiever dan wildtype TRAIL bij het induceren van 

apoptose in verouderde borstkankercellen. 

 

In hoofdstuk 7 hebben we ons gericht op resistentie van borstkankercellen tegen TRAIL als 

gevolg van hoge expressie van OPG. Het doel was om TRAIL-varianten te creëren die 

efficiënt kunnen binden aan pro-apoptosis receptoren, maar met verminderde binding aan 

OPG.  

In deze studie hebben we een model van complex TRAIL-OPG gebouwd via Discovery 

Studio-software en vervolgens is een op TRAIL-mutantenbibliotheek gemaakt op basis van 

dit 3D-model. Deze mutantbibliotheek is gescreend middels ELISA, waaruit duidelijk werd 

dat positie TRAIL_D269van belang is voor OPG-binding. Door middel van een 

combinatiestrategie is aangetoond dat dubbele mutant TRAIL_D269H/Y209M en drievoudige 

mutant TRAIL_D269H/Y209M/K179P een lagere binding met OPG hebben in vergelijking 

met TRAIL_D269H/E195R. Deze varianten veroorzaken ook apoptose in borstkankercellen 

MDA-MB-231 en MDA-MB-436 in aanwezigheid van OPG. De generatie van TRAIL-

mutanten met verminderde binding aan OPG zou dus veelbelovend kunnen worden voor het 

aanpakken van borsttumoren in micro-omgevingen met hoge OPG concentraties. 

 

Conclusie en toekomstperspectieven 
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Zoals beschreven in dit proefschrift, hebben we ons gericht op het onderzoeken van de ligand-

receptor interface van TNF superfamilieleden RANKL en TRAIL. Door de combinatie van 

Computational Protein Design (CPD) en gerichte mutagenese met screening- en 

karakterisatiebepalingen, hebben we receptorspecifieke, agonistische of antagonistische 

varianten van RANKL en TRAIL verkregen, waardoor we nieuwe benaderingen hebben 

geboden voor de behandeling van osteoporose, fibrose of kanker.  

In Hoofdstuk 3 worden twee RANK-antagonisten beschreven, RANKL_I248Y en I248K, die 

WT RANKL-geïnduceerde osteoclastogenese kunnen verminderen door te strijden om 

binding aan RANK. Het mechanisme van RANKL_I248Y en I248K dat minder 

osteoclastogenese vertoont, is echter nog steeds niet duidelijk. Daarom is het interessant om te 

kijken hoe RANKL_I248Y en I248K de conformatie van het RANKL-RANK-complex 

veranderen en vervolgens de oriëntatie van intracellulaire domeinen van RANK en de 

rekrutering van stroomafwaartse effector-eiwitten beïnvloeden.In hoofdstuk 4 en 5 hebben 

we ons gericht op de potentiële rol van het RANKL/RANK/OPG-systeem bij fibrose. 

RANKL_Q236D is in staat tot activering van RAW 264.7-macrofagen en ontsnapt aan de 

blokkade door exogene OPG. Lange termijn productie van deze mutant is bereikt middels 

adenovirus gemedieerde expressie van RANKL_Q236D. Met name de antifibrotische effecten 

van adenoviraal tot expressie gebrachte RANKL_Q236D verdienen het om in vivo te worden 

beoordeeld.  

In Hoofdstuk 6 en 7 wordt de ligand-receptor interface van TRAIL en zijn receptoren 

onderzocht, en TRAIL-resistentie veroorzaakt door de lokaasreceptoren. De DR5-selectieve 

TRAIL-variant (DHER) met verminderde binding aan OPG of DR4 blijkt effectiever te zijn 

bij het induceren van apoptose van verouderde borstkankercellen in vergelijking met wildtype 

TRAIL. Aan de andere kant vertonen TRAIL D269H/Y209M en TRAIL 

D269H/Y209M/K179P verminderde binding aan OPG in vergelijking met TRAIL DHER. 

Aangezien TRAIL-resistentie optreedt in ongeveer de helft van de tumorcellen, is het nodig 

om resistentie te overwinnen en TRAIL-geïnduceerde apoptose te sensibiliseren. Daarom 

kunnen receptorspecifieke TRAIL-varianten, ofwel als monotherapie of in 

combinatiestrategieën, veelbelovend worden voor de behandeling van kanker. 

Al met al toont ons werk aan dat de combinatie van CPD en gerichte mutagenese met 

screening een krachtige benadering is om eiwit-eiwitinteracties te wijzigen. We produceerden 

en evalueerden recombinante RANKL- en TRAIL-mutanten, die een verbeterde 
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receptorselectiviteit vertoonden en mogelijk resistentie tegen lokreceptoren konden 

overwinnen. Gentherapiebenaderingen met behulp van Adenovirus kunnen resulteren in een 

aanhoudend niveau van deze recombinante eiwitten, waardoor mogelijke benaderingen 

worden geboden voor de behandeling van osteoporose, fibrose of kanker. Bijkomend 

aanvullend onderzoek naar de werkzaamheid en veiligheid in vivo verdient het om in de 

toekomst te worden uitgevoerd 
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